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Abstract: It is not an easy task to reconstruct the library and music collection of a 
composer, whose homes – from Hungary through some European cities and South 
America to the United States – cannot be counted on the fingers of both hands. This 
paper investigates the story of Ernő Dohnányi’s music collection and music library: 
summarizes the stages of Dohnányi’s life, where he stayed for a longer period of time, 
therefore makes it possible to round up a considerable library and also discusses the 
lists, which give account of the items of the composer’s books and scores. These lists 
preserved about the content of Dohnányi’s previous Hungarian books and music col-
lections of the Széher út villa, the music collection on Városmajor utca (the house of 
Dohnányi’s sister), and about the library and music collection of the Dohnányis’ Tal-
lahassee home. The author of this paper could use the items of Dohnányi’s books and 
scores, which the composer possessed in the final decade of his lifetime, too. At pres-
ent, these documents, Dohnányi’s American Estate is in the care of the Archives for 
20th–21st Century Hungarian Music of the Institute for Musicology, Research Centre 
for Humanities of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest. Beside the lists, 
the correspondence between Dohnányi and his sister, Mici, also contains information 
about the story of Dohnányi’s libraries and music collections. This overview follows 
Dohnányi’s collection even during the American years when he wanted to receive 
volumes of his former library, and understandably wanted to establish as rich a library 
as he had in his previous homes.
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  1. This study is an edited part of my MA thesis at the Liszt Academy of Music in Budapest. I would like 
to express my deepest thanks to my supervisor, Veronika Kusz.
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It is no easy task to reconstruct the library and music collection of a composer, 
whose homes – from Hungary through European cities and South America to 
the United States – cannot be counted on the fingers of both hands. So an under-
standing of where Dohnányi could have held collections, calls for investigation 
of all the places where he stayed for a longer period of time.2 The question of 
how Dohnányi’s library looked was first raised by Éva Kelemen, who studied a 
section of Dohnányi’s library and sheet music collection held in the Dohnányi 
Collection of the National Széchényi Library’s Music Department.3 This overview 
by  Kelemen not only covers the published pieces, for it is the first to pick out the 
places where Dohnányi could to have a library at all.
Kelemen herself mentions that she made primary use of recollections and per-
sonal statements in describing the environment surrounding the composer. The 
author of this paper was the first who could examine the books and scores that 
Dohnányi possessed in the final decade of his life.4 These documents, constituting 
Dohnányi’s American Estate, are now in Budapest, in the care of the Archives for 
20th–21st Century Hungarian Music, at the Institute for Musicology of the Re-
search Centre for the Humanities of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
Although this paper relies strongly on Kelemen’s study, it seeks also to explore 
some other primary sources. It relies, alongside the 255 books and 213 scores in 
the American Dohnányi Collection, on some documents recounting the content 
of Dohnányi’s earlier book and music collections – lists that point to the structure 
of collections he held at his Széher út villa, in the music collection on Városmajor 
utca, where Dohnányi’s sister Mici (Mária Dohnányi, Mrs Ferenc Kováts) lived, 
and in the library and music collection at the composer’s Tallahassee home. The 
first two lists were initiated by Dohnányi’s sister (the compiler of the second being 
mostly Béla Csuka), who sent them to the Dohnányis. As documents, the compos-
er and erstwhile Dohnányi student Edward Kilényi Jr. found them of great import 
  2. On his homes, see György Horváth and László Gombos, “A Dohnányi család története” [History of the 
Dohnányi family], in Dohnányi Évkönyv 2002 [Dohnányi Yearbook 2002], ed. Márta Sz. Farkas (Budapest: 
MTA Zenetudományi Intézet, 2002), 94.
  3. Éva Kelemen, “Dohnányi Ernőnek dedikált kották az Országos Széchényi Könyvtárban” [Sheet music 
dedicated to Dohnányi in the Music Collection of the National Széchényi Library], in Dohnányi Évkönyv 
2005 [Dohnányi Yearbook 2005], eds László Gombos and Márta Sz. Farkas (Budapest: MTA Zenetudományi 
Intézet, 2006), 33–62.
  4. On the American Dohnányi Collection, see Veronika Kusz, Dohnányi Ernő amerikai hagyatéka a 
Zenetudományi Intézetben [Dohnányi’s American Estate in the Institute for Musicology] http://www.zti.hu/
mza-dohnanyi/docs/DE_amerikai_hagyateka_a_ZTI-ben.pdf (accessed 4 September 2017). The Hungarian 
state bought the American estate from Dohnányi’s heir, Dr Seàn Ernst McGlynn. It can now be found in the 
Dohnányi Collection at the Archives for 20th–21st Century Hungarian Music of the Institute for Musicology 
of the Research Centre for Humanities of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest [hereafter: Dohnányi 
Collection IfM RCH HAS]. The illustrations published in this article originate from there and appear by per-
mission of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
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and removed them from the Tallahassee house after Dohnányi’s death. Kilényi’s 
heirs later passed them on to Florida State University.5
Further information on Dohnányi’s libraries and music collections emerges in 
the correspondence between Dohnányi and his sister Mici. It is revealing to know 
what books and scores he asked his sister to send him from Hungary. By the end 
of the 1950s, the lists, at least of the books, were completed, for in 1958 and 1959 
Dohnányi probably based on them references to actual volumes he wanted to have 
sent to him. Their correspondence suggests such shipments only became possible 
in the second half of the 1950s, as his sister reported to him several times earlier 
that books could not be sent.6
It also emerges from their correspondence that the Dohnányi’s American li-
brary in 1959 contained about 1,200 books.7
This paper summarizes the stages in Dohnányi’s life, where he stayed for a 
longer period, and was able to gather a considerable library. Then come the hith-
erto unknown sources and the list of what can be found in Dohnányi’s American 
estate and that of Kilényi, with some significant information about the Hungarian 
and American collections.8
* * *
The profession of Dohnányi’s father meant that he grew up among many books 
and scores, although there is no clear information on these. Frigyes Dohnányi 
taught mathematics, physics, and music at the Royal Catholic Gymnasium in 
Chief in Pozsony [today: Bratislava, Slovakia], and also played the cello and com-
posed music. He is mainly remembered for his work on the principals of a new 
shorthand system known as panstenographia.9 In addition, he was the first to set 
up an X-ray laboratory in Pozsony, in the Gymnasium’s physics depository.10
Dohnányi lived as a student in four different Budapest apartments, according 
to letters he wrote to his sister Mária (Mici) and to his father, which provide ac-
  5. See the original manuscript in the Kilényi–Dohnányi Collection of Florida State University, “Miscel-
laneous Documents 1897–1950, 16.”
  6. See Mária Dohnányi’s letter to Dohnányi, 31 July 1956. Dohnányi Collection IfM RCH HAS: 
 MZA-DE-Ta-Script 81.178.
  7. Kelemen Éva, ed., Dohnányi Ernő családi levelei [Family letters of Ernő Dohnányi], (Budapest: 
Országos Széchényi Könyvtár – Gondolat Kiadó – MTA Zenetudományi Intézet, 2011), 264.
  8. See the lists in the appendix of this article for Dohnányi’s American Music Collection (1), the Music 
Collections of Széher út (2) and Városmajor utca (3), and Dohnányi’s Library (4).
  9. Frigyes Dohnányi, Panstenographia. Egyetemes, minden nyelvre való gyorsírás. Különös tekintettel 
a magyar és német, valamint a szláv és latin nyelvre, iskolák és magánhasználatra [Panstenographia. Short-
hand suited to all languages. With special regard to Hungarian and German, the Slavic and Latin languages, to 
school and private use], (Pozsony, 1887). For further publications by him, see Emil Kumlik, Dohnányi Frigyes 
1843–1909. Egy magyar gyorsíró élete és munkássága [Frigyes Dohnányi 1843–1909: The life and work of a 
Hungarian stenographer], (Budapest, 1937), 85.
 10. Ibid., 9.
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counts of them. However, there is no clue to the number of volumes he owned at 
the time. From September 1894, Dohnányi lived at No. 88, Andrássy út, and then 
on the third floor of No. 10, Hunyadi tér.11 In Dohnányi’s letter to his sister on 21 
September 1894, the young composer sent a detailed drawing of his Andrássy út 
apartment, marking where his bookcase stood.12
Up to the end of his studies in 1897, he lived in two further apartments: one on 
Király utca, by the Academy of Music, and the other on Rudolf [now Széchényi] 
Quay, with a Danube view.13 He again sent his sister a detailed drawing of this, but 
without marking his bookcase.14
By 1901, Dohnányi was in Vienna. Then followed a one-year stay in Budapest, 
after which he settled in Vienna with his family in 1903–1905 (District XIX, No. 
52, Ditterstrasse),15 but no information is available on his library in that period.
As Kelemen states, the earliest source material for his library comes with a 
huge tenement of eleven rooms in the Berlin-Grunewald district (Knaustrasse 19), 
which Dohnányi rented from 1905,16 having been offered a teaching post at the 
Berliner Königliche Hochschule für Musik, under the directorship of the Hungar-
ian-born violinist Joseph Joachim.
Dohnányi’s second wife, Elza Galafrés, gives a specific description of the 
composer’s study in her recollections:
The most characteristic room in the new house was Dohnányi’s study. Here 
his taste had full scope, and the room displayed his personality to a rather ex-
traordinary degree. It could be said to be both modest and serviceable although 
the floor was deeply carpeted, and the black stained bookshelves covering two 
walls from floor to ceiling were vividly colored with the brilliant bindings of a 
plethora of books which showed the catholic tastes of the owner. He didn’t like 
the restriction of glass between himself and his books. He liked to reach his 
hand for a volume and pick it instantly from the shelf. On the other walls were 
his collection of choice etchings and engravings of Beethoven, Brahms, Liszt, 
Schubert, Schumann, and Schmutzer’s Joachim Quartette. Dominating one 
wall was a portrait of his wife by her celebrated artist brother, Cesar Kunwald.17
It is unclear whether Dohnányi bought more books because he had space for them, 
or whether he brought from his previous home. According to Ilona  Zachár, the 
composer’s future third wife, the furniture was transported from Vienna to Ber-
 11. Horváth and Gombos, “A Dohnányi család története,” 94.
 12. Kelemen, ed., Dohnányi Ernő családi levelei, 51–52.
 13. Horváth and Gombos, “A Dohnányi család története,” 94.
 14. Kelemen, ed., Dohnányi Ernő családi levelei, 73.
 15. Jochen Thies, Die Dohnányis. Eine Familienbiografie (Berlin: Propyläen, 2004), 44.
 16. Ibid., 49.
 17. Elza Galafrés, Lives…Loves…Losses (Vancouver: Versatile, 1973), 149.
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lin,18 and so it is conceivable that a large book collection could come the same 
way. However, when the failure of his first marriage and the First World War 
meant he had to leave Berlin with Elza Galafrés, they could not take even the most 
needful articles with them, according to Vázsonyi.19 Yet his sources for saying so 
are unknown, so that it remains uncertain whether the huge library (or part of it) 
was moved from Berlin to Hungary later. After their arrival in Budapest, where 
Dohnányi and his new wife stayed until 1944, Dohnányi began a career of teach-
ing at the Franz Liszt Academy of Music. Initially they lived in rooms at the Vi-
gadó20 and for a short time on Várfok utca in the Castle District.21 The Dohnányis 
then moved to Trombitás út (District II), which remained their home for thirteen 
years, so giving him time to furnish his study in a similar way to the one he had 
left in Berlin. Kelemen lit upon a 1926 article that describes the conditions at 
Trombitás utca:22
One wall of the study is completely covered by a huge bookcase, another by a 
piano and big stands piled with sheet music, editions of the masters, and bound 
copies of Dohnányi’s compositions … Exemplary order on the writing-desk, 
small notebooks, an abundant collection of pencils and pens. Hungarian clas-
sics, excellent edition of the works of [János] Arany, the poems of Csokonai 
[Vitéz, Mihály], one of the volumes being open. Complete editions of Dostoev-
sky, Nietzsche and Gerhar[d]t Hauptmann …23
According to Mici’s lists, the works of the authors mentioned there were all to 
be found again in the composer’s next home: works of Dostoevsky (23 volumes), 
János Arany (12 volumes), Csokonai (five), Hauptmann (six) and Nietzsche (eight), 
too.24 Dohnányi’s many concert tours abroad earned him enough in a few years 
to build a proper house on Széher út (District II) after his own ideas, where they 
moved in 1928.25 This “villa” mentioned several times was built on a huge plot, 
with a vast garden surrounding an imposing building, complete with swimming 
pool, orangery and tennis court.26 Dohnányi s᾿ fondness for plants and gardening 
found expression in caring for the garden.27 Students could also enjoy the beauty 
of his home and garden every Thursday, when he gave piano lessons there, fol-
 18. Ilona von Dohnányi, Ernst von Dohnányi. A Song of Life, ed. James A. Grymes (Bloomington, Indi-
anapolis: Indiana University Press, 2002), 56.
 19. Bálint Vázsonyi, Dohnányi Ernő (Budapest: Nap Kiadó, 22002), 140.
 20. The Vigadó [Redoute] was among the famous concert halls in Budapest.
 21. Vázsonyi, Dohnányi Ernő, 146.
 22. Kelemen, “Dohnányi Ernőnek dedikált kották,” 33–34.
 23. [Unsigned], “Dohnányi Ernőnél” (With Ernő Dohnányi), Literatura 1/8 (October 1926), 32–33.
 24. See the original manuscript in the Kilényi–Dohnányi Collection at Florida State University.
 25. Melinda Szlabeyné Szentes, “A Dohnányi-villa története” [The history of the Dohnányi villa], in 
Dohnányi Évkönyv 2002, 104–105.
 26. Ibid., 106.
 27. Ibid., 106–107.
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lowed by lunch.28 A description of his study at Széher út appeared in Rádióélet 
[Radio life]: 
I reached the study of the Master, the saloons and the library through paneled 
stairs, wherein flowed the shiny November sunlight through huge lace-cur-
tained windows with balconies and views of the garden. I noticed the artistry 
in pictures of Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert, and Brahms, a huge engraving of 
the Joachim Quartet, medals and knick-knacks.29
This shows that the engravings included were the ones that had hung on his walls 
in Berlin, which casts doubt on Vázsonyi’s remark they could not take anything 
with them due to the suddenness of their departure. It seems that some books were 
also transported from Berlin after all. It is noticeable that the witness refers here 
not to shelves of books, but to a library. The expression was also used by Melinda 
Szlabey in her account of the Dohnányi estate on Széher út, which mentions in 
addition a library,30 as well as photographs. Again there appear to have been con-
siderable numbers of books in Dohnányi’s library (see Plate 1).
Still, there was no separate library room. The library took up part of his 
study, as it had in his previous homes. According to the memoirs of the com-
poser’s third wife, Ilona Zachár, Dohnányi owned some two thousand volumes, 
which included the complete works of great Hungarian poets and other writers 
such as  Shakespeare, Goethe, and Schiller. He found pleasure in works of Kant, 
 Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Spengler, and Dickens.31 Also interesting if not whol-
ly credible is her remark that Dohnányi would never go through the same book 
twice. Apart from these recollections, there is a list available of the items in the 
Széher út library and music collection, compiled by Mici, although it was not 
made until after the Second World War, so that it cannot be taken for certain as 
complete. Dohnányi’s marriage to the German-born Elsa Galafrés had collapsed 
by the end of the 1930s. This meant that in 1940 he had to leave his library and 
the comforts of his villa, to spend about a year in the Budapest Hotel Gellért. By 
that time he was in close touch with his future third wife, Ilona Zachár, whom he 
had met in 1937, and with whom he set up home, first on Wesselényi utca (District 
VII) between 1941 and 1944, and then in the nearby town of Gödöllő, with her 
parents. Dohnányi had been a paramount figure on the music scene in the Horthy 
era of the 1930s, but the political spread of Nazism ultimately led him to withdraw 
from his grand positions. He, Zachár, and her two children by her first husband 
 28. Ibid., 107.
 29. [Unsigned], “Művészéletek. Dohnányi Ernőék otthonában” [Artist lives. In the home of the  Dohnányis᾿], 
Rádióélet [Radio life] 3/45 (6 November 1931), 2012.
 30. Melinda Szlabey, “A Széher úti Dohnányi-hagyaték” [The Dohnányi Estate on Széher Street]”, in 
Dohnányi Évkönyv 2002, 137.
 31. Ilona von Dohnányi, A Song of Life, 117.
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left Hungary in November 1944 for Austria. She relates that he could take with 
him only a few of his manuscripts and Casanova’s memoirs.32 Dohnányi’s cor-
respondence with his sister shows strong interest in the fate of his abandoned 
library, and he requested that several volumes be sent to him.
Dohnányi and his household then moved several times: to Vienna, Neukirchen 
am Walde, then Kitzbühel, and at last to the United States, after a stay in Argenti-
na (Martínez, Tucumán). In 1949, they settled in the Florida capital, Tallahassee, 
first in rented accommodation, but a year later in a downtown house they bought 
(No. 568, Beverly Court). There Dohnányi spent the final decade of his life. Al-
though his earlier libraries were left behind, he had a new library of 1,200 vol-
umes by the end of the 1950s (see Plate 2).33 This, writes Vázsonyi, included the 
authors he had loved best since his youth: Spengler, Cervantes, Dickens, Wilhelm 
Busch, [Mór] Jókai and [Imre] Madách.34
The rest of this paper centers on the lists of works in the composer’s homes. 
One list covers the collection at Széher út, and the second the items in sister Mici’s 
home on Városmajor utca. The third, compiled by his wife Ilona right after the 
composer’s death, does the same for their Tallahassee home, and includes photo-
 32. Ibid., 127.
 33. Kelemen, “Dohnányi Ernőnek dedikált kották,” 36.
 34. Vázsonyi, Dohnányi Ernő, 307.
plate 1 Dohnányi’s study in his Széher út home
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graphs of the house required for a memorial room to Dohnányi that was planned, 
but never materialized.
Of the documents at Széher út, Mici compiled a list probably at the end of 
the 1940s. Its twenty pages record the items either in pencil or ink. The penciled 
writing and the densely filled pages make the list hard to read, as does the thin, 
low-grade paper she used to save shipping costs.
In December 1947 Dohnányi wrote to his sister from Beaulieu-sur-Mer that he 
was awaiting the catalog.35 Furthermore, Dohnányi is probable thanking her for 
this document in a letter of 13 February 1948:
... Many thanks for the great effort you put into compiling the list of my scores 
and books. I am enclosing my list of the scores and books that I would certainly 
like to receive.36
 35. Kelemen, ed., Dohnányi Ernő családi levelei, 205.
 36. Ibid., 209.
plate 2 Dohnányi’s own design for his bookcase, c. 1950
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Unfortunately this enclosed document has not survived, but the same letter cites 
one from Hans Hubermann, his stepson (from a previous marriage by Galafrés), 
describing the sad fate of the composer’s abandoned valuables.
I sold some of the scores and books when the government ordered homeowners 
to repair the damage caused of bombing … Atta [Dohnányi] maybe forgot his 
engagement of 1916, which granted me all the furniture, books, manuscripts, 
etc. As far as I know, Ernő Szlabey took with him some books without my 
permission. The remaining items I gave to the Kárpáthys and to other friends 
for preservation. I received the list of requested items and I empowered the 
Kárpáthys to submit the miniature scores to you. The rest of the books and 
other items, which are in my rightful possession, I intend to keep for myself.37
Since the deed mentioned has not survived, we do not know which documents 
were taken by Dohnányi’s cousin Ernő Szlabey Jr., or which were given to Elemér 
Kárpáthy, a close friend of the family. According to a letter of December 1947, 
Dohnányi needed some documents that were in Kárpáthy’s hands: “I will write to 
Elemér Kárpáthy about the books I need to hand you.”38 Dohnányi also wrote to 
the wife of his cousin about documents Ernő Szlabey had taken from Széher út:
[I] enclosed the list of the scores and books I asked Elemér K[árpáthy] to 
give you. Apart from the operas of Wagner, which can stay with you, give 
everything to [Jenő] Sugár at Rózsavölgyi,39 whom I will ask to send to me in 
Beaulieu by express mail service.40
Since Mici’s list was not yet ready, Dohnányi probably compiled the list of re­
quested books mentioned here from memory. Clearly Dohnányi was keenly in­
terested in the fate of his books and scores even before Mici’s list was completed, 
and requested his friends and family to pass the remaining ones to Rózsavölgyi 
for dispatch to him.
In a letter from London in December 1947, Ilona Zachár wrote:
The Rózsavölgyis are planning to send Ernő’s compositions urgently to us in 
Argentina, so that they should already be there when we arrive. We ask, Aunt 
Mici, if anything is left of Ernő’s library, because it is impossible to buy a book 
here, the cheapest is 24 schilling; Mammy can’t send, because book shipment 
has been prohibited recently, so it would be an excellent chance to get the
 37. Ibid., 210.
 38. Ibid., 205.
 39. Jenő Sugár was a co­proprietor and later the head of the Rózsavölgyi publishing company.
 40. Kelemen, ed., Dohnányi Ernő családi levelei, 205.
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valuable books, say 15–20 of them, which are left from the library, likewise 
the scores, orchestral parts and so on; in a word, what you would think Ernő 
might need, just give Sugár and he will forward it with his own material, viz. 
send them to us.41
A month later, in January 1948, the Dohnányis also called urgently for the re-
quested scores in a letter to Mici.42
It is hard to follow the many events that threatened the letters mentioned, for 
it is clear that the valuable documents from the Széher út villa were in the hands 
of several family members and friends. During the war, the villa had served as a 
maternity hospital, which means much of value was sold, in addition to the ones 
taken by the mentioned relatives and friends. Dohnányi, in a letter to his brother-
in-law, Ferenc Kováts, implied that he wanted to get rid of some of his valuables 
from there for reasons connected with his divorce, but he would not have expected 
his dynamic wife, Elza Galafrés, to sell off a beloved instrument without asking 
his permission:
I do not now know what is at Széher út, because on the one hand I do not know 
if the Russians took anything from there, and on the other I do not know what 
Elza sold. … Mici wrote in her last letter she had heard that Elza sold the Chik-
ering for 6,000 forints. … Anyway, why does she need so much money? She 
could live well from the kitchen of the maternity hospital!43
This makes it very probable that not only his valuables, but some of his library 
items had been sold. So the list compiled by Dohnányi’s sister certainly does not 
show the last state of it seen by the composer; it does not contain all the docu-
ments. The fact that the list contains only a fraction of the 2,000-book library 
described by Zachár shows also that it cannot be taken as complete. Nor does 
this list compiled by Mici include the Complete Bach Edition44 often mentioned 
by the composer. (The Johannes Passion mentioned lower down was on the list, 
but probably did not form part of the complete edition.) Dohnányi first inquires in 
spring 1947 about this colossal, very valuable edition of 61 volumes, because he 
wanted to improve his finances by selling them:
 41. Ibid., 202–203.
 42. Dohnányi and Ilona Zachár’s letter to Mária Dohnányi. Beaulieu-sur-Mer, 12 January 1948. One of the 
letters given to the Dohnányi Collection IfM RCH HAS by the composer’s granddaughter, Márta Dohnányi, 
in the fall of 2016 (no call number).
 43. Kelemen, ed., Dohnányi Ernő családi levelei, 184.
 44. Johann Sebastian Bachs Werke. Hrsg. von der Bach-Gesellschaft. 61 Bände in 47 Jahrgange. Strich 
und Druck von Breitkopf & Härtel, Leipzig, 1841–1899.
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The 60 volumes of the big Bach Complete Edition – I hope it is still there at 
Széher út – is of great value, because it is not available and back then, the late 
Guszti estimated the value of this edition for 10,000 pengős. The volumes are 
in good condition – except the Johannes Passion from which I conducted at that 
time – and the Rózsas45 could make a great deal of business from it, as this no 
longer available edition is sought around the world. So the Rózsas advanced me 
3,000 forints immediately. Please attempt this. The thing is urgent.46
But few weeks later, Dohnányi wrote disappointedly to his sister: 
So what became of the Bach edition? Anyway, I just hear that that one is miss-
ing, or that one can’t be found, but I did not hear that looting or something 
similar had happened to the house. What was this woman doing with all this 
stuff [?] Eating it?47
Actually Dohnányi’s sarcastic question, not meant seriously, proved to be true, as 
the objects sold, as Melinda Szlabey mentioned, “were turned into food.”48
During the war, when the Dohnányi villa on Széher út served as a maternity 
hospital, money had lost its value and valuables had to be exchanged for food. The 
Bach edition is just one of the substantial documents that disappeared or were sold 
out of the house, although Dohnányi gave this particular item special attention. 
The whereabouts of the several other important documents that vanished from the 
house in the same way are still not known.
It turns out from the composer’s letter in the summer of 1948 that apart from 
the library at Széher út, Dohnányi also had scores remaining with the Philharmon-
ic Society Orchestra, which he would have liked to see in the hands of his sister.
At the Philharmonic [Society] I still have many scores and stuff that are my 
property and were deposited only for reasons of convenience. [They include] 
all the material of the piano concertos I play and the material of many sympho-
nies, too, plus the [substance of] Cantus vitae. The last cost me 3,000 pengős 
back then. It can stay there yet, but I would like the rest to be passed to you. 
I will write a letter to [Miklós] Rékai about this.49
 45. The Rózsavölgyi publishing company. According to the letters, they sent documents from Hungary to 
the Dohnányis on several occasions. 
 46. Kelemen, ed., Dohnányi Ernő családi levelei, 191.
 47. Ibid., 193.
 48. Melinda Szlabeyné Szentes, “A Dohnányi-villa története,” 117.
 49. Kelemen, ed., Dohnányi Ernő családi levelei, 220. Miklós Rékai (1906–1959) harpist, member and 
between 1934 and 1940 secretary general of the Budapest Philharmonic Society.
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Working from this, the list from Városmajor utca – though it does not mark them – 
probably contains the scores kept earlier with the Philharmonic Society. So this 
may be the most detailed list of Dohnányi’s Hungarian music collections. The 
Városmajor utca list is extant in a typewritten document of 23 pages, in which 
several marks that are explained at the beginning. For example, Dohnányi gave 
items circled in blue pencil to Márta Dohnányi, his granddaughter, while those 
circled in red pencil were prepared for sending. It is highly probable that these 
marks were made by Dohnányi himself.
Although this list was located at the home of Dohnányi’s sister, it turns out 
from their correspondence that it was actually compiled by Béla Csuka, the cel-
list/secretary of the Philharmonic Society Orchestra, who also listed Dohnányi’s 
performances with it.50
According to a letter of 1955 from Dohnányi’s sister: “Béla Csuka … got it into 
his head to prepare a list of your [Dohnányi’s] scores and books and when he had 
finished with us, he would go out to Széher út and the Kárpáthys too.” 51 A letter 
from Mici dated 22 October 1955, tells how enthusiastic Csuka was about the list, 
and that the appearance of further books and scores were expected – unfortunate-
ly from places not specified.
Of course, one can rarely see someone working as seriously and thoroughly as 
Béla Csuka. I asked him why he writes the scores at my home so precisely ([I] 
will send the list for you soon), because it was not necessary, and he replied 
“as a vocation.” And he is proceeding with the books again, and if he is ready, 
he will head for the scores and books with Mrs. [Kálmán] Kovalsky,52 then 
to list the books at Széher út. It is true that his reviewing has uncovered the 
original manuscript of op. 35 … So there will be order here. When he gets to 
the things at Széher út! Poor Béla Csuka, he has no idea how he has bitten off 
more than he could chew, as he has not yet met with Ernő Szl[abey]’s mania for 
“rearrangement.” Mrs. Ribiczey offered to help when she visited me while Béla 
Csuka was working. She will be the forerunner there, because she knows all 
the corners in Attila’s tent. Until then I will be sorting Feri’s [Ferenc Kováts]53 
plant cases to make room for the books delivered and some of the scores, be-
cause Elsa would like to [dispose] of her books at the Kárpáthys, or she would 
 50. See Mária Dohnányi’s letter to Dohnányi, 3 February 1955. Dohnányi Collection IfM RCH HAS: 
MZA-DE-Ta-Script 80.921; see also the letter of 8 February 1955, ibid.: 80.923.
 51. Mária Dohnányi’s letter to Dohnányi, 1 October 1955, ibid.: 80.995.
 52. Before Galafrés left Hungary, she located the valuables from the Széher út villa in Mrs. Kálmán 
Kovalsky’s possession. See: Kelemen, ed., Dohnányi Ernő családi levelei, 205.
 53. Kováts was the husband of Dohnányi’s sister.
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have liked to move them there, but the Kárpáthys are not at their villa, as it is 
no longer theirs. In one word, there is chaos everywhere.54
Additionally, as Mici points out, Csuka was preparing an extremely detailed list55 
that differed from the Széher út one in recording the score data more validly. In 
view of Mici’s appreciation for Csuka’s work, it seems likely it was Csuka’s, not 
Dohnányi’s idea to list the items under twelve categories. Beside the apparatus 
categories (instrumentation), it seems Csuka set out to list separately the works 
of Bartók, Kodály, Liszt, Koessler, and of course Dohnányi. As I pointed out, it 
differs in most cases from the Széher út one in giving the edition and publication 
data in full.
The poor resources available to us for reconstructing the Hungarian collection 
contrast with the several sources covering the American library and music collec-
tion. Of these, the last and most detailed list was made before the documents were 
sent to Hungary. In addition, a list existed in the Kilényi estate of the materials 
from the composer’s office at the Florida State University. 56 This mainly consists 
of the scores of Dohnányi’s works and some piano works of Mozart and Beethov-
en. It is also interesting that no books can be found on the list apart from a few 
important theoretical works (for example: Sechter: Generalbass­Schule; Hummel: 
Anweisung), which he certainly used for teaching. However, it includes, for exam-
ple, the first edition of Haydn’s Creation, which Dohnányi conducted in Athens57 
during his American period. According to the recollections of the biographer 
Bálint Vázsonyi, the composer held this score in high regard and was proud to be 
its owner.58 Unfortunately the score has not been found in any of the collections.
Ilona Zachár was the first to list the documents in the Tallahassee house, giv-
ing a detailed description of the contents of the shelves and cabinets (Plate 3ab).59 
What is interesting about the document is that it also has photographs to illustrate 
the original placement of the documents, and obviously because of the aborted 
plans for a memorial room to Dohnányi.
The source is also interesting for the wifely comments in some places, e.g. 
“his favorite book of all,” “his favorite writer.” In some cases she also marked 
when the volume in question was sent over by Dohnányi’s sister. In addition, there 
 54. Mária Dohnányi’s letter to Dohnányi, 22 October 1955. Dohnányi Collection IfM RCH HAS: 
 MZA-DE-Ta-Script 81.007.
 55. Dohnányi’s sister sent Béla Csuka’s list to the Dohnányis in 1956. Mária asked them to send back the 
numbers of the scores that Dohnányi would receive. See Mária Dohnányi’s letter to Dohnányi, 3 January 1956, 
ibid.: 81.045.
 56. See the copy of the list at the Dohnányi Collection IfM RCH HAS.
 57. Dohnányi conducted Haydn’s Creation on 1 May 1955 in Athens. See Veronika Kusz, Dohnányi ame­
rikai évei [Dohnányi’s American years], (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi és Társa, 2015), 334.
 58. Vázsonyi, Dohnányi Ernő, 300.
 59. Dohnányi Collection IfM RCH HAS. Miscellaneous documents: MZA-DE-Ta-Script 9.273/1–2 (two 
issues).
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plate 3 A page of Ilona Zachár’s List (3a) 
and an appliqued photograph of Dohnányi’s bookcase (3b)
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are, of course, the most recent lists available to us, made of the documents in the 
Tallahassee house in 2014, before the American estate was moved to Hungary. 
However, it turns out from these that not all the volumes arrived in Hungary: the 
volumes that presumably belonged to Ilona remained in America. According to 
the volumes in the Tallahassee collection, the Dohnányis had a shared ex libris 
sticker, but it is not to be found in every book (Plate 4). However, their volumes 
can be distinguished by their different tastes and interests.
Dohnányi’s considerably difficult and diversified life can be followed in his 
libraries. However, it has been seen that he would still inquire about earlier vol-
umes, despite his many moves, changed living conditions, and distance. After his 
emigration, Dohnányi especially wanted to receive volumes from his former li-
brary, and understandably sought to establish as rich a library as he had possessed 
in his earlier homes. Anyway, the Dohnányis in the American period collected a 
considerable number of volumes in a few short years. This is clear from a letter 
of 1957, in which the composer’s sister questioned them about the origin of their 
appreciable library, to which Dohnányi replied: “Well, civilized man has always 
had books.”60 Certainly, Dohnányi’s tart comment need not make us think they 
collected numerous volumes in the United States solely for the love of books, but 
rather out of a desire to rebuild what they had to leave behind. 
 60. Dohnányi’s letter to Mária Dohnányi, 20 March 1957. Dohnányi Collection IfM RCH HAS: letters 
given by Márta Dohnányi, without call numbers.
plate 4 The ex libris of Ernő Dohnányi and Ilona Zachár
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Appendix
Dohnányi’s Music Collection And Library
1. Dohnányi’s American Music Collection
This list contains the items of Dohnányi’s American music collection in the al-
phabetical order of the composer names. At present, Dohnányi’s American 
music collection can be found at the Dohnányi Collection of the Archives for 
20th–21st-Century Hungarian Music at the Institute for Musicology (Research 
Center for Humanities of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest). These 
scores stem from two places: from Dohnányi’s Tallahassee house (Dohnányi 
House, 2014) and the Dohnányi Collection of the Florida State University (FSU, 
2015). They had call numbers already after coming into the Institute for Musicol-
ogy (MZA-DE-Ta-Mus). The type of the scores (full score, miniature score etc.) 
is also given. The list indicates if there is a dedication in the score. The follow-
ing abbreviations are used: orch=orchestra; vn=violin; pf=pianoforte; sc=score; 
transcr.=transcription; vs=vocal score; n. d.= no date; ms=manuscript.
 1. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.090 (FSU, 2015): baCh, Johann Sebastian: Concerto for 
Three Pianos (Leipzig: Bretikopf und Härtel, n. d.). 3 pf part sc.
 2. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.091 (FSU, 2015): BaCh, Johann Sebastian: Sonata No. 2 
in A (vn, pf), (New York: Schirmer, 1926). Vn, pf part sc. 
 3. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.092 (FSU, 2015): BaCh, Johann Sebastian: Sonata No. 3 
in E Minor (vn, pf), (New York: Schirmer, 1927). Vn, pf part sc.
 4. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.093 (FSU, 2015): BaCh, Johann Sebastian: Sonata No. 4 
in C  Minor (vn, pf), (New York: Schirmer, 1928). Vn, pf part sc.
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 5. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.094 (FSU, 2015): BaCh, Johann Sebastian: Sonata No. 5 
in F Minor (vn, pf), (New York: Schirmer, 1928). Vn, pf part sc.
 6. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.095 (FSU, 2015): BaCh, Johann Sebastian: Sonata No. 6 
in G (vn, pf), (New York: Schirmer, 1929). Vn, pf part sc.
 7. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.096 (Dohnányi House, 2014): BaCh, Johann Sebastian: 
The Well­Tempered Clavichord (ed. by Carl Czerny), (New York: Schirmer, 
1893). Pf sc. 
 8. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.097 (Dohnányi House, 2014): BaCh, Johann Sebastian: 
Well­Tempered Clavichord (vol. 16). Three Part Inventions (New York: 
G. Schirmer, 1894). Pf sc.
 9. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.098 (Dohnányi House, 2014): BaCh, Johann Sebastian: 
Well­Tempered Clavichord. Book II (New York: G. Schirmer, 1925). Pf sc.
 10. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.099 (Dohnányi House, 2014): BaCh, Johann Sebastian 
– Friedman, Ignaz: Morning Song (Wachet auf), (Melbourne: Allan & Co., 
1948). Transcr. for pf. 
 11. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.100 (FSU, 2015): baCh, Johann Sebastian – Friedman, 
 Ignaz: Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 (Melbourne: Allan, 1948). Transcr. for pf.
 12. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.101 (FSU, 2015): balough, Gregor: Ballet Tango for 
 Violin and Piano (Louisville: McDonald and Moffet, 1954). Vn, pf part sc.
 13. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.102 (FSU, 2015): balough, Gregor: Sonnet (Louisville: 
McDonald and Moffet, 1954). Vs, pf sc. With dedication by the the composer. 
 14. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.103 (FSU, 2015): bartóK, Béla: I. String Quartet (Buda-
pest: Editio Musica, 1957). Miniature sc. 
 15. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.104 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Andante 
F dur für das Pianoforte (Stuttgart: Schuberth, 1891). Pf sc. With Dohnányi’s 
dedication for Mrs. Marion Carruth (29 January 1960). 
 16. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.105 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: King Stephen 
Overture (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc. 
 17. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.106 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Leonore 
Overture No. 1 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc. 
 18. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.107 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Leonore 
Overture No. 2 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc. 
 19. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.108 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Leonore 
Overture No. 3 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 20. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.109 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Namensfeier 
Overture (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 21. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.110 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Piano Con­
certo No. 3 (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, n. d.). Sc.
 22. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.111 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Rondo a 
 Capriccio, op. 129 (Stuttgart: J. G. Cotta’sche, 1892). Pf sc. 
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 23. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.112 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Sieben Baga­
tellen, op. 33 (Stuttgart: J. G. Cotta’sche, 1891). Pf sc.
 24. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.113 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Sonatas for 
Piano. (volumes 1 and 2), (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 25. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.114 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Symphonies 
Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6 ([Paris:] Edition Marquerie Fréres, n. d.). Sc. 
 26. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.115 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Symphony 
No. 1 (Vienna: Wiener Philharmonischer Verlag, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 27. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.116 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Symphony 
No. 2 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc. 
 28. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.117 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Symphony 
No. 4 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 29. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.118 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Symphony 
No. 6 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 30. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.119 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Symphony 
No. 8 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 31. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.120 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Die Weihe 
des Hauses Overture (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 32. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.121 (FSU, 2015): beethoven, Ludwig van: Thirty­Two Var­
iations on an Original Theme in C  Minor (New York: Schirmer, n. d.). Pf sc.
 33. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.122 (Dohnányi House, 2014): beethoven, Ludwig van: 
Klavierstücke I­II (München: G. Henle, n. d.). Pf sc.
 34. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.123 (Dohnányi House, 2014): beethoven, Ludwig van: 
Seven Bagatelles op. 33 (Philadelphia: Theodore Presser, n. d.). Pf sc.
 35. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.124 (FSU, 2015): berlioz, Hector: Symphonie Fantas­
tique (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 36. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.125 (FSU, 2015): bizet, Georges: L’Arlesienne Suite 
No. 1 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 37. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.126 (FSU, 2015): bloCh, Ernest: Proclamation for 
Trumpet and Orchestra (New York: Broude Brothers, 1956). Miniature sc.
 38. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.127 (FSU, 2015): bloCh, Ernest: Suite No. 3 for Violon­
cello Solo (New York: Broude Brothers, 1956). Cello part.
 39. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.128 (FSU, 2015): brahms, Johannes: Academic Festival 
Overture (Berlin: Simrock, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 40. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.129 (FSU, 2015): brahms, Johannes: Piano Concerto 
No. 1 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 41. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.130 (FSU, 2015): brahms, Johannes: Piano Concerto 
No. 2 (Berlin: Simrock, 1882). Sc. 
 42. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.131 (FSU, 2015): brahms, Johannes: Tragische Overture 
(Berlin: Simrock, n. d.). Miniature sc.
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 43. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.132 (FSU, 2015): BRAHMS, Johannes: Variations in a 
Theme by Josef Haydn (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
44. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.133 (Dohnányi House, 2014): BRAHMS, Johannes: 
Capriccios and Intermezzos, op. 76 (New York: Schirmer, 1916). Pf sc. 
 45. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.134 (Dohnányi House, 2014): BRAHMS, Johannes: Fanta­
sien, op. 116 (Wien: Universal Edition, n. d.). Pf sc.
 46. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.135 (Dohnányi House, 2014): BRAHMS, Johannes: Vari­
ations and Fugue on a Theme by Händel, op. 24 (London: British & Conti-
nental Music Agencies, n. d.). Pf sc. 
47. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.136 (Dohnányi House, 2014): BRAHMS, Johannes: Piano 
Works (In Three Volumes), (New York: International Music Company, 1948). 
Pf sc.
48. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.137 (FSU, 2015): BRUCKNER, Anton: Symphony No. 7 in 
E major (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc. 
 49. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.138 (Dohnányi House, 2014): CHOPIN, Frederic: Com­
plete Works for the Piano (Book VI. Impromtus) (New York: G. Schirmer, 
1934). Pf sc.
50. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.139 (Dohnányi House, 2014): CHOPIN, Frederic: Etudes 
for piano (New York: Carl Fischer, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 51. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.140 (FSU, 2015): CHOPIN, Frederic: Complete Works 
for the Pianoforte: Scherzos and Fantasia in F  Minor, op. 49, (New York: 
Schirmer, 1895). Pf sc. 
52. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.141 (FSU, 2015): CHOPIN, Frederic: Complete Works for 
the Pianoforte Studies (New York: Schirmer, 1894). Pf sc. Originally it was 
Walter Ruel Cowles’s property. 
53. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.142 (FSU, 2015): CHOPIN Frederic: Etudes, op. 10 and 25 
(Philadelphia: Theodor Presser, 1915). Pf sc.
54. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.143 (FSU, 2015): CHOPIN Frederic: Polonaises (Philadel-
phia: Theodor Presser, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 55. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.144 (FSU, 2015): CHOPIN, Frederic: Preludes, op. 28 
(Philadelphia: Theodor Presser, n. d.). Pf sc. 
56. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.145 (Dohnányi House, 2014): CHOPIN, Frederic: Mazur­
kas (Leipzig: Peters, 1949). Pf sc.
57. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.146 (Dohnányi House, 2014): CHOPIN, Frederic: Noc­
turnes (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.). Pf sc. 
58. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.147 (Dohnányi House, 2014): CHOPIN, Frederic: Oeuvres 
complètes. Préludes (ed. by Karl Klindworth). (Berlin: Bote & Bock, n. d.). 
Pf sc. 
59. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.148 (Dohnányi House, 2014): CHOPIN Frederic: Complete 
Works for Pianoforte. Polonaises. (New York: G. Schirmer, 1904). Pf sc. 
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60. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.149 (FSU, 2015): COLENSO, Sylvia: Schiftlied (Sylvia Co-
lenso: 1934.). Vs, pf sc [ms by the author’s handwriting]. With dedication by 
the composer.
61. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.150 (FSU, 2015): CZERNY, Carl: Etudes de la Vélocité, 
op. 299 (Book 1. St. Louis: Kunkel Brothers, 1891). Pf sc.
62. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.151 (FSU, 2015): FRANK, César: Symphony in D Minor 
(Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
63. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.152 (Dohnányi House, 2014): GAY, John: The Beggar’s 
Opera (New York: The Heritage Press, 1937). Sc. With dedication by Grace 
and Lester Moore (25 December 1950).
64. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.153 (Dohnányi House, 2014): GOUNOD, Charles: Faust 
(Berlin: Bote & Bote, n. d.). Pf sc. 
65. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.154 (Dohnányi House, 2014): GRIEG, Edvard: Sonata, 
op. 7 (Philadelphia: Theodore Presser, n. d.). Pf sc.
66. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.155 (Dohnányi House, 2014): GRIEG, Edvard: Album for 
Pianoforte. II (New York: Jos. W. Stern, 1910). Pf sc. 
67. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.156 (Dohnányi House, 2014): GRIEG, Edvard: Lyric  Pieces 
op. 43 (vol. 3). (Philadelphia: Theodore Presser, 1899). Pf sc.
68. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.157 (FSU, 2015): HÄNDEL, Georg Friedrich: Concerto 
Grosso No. 1 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, [1906]). Miniature sc.
69. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.158 (FSU, 2015): HÄNDEL, Georg Friedrich: Concerto 
Grosso No. 4 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, [1906]). Miniature sc.
70. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.159 (FSU, 2015): HÄNDEL, Georg Friedrich: Concerto 
Grosso No. 5 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, [1906]). Miniature sc.
71. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.160 (FSU, 2015): HÄNDEL, Georg Friedrich: Concerto 
Grosso No. 6 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, [1906]). Miniature sc.
72. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.161 (FSU, 2015): HÄNDEL Georg Friedrich: Concerto 
Grosso No. 7 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, [1906]). Miniature sc.
73. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.162 (FSU, 2015): HÄNDEL, Georg Friedrich: Concerto 
Grosso No. 8 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, [1906]). Miniature sc.
74. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.163 (FSU, 2015): HÄNDEL, Georg Friedrich: Concerto 
Grosso No. 9 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, [1906]). Miniature sc.
75. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.164 (FSU, 2015): HÄNDEL, Georg Friedrich: Concerto 
Grosso No. 10 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, [1906]). Miniature sc.
76. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.165 (FSU, 2015): HÄNDEL, Georg Friedrich: Concerto 
Grosso No. 11 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, [1906]). Miniature sc.
77. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.166 (FSU, 2015): HÄNDEL, Georg Friedrich: Concerto 
Grosso No. 12 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, [1906]). Miniature sc.
78. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.167 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Concerto in D 
Major, op. 21 (Leipzig: Steingräber, n. d.). Pf sc. (With Dohnányi’s handwitten 
cadenza)   
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79. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.168 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Sonatas, vol. 1 (New 
York: G. Schirmer, 1894). Pf sc. Originally it was Walter Ruel Cowles’s 
property.
80. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.169 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Symphony No. 1 in 
E­flat major (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
81. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.170 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Symphony No. 2 in 
D major (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
82. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.171 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Symphony No. 3 in 
E­flat major (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
83. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.172 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Symphony No. 8 in 
B­flat major (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
84. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.173 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Symphony No. 9 in 
C  Minor (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
85. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.174 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Symphony No. 10 in 
D major (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
86. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.175 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Symphony No. 11 in 
G major (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
87. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.176 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Symphony No. 12 in 
B­flat major (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
88. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.177 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Symphony No. 14 in 
D major (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
89. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.178 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Symphony No. 15 in 
B­flat major (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
90. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.179 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Symphony No. 16 in 
G major (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
91. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.180 (FSU, 2015): HAYDN, Joseph: Symphonien (Werke, 
Serie 1 Band 1–3.), (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1908). Sc.
92. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.181 (FSU, 2015): HUMMEL, Johann Nepomuk: Exercises 
(Bronsric, 1950). Pf sc.
93. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.182 (FSU, 2015): HUNKINS, Eusebia Simpson: Smoky 
Mountain: American Folk Opera (Eusebia Hunkins: 1950). Pf sc. With ded-
ication by the composer.
94. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.183 (Dohnányi House, 2014): LAWRENCE, Lucile and 
SALZEDO, Carlos: Method for the Harp (New York: G. Schirmer, n. d.). Sc. 
95. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.184 (Dohnányi House, 2014): LISZT, Ferenc–CORTOT Alfred: 
Fantasie et fugue sur le nom de Bach (Paris: Éditions Salabert, 1949). Pf sc. 
96. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.185 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Années de Pèlerinage 
III: Venezia e Napoli. III. Tarantella (Mainz: Schott, 1911). Pf sc.
97. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.186 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Années de Pèlerinage 
IV: Au bord d’une source (New York: Schirmer, 1909). Pf sc. 
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 98. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.187 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Ave Maria No. 2. (Boston: 
Oliver Ditson, 1903). Pf sc. Originally it was Walter Ruel Cowles’s property.
 99. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.188 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: La Campanella by 
N. Paganini (New York: Schirmer, n. d.). Pf sc. Originally it was Walter Ruel 
Cowles’s property.
100. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.189 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Consolations Nos 1–6, 
Liebesträume: Three Nocturnes (New York: Schirmer, 1895). Pf sc.
101. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.190 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Etude Un Sospiro (New 
York: Schirmer, n. d.). Pf sc. Originally it was Walter Ruel Cowles’s property.
102. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.191 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc–KOVÁCS Stephen: Hun­
garian Rhapsody No. 2 (New York: Carl Fischer, 1949). Pf sc. With dedica-
tion by the arranger (1955). 
103. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.192 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Rhapsodies Hongroises, 
No. 2 (New York: Schirmer, n. d.). Pf sc. 
104. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.193 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Rhapsodies Hongroises, 
No. 3 (Leipzig: Haslinger, n. d.). Pf sc. 
105. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.194 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Rhapsodies Hongroises, 
No. 12 (Berlin: Schlesinger, n. d.). Pf sc. 
106. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.195 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Rhapsodies Hongroises, 
No. 15 (Berlin: Schlesinger, n. d.). Pf sc. 
107. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.196 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Polonaise No. 1 in 
C  Minor (New York: Schirmer, 1909). Pf sc.
108. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.197 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: San Francisco de Paula 
(Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Pf sc. 
109. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.198 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Valse Impromptu (New 
York: Schirmer, 1883). Pf sc. Originally it was Walter Ruel Cowles’s property.
110. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.199 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Zwei Etüden II: 
Gnomenreigen (New York: Schirmer, 1909). Pf sc. Originally it was Walter 
Ruel  Cowles’s property.
111. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.200 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Tasso (Leipzig: Ernst 
Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
112. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.201 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Prometheus (Leipzig: 
Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
113. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.202 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Les Preludes (Leipzig: 
Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
114. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.203 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Die Ideale (Leipzig: 
Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
115. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.204 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Mazeppa (Leipzig:  Ernst 
Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
116. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.205 (FSU, 2015): LISZT, Ferenc: Orpheus (Leipzig: Ernst 
Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
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 117. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.206 (FSU, 2015): liszt, Ferenc: Faust Symphony (Leip-
zig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 118. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.207 (Dohnányi House, 2014): liszt, Ferenc: Sonate h 
moll (Leipzig: Edition Peters, n. d.). Pf sc.
 119. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.208 (FSU, 2015): marau, Miguel A.: Los Poemas Mu­
sicales (Habana: Fernandez, 1950). Vs. With dedication by the composer (23 
October 1950). 
 120. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.209 (FSU, 2015): mendelssohn-bartholdy, Felix: Die 
Hebriden Overture (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 121. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.210 (FSU, 2015): mendelssohn-bartholdy, Felix: Overture 
to Midsummer Nights Dream (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 122. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.211 (FSU, 2015): mendelssohn-bartholdy, Felix: Sym­
phonie No. 4 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 123. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.212 (FSU, 2015): mendelssohn-bartholdy, Felix: Fünf 
Orchesterstücke aus der Musik zu Shakespeares Sommernachtstraum (Leip-
zig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 124. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.213 (Dohnányi House, 2014): mendelssohn-bartholdy, 
Felix: Complete Works for the Pianoforte, vol. 2 (New York: G. Schirmer, 
1893). Pf sc.
 125. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.214 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Clarinet 
Concerto, K. 622 (New York: Schirmer, 1959). Pf sc.
 126. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.215 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Concer­
to in E­flat for Two Pianos, K 365 (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel; Peters, 
n. d.). Pf sc. 
 127. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.216 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Fantasie 
no. 23 D moll für das Pianoforte (Stuttgart: Edward Schuberth, 1892). Pf sc. 
 128. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.217 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in A major, K 414 (Frankfurt: Steingraber, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 129. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.218 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in B­flat major, K 450 (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 130. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.219 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in B­flat, K 595 (London: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 131. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.220 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in B­flat, K 595 (New York: Kalmus, n. d.). Sc. 
 132. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.221 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in C  Minor, K 491 (New York: Schirmer, 1929; Leipzig: Peters, 
n. d.). Pf sc. 
 133. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.222 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Rondo 
No. 20, A moll für Piano (New York: Edward Schuberth, 1892). Pf sc. 
 134. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.223 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in E­flat major, K 482 (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.). Sc. 
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 135. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.224 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in G major, K 453 (New York: International, 1947). Pf sc. 
 136. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.225 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in E­flat major, K 271 (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 137. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.226 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in D major, K 537 (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 138. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.227 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in D  Minor, K 466 (New York: Schirmer, 1929; Leipzig: Peters, 
n. d.). Pf sc. 
 139. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.228 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in C  Minor, K 491 (New York: Schirmer, 1929). Pf sc. 
 140. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.229 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in C major, K 467 (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 141. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.230 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in B­flat, K 595 (New York: International, 1947). Pf sc. 
 142. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.231 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in A major, K 488 (New York: Schirmer, 1940). Pf sc. 
 143. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.232 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Concer­
to in Eb for Two Pianos, K. 365 (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, n. d.). Sc. 
(With Dohnányi’s handwritten cadenza)
 144. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.233 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in C major, K 503 (New York: International, 1951). Pf sc. 
 145. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.234 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in G major, K 453 (New York: International, 1947). Sc. 
 146. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.235 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in D  Minor, K 466 (New York: Schirmer, 1929). Pf sc. 
 147. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.236 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in E­flat, K 449 (Leipzig: Peters, [1951]). Pf sc. 
 148. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.237 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Concerto 
in E­flat for Two Pianos, K 365 (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, n. d.). Pf sc.
 149. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.238 (Dohnányi House, 2014): mozart, Wolfgang 
 Amadeus: Concerto in E­flat for Two Pianos, K 365 (Leipzig: Breitkopf und 
Härtel, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 150. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.239 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Piano 
Concerto in E­flat major, K 482 (London: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Sc. 
 151. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.240 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Over­
ture to La Clemenza di Tito (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc. 
 152. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.241 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Overture 
zur Oper Figaros Hochzeit (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 153. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.242 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Sym­
phony in E­flat major, K 543 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
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 154. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.243 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Sym­
phony in D, K 385 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 155. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.244 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Sym­
phony in D, K 504 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 156. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.245 (FSU, 2015): mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus: Sym­
phony in C major, K 551 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 157. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.246 (FSU, 2015): nagy, C. Frederick: We Lift Our 
Hearts (Hymn of the Refugees), (Frederick C. Nagy, 1953). Choral sc. With 
dedication by the composer (12 December 1954).
 158. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.247 (FSU, 2015): pergolesi, Giovanni Battista: Stabat 
Mater (New York: Schirmer, Inc., n. d.). Pf sc. 
 159. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.248 (Dohnányi House, 2014): philipp, Isidore: Exercises 
for Independence of the Fingers. I (New York/London: Schirmer, 1898). Pf sc. 
 160. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.249 (FSU, 2015): rózsa, Miklós: The Vintner’s Daugh­
ter (New York: Broude Brothers, 1957). Pf sc. Dedication by the composer to 
Dohnányi’s 80th birthday (1957). 
 161. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.250 (FSU, 2015): sChubert, Franz: Compositions for the 
Pianoforte (New York: Schirmer, 1897). Pf sc. 
 162. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.251 (FSU, 2015): sChubert, Franz: Fantasia in C major, 
op. 151 (New York: International, 1947). Vn, pf sc. 
 163. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.252 (FSU, 2015): sChubert, Franz: Rondeau Brillant in 
B  Minor, op. 70 (New York: International, 1947). Vn. pf sc. 
 164. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.253 (FSU, 2015): sChubert, Franz: Sonata in A major, 
op. 16d (New York: International, n. d.). Vn, pf sc.
 165. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.254 (FSU, 2015): sChubert, Franz: Three Sonatinas for 
Violin and Piano, op. 137 (New York: Schirmer, 1908). Vn, pf sc. 
 166. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.255 (FSU, 2015): sChubert, Franz: Symphony No. 7 in C 
(Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc. 
 167. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.256 (FSU, 2015): sChubert, Franz: Unfinished Sympho­
ny (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 168. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.257 (Dohnányi House, 2014): sChubert, Franz: Fantasie 
& Polonaises (Braunschweig: Henry Litolff’s Verlag, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 169. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.258 (Dohnányi House, 2014): sChubert, Franz: Tänze 
(Leipzig: Peters, n. d.). Pf sc.
 170. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.259 (Dohnányi House, 2014): sChubert, Franz: Sonata 
B­flat major (D 960), (New York: Schirmer, 1906). Pf sc.
 171. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.260 (Dohnányi House, 2014): sChubert, Franz: Sonata, 
op. 120 (New York: Schirmer, 1906). Pf sc. 
 172. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.261 (Dohnányi House, 2014): sChubert, Franz: Original 
Kompositionen (Band II. Klavier zu vier Händen), (Frankfurt: C. F. Peters, 
n. d.). Pf sc. 
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 173. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.262 (Dohnányi House, 2014): sChubert, Franz: Tänze 
(Leipzig: C. F. Peters, n. d.). Pf sc. With dedication by Alice Friedländer 
(1907). 
 174. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.263 (FSU, 2015): sChubert, Franz–liszt, Ferenc: Soirées 
de Vienne – Valses, Caprices (New York: Schirmer, 1899). Pf sc. 
 175. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.264 (FSU, 2015): sChubert, Franz–liszt, Ferenc: Soirées 
de Vienne – Valses, Caprices (Hamburg: Cranz, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 176. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.265 (Dohnányi House, 2014): sChumann, Robert: Phan­
tasiestücke, op. 12 (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 177. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.266 (Dohnányi House, 2014): sChumann, Robert: Phan­
tasie, op. 17 (Leipzig: Edition Peters, 1925). Pf sc. 
 178. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.267 (Dohnányi House, 2014): sChumann, Robert: 
Kinderszenen, op. 15 (Boston: Wood, n. d.). Pf sc.
 179. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.268 (FSU, 2015): sChumann, Robert: Carnaval, op. 9 
(New York: Schirmer, 1887). Pf sc. 
 180. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.269 (FSU, 2015): sChumann, Robert: Etudes Sym­
phoniques, op. 13 (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 181. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.270 (FSU, 2015): sChumann, Robert: Kreisleriana, 
op. 16 (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 182. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.271 (FSU, 2015): sChumann, Robert: Sonata No. 2, 
op. 22 (Leipzig, Breitkopf und Härtel, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 183. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.272 (FSU, 2015): sChumann, Robert: Sonata in D  Mi­
nor, op. 121 (New York: International, 1947). Vn, pf sc. 
 184. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.273 (FSU, 2015): sChumann, Robert: Sonatas op. 105 
and 121 for Piano and Violin (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.). Vn, pf sc.
 185. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.274 (FSU, 2015): sChumann, Robert: Toccata, op. 7 and 
Allegro, op. 8 (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.). Pf sc. 
 186. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.275 (FSU, 2015): sChumann, Robert: Symphony No. 1 
(Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc. 
 187. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.276 (FSU, 2015): sChumann, Robert: Symphony No. 2 
(Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 188. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.277 (FSU, 2015): sChumann, Robert: Symphony No. 3 
(Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
 189. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.278 (FSU, 2015): sChumann, Robert: Symphony No. 4 
(Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc. 
 190. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.279 (FSU, 2015): seChier, Simon: Praktische General­
bass­Schule, op. 49 (Leipzig: Leuckart, n. d.). Sc. 
 191. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.280 (Dohnányi House, 2014): simpson, Robert: Varia­
tion and Finale on a Theme of Haydn (London: Lengnick, 1956). Pf sc.
 192. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.281 (FSU, 2015): strauss, Johann: An der schönen blau­
en Donau, op. 314 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc. 
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193. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.282 (FSU, 2015): STRAUSS, Johann–KOVÁCS Stephen: 
“Fledermaus” Paraphrase (New York: Schirmer, 1944). Pf sc. Dedication 
by the arranger (30 March, 1955).
194. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.283 (FSU, 2015): STRAUSS, Richard: Tod und Verklärung, 
op. 24 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc. 
195. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.284 (FSU, 2015): STRAUSS, Richard: Till Eulenspiegel 
(Wien: Wiener Philharmonischer Verlag, n. d.). Miniature sc.
196. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.285 (FSU, 2015): TAKÁCS, Jenő: Miniatures for  Orchestra 
(New York: Leeds Music, 1949). Miniature sc.
197. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.286 (FSU, 2015): TCHAIKOVSKY, Pyotr Ilyich: Italieni­
sches Capriccio, op. 45 (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
198. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.287 (FSU, 2015): TCHAIKOVSKY, Pyotr Ilyich: Symphonie, 
no. 4. (op. 36), (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
199. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.288 (FSU, 2015): TCHAIKOVSKY, Pyotr Ilyich: Symphonie, 
no. 5. (op. 64), (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
200. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.289 (FSU, 2015): TCHAIKOVSKY, Pyotr Ilyich: Symphonie 
pathétique, no. 6 (op. 74), (Leipzig, Rob. Forberg, 1897). Miniature sc.
201. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.290 (Dohnányi House, 2014): VERDI, Giuseppe: Messa 
da Requiem (Milano: Ricordi, 1913). Sc. (With Dohnányi’s ex libris)
202. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.291 (FSU, 2015): WAGNER, Richard: Tannhäuser Over­
ture (Wien: Wiener Philharmonischer Verlag, n. d.). Miniature sc. 
203. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.292 (FSU, 2015): WEBER, Carl Maria von: Concertstück, 
op. 79 (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.). Sc. 
204. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.293 (FSU, 2015): WEBER, Carl Maria von: Overture to 
Der Freischütz (Leipzig: Ernst Eulenburg, n. d.). Miniature sc.
205. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.294 (FSU, 2015): WOODHOUSE, George: Finger Exercises 
for the Pocket Mutano (London: Augener Ltd., n. d.). Pf sc. 
206. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.295 (FSU, 2015): ZACHARA, Franciszek: Twelve Master 
Preludes, op. 19 (St. Louis: Shattinger, 1930). Pf sc. Dedication by the com-
poser (31 May 1950).
207. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.296 (Dohnányi House, 2014): [SCHUTT, SCHYTTE, OFFENBACH, 
GODARD, DVORˇAK, BRAHMS, SINDING, PADEREWSKI, RACHMANINOFF, SCHUBERT, 
TSCHAIKOVSKY, MOSZKOWSKI, STOkOWSKI, MCDOWELL]: The Most Popular Mod­
ern Piano Duets (New York: Hinds, Hayden & Eldredge Inc., 1912). Pf sc. 
208. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.297 (Dohnányi House, 2014): Standard Opera Album 
for the Pianoforte (Philadelphia: Theodor Presser, 1909). Pf sc. 
209. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.298 (Dohnányi House, 2014): Famous American Songs 
(Academic Edition, n. d.). Vc and pf sc. 
210. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.299 (Dohnányi House, 2014): PADEREWSKI, Ignace Jan 
(ed.): The Century Library of Music, vol. 2 (New York: The Century CO, 
1900). Pf sc. 
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211. MZA-DE-Ta-Mus 7.300 (Dohnányi House, 2014): PADEREWSKI, Ignace Jan 
(ed.): The Century Library of Music, vol. 8 (New York: The Century CO, 
1900). Pf sc.
2. The Széher út Music Collection (Budapest)
This list was completed by Dohnányi’s sister, Mária Dohnányi (“Mici”), and con-
tains the items of the music collection of the composer’s Hungarian home in the 
Széher út, Budapest. The handwritten document gives the data of the items sketch-
ily (in most cases only in abbreviated form, thus supplementary informations were 
needed). For easier usage, I completed the names and dates of birth and death of 
the composers without any indications. Mária Dohnányi’s comments are given in 
brackets and in quotation marks, and the author’s completions and comments in 
square brackets. Two pages of the list, which are hardly readable because of their 
poor quality, are listed by the names of the composers in several kinds of group-
ings. This specification does not contain the titles of the compositions. I publish 
the issues of these two pages of bad quality after the list.
 1. AlAleonA, Domenico (1881–1928): 2 canzoni italiane [per archi, arpe, ce-
leste e timpani]
 2. BAch, Johann Sebastian (1685–1750): Concerto C­dur für 2 Klavier (2 vols.)
 3. ––––––: Concerto II.
 4. ––––––: Concert für 3 Klavier. “3 part”
 5. ––––––: Werke für Orchester
 6. ––––––: Kl[avier] Viol[ine] Son[atas]: H  minor [BWV 1002], A major 
[BWV 1015], E major [BWV 1016]
 7. ––––––: Violin Solo sonata
 8. ––––––: 2 vols of the Preludes and fugues (ed. by Tovey), [The Well­Tem­
pered Clavier, BWV 846–893]
 9. ––––––: The Art of Fugue (ed. by Tovey)
 10. ––––––: Klavierwerke (1 vol.) (published in the Bach-Gesellschaft Ausgabe)
 11. ––––––: 2 stimm[ige] Invention[en]
 12. ––––––: Johannes Passion. “Full score”
 13. ––––––: Konzert [für] 2 Klaviere
 14. BAch, Johann Christian (1735–1782): Symph[ony], E­flat major, op. 9
 15. BAch, Wilhelm Friedemann (1710–1784): Sinfonia per 2. “Full score”
 16. BAdings, Henk (1907–1987): Symphonie No. 3
 17. Bánfi, Sándor (1846–1890): Lili­keringő [Lili Walzer]
 18. BArtók, Béla (1881–1945): Két portré [op. 5], [Two Portraits]. “Full score”
 19. BAx, Sir Arnold (1883–1953): Violin Kl[avier] Son[ata] (2 Hefte)
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 20. ––––––: Viola Son[ata]
 21.  ––––––: [The] Garden of Fand
 22. brahms, Johannes (1833–1897): Symphony, No. 1
 23. ––––––: Klavierquartette
 24. ––––––: Klaviertrios
 25. ––––––: Horntrios
 26. ––––––: Klarinett trios
 27. ––––––: Klavierquintet
 28.  ––––––: Sonaten für Klavier und Cello
 29. ––––––: Akademische Festouverture [op. 80]
 30. ––––––: Variationen über ein Thema von Haydn [op. 56]
 31. ––––––: Tragische Ouverture [op. 81]
 32. ––––––: Ung[arische] Tänze
 33. ––––––: Konz[ert] B­dur. “Full score”
 34. ––––––: Klavierkonzert, op. 15. “2 copies”
 35.  ––––––: Walzer [op. 39]
 36. brugnoli, Attilio (1880–1937): Toccata und fugue
 37. ––––––: Scene Napolitane, op. 3
 38. beethoven, Ludwig van (1770–1827): Sonaten für Klavier (2 vols.). “The 
third volume at me.”
 39. ––––––: Kl[avier] Sonaten I., II., III., IV., (1., 4., 5.) [It is not clear if the num-
bers alludes to the volumes or the number of the pieces]  
 40. ––––––: Sonaten für Violine. [sic!]
 41. ––––––: G major Viol[in] Son[ata], [op. 96] 
 42. ––––––: Trio in E­flat major. [It is not clear which E-flat major trio]
 43. ––––––: Quintett (Kl[avier] und Blas) [op. 16].
 44. ––––––: Trios für Violine. [sic!]
 45. ––––––: Trios für Violoncello. [sic!]
 46. ––––––: Quatuors. “Frigyes Dohnányi’s property.” 
 47. ––––––: Grosse Fuge [op. 133]. 
 48. ––––––: Violin Concerto. [obviously op. 61]
 49. ––––––: Symph[onie], no. 1 [op. 21]
 50. ––––––: Symph[onie], no. 2 [op. 36]
 51. ––––––: Symph[onie], no. 4. [op. 60]
 52. ––––––: Symph[onie], no. 8. [op. 93]
 53. ––––––: Egmont [Ouverture, op. 84]
 54. ––––––: Ouverture Leonore (1–3)
 55. ––––––: Ouverture Coriolan [op. 62]
 56. ––––––: Ouverture [für Die] Weihe des Hauses
 57. ––––––: Ouverture König Stephan
 58. ––––––: C­dúr Messe [op. 86]
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 59. ––––––: Missa solemnis [op. 123]
 60. ––––––: Cellosonaten [It is not clear which one] 
 61. ––––––: Fidelio “Full score”
 62. ––––––: [Piano] Concerto no. 3, C  Minor [op. 37]. “Full score”
 63. ––––––: Hegedűszonátákból hegedűstimm [Violin part from violin sonatas] 
 64. ––––––: Klavierkonzerte
 65. ––––––: Klavier­Konzert, No. 4 [op. 58]
 66. berlioz, Hector (1803–1869): Symphonie fantastique [op. 14]
 67. ––––––: Harold en Italie [op. 16]
 68. ––––––: Roméo et Juliette [op. 17]
 69. ––––––: Die Vehmrichter Ouverture [Les Francs­juges]
 70. ––––––: Der Korsar [Le corsaire], ouverture
 71. ––––––: Benvenuto Cellini ouverture
 72. bizet, Georges (1838–1875): L’arlésienne, suite no. 1–2
 73. blanChet, Emile-Robert (1877–1943): Ballade, op. 57
 74. boreggi, Arnaldo (1904–2001): Adagio f[ür] Violine
 75. brandts buys, Jan (1868–1933): [Das] Veilchenfest. “Full score”
 76. bruCKner, Anton (1824–1896): Te Deum.
 77. ––––––: Symph[ony], in D Minor [It is not clear which one]
 78.  ––––––: [7.] Symph[ony], E major 
 79. bunge, H.: Pianoforte Sonata
 80. buttKay, Ákos (1871–1935): Viol[in] Kl[avier] Son[ata]
 81. butting, Max (1888–1976): Heitere Musik [op.38]. “Orchester Part.”
 82. Caltabiano, Sebastiano (1899–1987): Visione di San Martino
 83. ––––––: Preludes notturna mattinata
 84. Casella, Alfredo (1883–1947): Le couvent sur l’eau
 85. ––––––: Pupazzetti [op.27].
 86. ––––––: Italia [Rhapsodie, op. 11]. “Full score”
 87. Chaix, Charles (1885–1973): 2. Symphonie [op. 8]. “Full score”
 88. Chopin, Frédéric (1810–1849): Etuden
 89. ––––––: Rondo, op. 73 (For two pianos)
 90. Chován, Kálmán (1852–1928): Zongoraiskola [Elméleti és gyakorlati zongo­
ra­iskola mint zenei nevelési eszköz kezdők számára]. [Piano School. Theoret­
ical and practical piano­school as musical pedagogical device for beginners] 
 91. Clementi, Muzio (1752–1832): Gradus ad Parnassum [op. 44]
 92. ––––––: Sonaten
 93. Couperin, Gervais-François (1759–1826): 8 preludes por Clavecin
 94. Cramer, Johann Baptist (1771–1858) – szendy Árpád (1863–1922): Etuden
 95. Cramer, Johann Baptist (1771–1858) – Clementi, Muzio (1752–1832): Etuden
 96. Cramer, Henri (1818–1877): Tannhäuser Potpourri
 97. Czerny, Carl (1791–1857): Schule des Virtuosen [op. 365]
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 98. ––––––: A virtuózitás iskolája [The school of virtuosity] (Published by 
[Árpád] Szendy)
 99. Dall’abaco, Evaristo Felice (1675–1742): Concerto da chiesa [Nr. 9.]
 100. DaviD, Johann Nepomuk (1895–1977): Partita [It is not clear which one]
 101. Debussy, Achille–Claude (1862–1918): Preludes (2 vols.)
 102. Delius, Frederick (1862–1934): [Paris. Ein] Nachtstück. “Full score”
 103. Dvořák, Antonín (1841–1904): Quintett [It is not clear if a string or a piano 
quintet] 
 104. erkel, Ferenc (1810–1893): Hunyadi László
 105. Franck, César (1822–1890): Symph[ony] in D minor. [It also can be found in 
the American collection]
 106. ––––––: Viol[in] Son[ata]
 107. FielD, John (1782–1837): Nocturnes
 108. FigeDy-Fichtner, Sándor (1878–1945): Hegedű-zongora szonáta [Sonata for 
violin and piano]
 109. Flesch, Carl (1873–1944): [Das] Klangproblem im Geigenspiel. [Probably a 
theoretical work]
 110. ––––––: Die Kunst des Violinspiels (II. Band) (Ries & Erler, Berlin, 1928). 
[Probably a theoretical work]
 111. Frey, Emil (1889–1946): Suite
 112. ––––––: 3 vols. [the content of these three volumes is unknown]
 113. FriD Géza (1904–1989): Divertimento [pour Orchestra a cordes, op. 11]
 114. FrieDman, Ignaz (1882–1948): Cadenzas to Beethoven’s Piano Concertos 
[op. 100]. “Beeth. Conc. – Kadenz”
 115. gasco, Alberto (1879–1938): Buffalmacco, preludio giocoso per orchestra
 116. ––––––: Presso il Clitunno, preludio pastorale per orchestra
 117. gárDonyi, Zoltán (1906–1986): Magyar szvit [:Négy tételben házi, vagy 
ifjúsági vonósegyüttesre, népdaltémák felhasználásával]. [Hungarian suite 
using folk themes in four movements for domestic or junior string orchestra]
 118. geminani, Francesco (1687–1714): Andante
 119. glinka, Mihail Ivanovics (1804–1857): Kamarinskaya
 120. gluck, Christoph Willibald (1714–1787): Orpheus. “Full score”
 121. gnecchi, Vittorio (1876–1954): Cassandra. “Orch. part.”
 122. göhler, (Karl) Georg (1874–1954): [24] Bagatellen
 123. graener, Paul (1872–1944): Comedietta, op. 82
 124. ––––––: Die Flöte von Sanssouci, op. 88
 125. ––––––: Sinfonia breve, op. 96
 126. ––––––: Concerto grosso
 127. granDi, Luigi (1902–1973): Aeroduello. “Klavierpartitur” [Piano score]
 128. ––––––: Cavalli [+ Acciaio. Meccano cavalcats per gr. Orch.]. “Full score”
 129. grieg, Edvard (1843–1907): Norwegischer Tanz [op. 35/2]
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 130. hanon, Charles-Louis (1819–1900): Etuden
 131. hinDemith, Paul (1895–1963): Rilke Marienleben 3 Gedichte
 132. hubay, Jenő (1858–1937): Sonate Romantique [pour Piano et Violon, op. 32]
 133. ibert, Jacques (1890–1963): Suite symphonique. “Full score”
 134. lang, Walter (1896–1966): 12 Konzert Etüden [ für Klavier, op. 26]
 135. lamote De grignon, Joan (1872–1949): Andalousie [tableau symphonique]
 136. lászló, Alexander: Sonatina [op. 11]
 137. lehár, Ferenc (1870–1948): 3 vols. [The content of these three volumes is 
unknown.]
 138. Jarnach, Philipp (1892–1982): Concertino [nach Giovanni Platti, op. 31]
 139. Járay-Janetschek István (1868–1945): 3 vols. [The content of these three 
volumes is unknown.]
 140. Jemnitz, Sándor (1890–1963): Viol[in] Kl[avier] Son[ata], [op. 10]
 141. kaDosa, Pál (1903–1983): 4 zongoradarab [4 Pieces for Piano] 
 142. kalomiris, Manolis (1883–1962): Kl[avier] Trio
 143. klinger, Karl (1879–1971): Violin Sonata
 144. ––––––: Bratsche Kl[avier] Sonata
 145. kosma, Joseph (1905–1969): Suite per petite Orch. [Tous les jours reportage 
musicale, suite voor klein orkest, op. 11]. (Full score; Pro Musica, Paris, 
1934)
 146. kováts, Ferenc (1873–1956): Chant de la fin d’été [The author was Dohnányi’s 
brother-in-law] 
 147. köhler, Louis (1820–1886): Virtuosenstudien [Technische Virtuosenstudien 
für Klavierspieler nebst theoretischen Anleitungen zur täglichen Übung für 
die ganze Bildungszeit, op. 120]
 148. kullak, Theodor (1818–1882): [Die] Kunst des Anschlags [Fingerübungen, 
op. 17]
 149. kuti, Sándor (1908–1945): Suite
 150. lang, Walter (1896–1966): Bulg[arische] Volksweisen [op. 18]
 151. lászló Árpád (1864–1960): 5 zongoradarab [5 Pieces for piano] (1 vol.) 
 152. liszt, Franz (1811–1886): Festklänge
 153. ––––––: Hungaria
 154. ––––––: Tasso [: lamento e trionfo]
 155. ––––––: Orpheus
 156. ––––––: Prometheus
 157. ––––––: Mazeppa
 158. ––––––: Die Ideale
 159. ––––––: Faust [Symphony]
 160. ––––––: Magyar Rapszódiák [Hungarian Rhapsodies] “Ten Rhaps[odies]”
 161. ––––––: Soirées de Vienne
 162. ––––––: Conc. I. (Kl und Part) [First Piano Concerto in E-flat major]
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 163. ––––––: Liszt zeneművei [Liszt’s compositions]. (18 vols, published by the 
Liszt Society)
 164. locatelli, [Pietro Antonio] (1695–1764): Concerto per 4 violini [op. 7]
 165. lualDi, Adriano (1885–1971): Africa
 166. ––––––: La figlia del re
 167. ––––––: Suite adriatica
 168. lyaDov, Anatoly Konstantinovich (1855–1914): Baba-Yaga [op. 56]
 169. ––––––: Kikimora [op. 63]
 170. hänDel, Georg Friedrich (1685–1759): [12] Concerti grossi, no. 1–12 [op. 6]
 171. hayDn, Joseph (1732–1809): Quatuor
 172. ––––––: Symphonie 1–12, 14–16, 17. “Unvollendete [Unfinished]”
 173. ––––––: Kl[avier]. Son[aten]
 174. ––––––: [Die] Schöpfung. “Full score”
 175. ––––––: Symphonien (3 Bde)
 176. ––––––: Klavier Stücke
 177. harsányi Tibor (1898–1954): Symphonic Overture
 178. ––––––: Concertstück
 179. hinDemith, Paul (1895–1963): Kammermusik no. 5 [op. 36/4]
 180. ––––––: Kammersonata
 181. holbrooke, Joseph (1878–1958): Ulalume, op. 35
 182. ––––––: Concertstück
 183. ––––––: [Les] pantins. “Balett”
 184. holst, Gustav (1874–1934): Six Canons
 185. hummel, Johann Nepomuk (1778–1837): [Piano] Quintett, op. 87
 186. ––––––: [Ausführlich theoretisch-practische] Anweisung zum Piano-forte 
Spiel. “3 volumes”
 187. humperDinck, Engelbert (1854–1921): Königskinder. “Piano reduction”
 188. Ireland, John (1879–1962): [Piano] Concerto
 189. ––––––: Zongorakonc[ert]. [Piano Concerto]. “Arrangement for 2 pianos”
 190. ––––––: Cl[avier] Trio. [Piano Trio]
 191. Jarnach, Philipp (1892–1982): Concertino (for 3 piano)
 192. Jonás, Alberto (1868–1943): Master School [of Piano Playing and Virtuosity]. 
[7 volumes containing some Dohnányi compositions as well] 
 193. Juon, Paul (1872–1940): Kl[avier]quintett
 194. ––––––: Octett
 195. ––––––: R[h]apsodie [pianoquartett], [op. 37]
 196. ––––––: Sonate [für] Violine [und Klavier, op. 7]
 197. ––––––: Sonata [für] Bratsche [und Klavier, op. 15]
 198. kemény Egon (1905–1969): 3 dal [3 Songs]
 199. malipiero, Gian Francesco (1882–1973): Per una favola cavalleresca
 200. ––––––: Vier Inventionen [für Orchester]
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 201. ––––––: Danze [e canzoni. Concerto per orchestra]
 202. mancinelli, Luigi (1848–1921): Scene veneziane
 203. pick-mangiagalli, Riccar do (1882–1949): Scene carnevalesche [dal Casa-
nova a Venezia]
 204. ––––––: Piccola suite [per orchestra]
 205. ––––––: [4] Poemi [per orchestra], op. 45
 206. ––––––: Due preludi. [probably the Preludio e scherzo sinfonico, op. 61] 
 207. martucci, Giuseppe (1856–1909): Notturno [per orchestra] op. 70/1, op. 82
 208. masetti, Enzo (1893–1961): Ora di vespro
 209. ––––––: Contrasti [per orchestra]
 210. mátrai [rothkrepF], Gábor  (1797–1875): Történeti [, bibliai és gúnyoros 
magyar] énekek [dallamai a XVI. századból]. [Historical, biblical and sar-
castic tunes of Hungarian chants from the sixteenth century]
 211. mahler, Gustav (1860–1911): I. [Symphony]. “Full score”
 212. ––––––: II. [Symphony]. “Full score”
 213. ––––––: VIII. [Symphony]. “Partitur, Klavierauszug und Text”
 214. manén, Joan (1883–1971): Konzert [für] 2 Klaviere
 215. gróf mailáth József (1858–1940): 4 volumes [The content of these four vol-
umes is unknown]
 216. mayerhoFF, Franz (1864–1938): Viol[ine] Kl[avier] Son[ate]
 217. menDelssohn-bartholDy, Fel ix (1809–1947): Trios, op. 49, op. 66
 218. ––––––: Symph[ony], no. 3. [op. 56]
 219. ––––––: Symph[ony], no. 4. [op. 90]
 220. ––––––: Ein Sommernachtstraum [op. 21]
 221. ––––––: Die Hebriden [op. 26]
 222. ––––––: Athalie [op. 74]
 223. ––––––: Ruy Blas [op. 95]
 224. ––––––: Lieder ohne Worte
 225. ––––––: Kl[avier] W[erke] 3 B[än]de
 226. migot, Georges (1891–1976): 2 Préludes. “Full score”
 227. mihalovich, Ödön (1842–1929): Prelude et inventions
 228. ––––––: Divertissement
 229. ––––––: Toldi szerelme [Toldi’s Love]
 230. mosolov, Aleksandr Vasilyevich (1900–1973): [Die] Eisengiesserei. 
Maschienen musik [für Orchester]
 231. mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756–1791): Sonaten (2 vols.)
 232. ––––––: Kl[avier] Son[aten]
 233. ––––––: Trios
 234. ––––––: Sextett in D Major [probably the Septet in D major, KV 593] 
 235. ––––––: Sextett in F Major [probably the KV 213 Divertimento for six wind 
instruments] 
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 236. ––––––: Sextett in B flat Major [probably the KV 240 Divertimento for six 
wind instruments] 
 237. ––––––: Divertimento in D Major [It is not clear which one] 
 238. ––––––: Quintet Nachtmusik [Eine kleine Nachtmusik, K 525] 
 239. ––––––: Divertimento, F Major [KV 247]
 240. ––––––: Le nozze di Figaro (Ouverture) [KV 492]
 241. ––––––: Die Entführung [aus dem Serail] (Ouverture) [KV 384]
 242. ––––––: Così [fan tutte, ossia La scuola degli amanti] (Ouverture) [KV 588]
 243. ––––––: c-moll Messe [Mass in C  Minor]. “Full score”
 244. ––––––: Die Zauberflöte (Ouverture) [KV 620]
 245. ––––––: La clemenza di Tito (Ouverture) [KV 621]
 246. ––––––: Symphonie, C Major [probably the “Jupiter” Symphony, KV 551] 
 247. ––––––: Symphonie, G  Minor [KV 550]
 248. ––––––: Haffner Ser[enade in D Major, KV 250].
 249. ––––––: Quartet in G  Minor [sic; probably the Quintet in G minor, KV 516] 
 250. ––––––: Quartet in E-flat Major
 251. ––––––: Konz[ert für] 2 Klaviere in E-flat Major [K 365]
 252. ––––––: Viol[in] Son[ata] in A Major
 253. ––––––: Variationen
 254. ––––––: Violoncello-Klavier Sonata
 255. ––––––: Klavierkonzert, no. 21 [K 467]
 256. ––––––: Klavierkonzert, no. 17 [K 453]
 257. mussorgsky, Modest Petrovich (1839–1881): Tableaux [d’une exposition] Suite
 258. merrick, Frank (1886–1981): The Bonny Blue Bell [variations on a Somer 
set folk song collected by Cecil Sharp]
 259. ––––––: Invention [Hares on the Mountains. Three-part invention on a 
Som erset folk song collected by Cecil Sharp]
 260. mulè, Giuseppe (1885–1951): Liolà
 261. müller, Karl Ludwig (1749–1818): 2 volumes of the 5 Gesänge [5 Gesänge 
aus “Liebe und Tod”, op. 5]
 262. ––––––: Drei Klavierstücke [op. 4]
 263. myaskovsky, Nikolai Yakovlevich (1881–1950): Symph[ony], no. 6., op. 23
 264. napoli, Gennaro (1881–1943): Scene infantili. Suite in sei movimenti per 
orchestra
 265. netti, Giovanni Cesare (1649–1686): Celebri sinf[onia], ouvertures, marcie
 266. norDio, Cesare (1891–1977): Il lago d’amore.
 267. ––––––: Umoresca [Kessyana]
 268. oFFenbach, Jacques (1819–1880): [Die] schöne Hel[ena]
 269. ––––––: Hoffmanns Erz[ählungen]
 270. országh, Tivadar (1901–1963): Hegedűiskola (1 vol.) [Violin-School]
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 271. paDerewski, Ignacy Jan [ed.] (1860–1941): The Century Library of Music 
(vols. 2 and 8)
 272. [pálóczi] horváth, Ádám (1760–1820): [Ötödfélszáz] Énekek [450 Songs]
 273. papanDopulo, Boris (1906–1991): Contradanza
 274. ––––––: Partita za Klavir
 275. Pászthory, Casimir von (1886–1966): Zongoratrio [Piano Trio]
 276. pFitzner, Hans (1868–1949): Klavierkonzert
 277. philipp, Isidore (1863–1958): 12 preludes [op. 85]. “3 Piano part”
 278. pizzetti, Ildebrando (1880–1968): [Tre Preludi Sinfonici] Per l’Edipo re [di 
Sofocle]
 279. poot, Marcel (1901–1988): Jazz Musik “Orchestral work” 
 280. porrino, Ennio (1910–1959): Tartarin [de Tarascon, Ouverture per 
Orchestra]
 281. ––––––: Sardegna [poema sinfonico per orchestra]
 282. pratella, Francesco Balilla (1880–1955): Il minuetto diabolico [: suite or-
chestrale su musica clavicembalistica, op. 41]
 283. pringsheim, Klaus (1883–1972): Konzert [ für Orchester, op. 32]. “Manu-
script”
 284. purcell, Henry (1659–1695): Chaccone
 285. rachlew, Andrew (1882–1917): Viol[in] Kl[avier] Son[ata]
 286. rachmaninoFF, Serge (1873–1943): Die Toteninsel [op. 29]
 287. ––––––: Suite für 2 Klaviere
 288. raFF, Joachim (1822–1882): Polka (For four hands)
 289. raphael, Günter (1903–1960): Variationen [über eine schottische Volksweise, 
op. 23]. “Full score”
 290. ravel, Maurice (1875–1937): Concerto pour la main gauche
 291. reger, Max (1873–1916): 6 Stücke, op. 94
 292. respighi, Ottorino (1879–1936): Vetrate di chiesa [op. 150]
 293. ––––––: Trittico botticelliano [op. 151]
 294. ––––––: Belfagor [commedia lirica, op. 137]
 295. ––––––: Antiche danze [et arie per liuto, suite no. 1, op. 109]
 296. ––––––: Pini di Roma [op. 141]
 297. ––––––: Fontane di Roma [op. 106]
 298. ––––––: Gli uccelli [op. 154]
 299. reutter, Hermann (1900–1985): [Der] grosse Kalender oratorium [op. 43]
 300. rimsky-korsakov, Nikolai Andreyevich (1844–1908): Sheherazade [op. 35]
 301. riemann, Hugo (1849–1919): Trio Son[ata], [op. 47]
 302. ––––––: Capriccio espagnol [op. 34]
 303. ––––––: [Der] goldene Hahn
 304. ––––––: Gethsemani
 305. rosenthal, Archy (1874–1947): Serenade basque
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 306. rózsa, Miklós (1907–1995): Bagatellen
 307. saint-saëns, Camil l e (1835–1921): Violoncello-Klavier Sonata [op. 32]
 308. salviucci, Giovanni (1907–1937): Sy[i]mphonia da camera per 17 instru-
menti
 309. sanzogno, Nino (1911–1983): Lago di Braies
 310. sas, André Orchassal (1900–1967): Cantos del Peru
 311. ––––––: Suite Peruana
 312. ––––––: [Aires y] Danzas Indios [del Peru]
 313. scarlatti [, Domenico?]: 8 B[än]de
 314. schmiDt, Franz (1874–1939): IV. Symphony. “Full score”
 315. schlenFog, Martin: 5 legenden für Streichorchester
 316. schreker, Franz (1878–1934): Kleine Suite [für Kammerorchester]
 317. schubert, Franz (1797–1828): Klavierstücke (For 4 hands, vols. 1–2)
 318. ––––––: Klavierwerke (Fantasie, Impromptu etc.)
 319. ––––––: Schub[ert] Album (vols. 1–2, 4 and 7; NB: vol. 7 consists of three 
separate volumes)
 320. ––––––: Duos für Piano und Violine
 321. ––––––: Trios
 322. ––––––: Symphony, C Major [D 944]
 323. ––––––: Symphony, Unfinished [D 759]
 324. ––––––: Die schöne Müllerin [D 795]. “Arrangement”
 325. ––––––: Adagio & Rondo (3 strings) 
 326. schulz-evler, Adol f (1852–1905): Arabesken [über “An der schönen 
blauen Donau” von Johann Strauss]. 
 327. schumann, Robert (1819–1896): Lieder I. f[ür] hohe Stimme
 328. ––––––: Lieder I. f [ür] Mezzo
 329. ––––––: Klavierquartett [op. 47]
 330. ––––––: [Klavier] Sonaten
 331. ––––––: Symphonies, no. 1–4 [op. 38, 61, 97, and 120]
 332. ––––––: Vl [Violoncello] Concerto in A  Minor (op. 129)
 333. ––––––: Album für die Jugend [op. 68]
 334. ––––––: Concertstück, op. 92
 335. ––––––: Kinderscenen, op. 15
 336. ––––––: Klaviersonate, op. 22
 337. ––––––: Kl[avier] Werke, 7 B[än]de.
 338. sconzo, Fortunato: Piccola fiaba, op. 12 (Ed. della Officina d’Arte, Roma)
 339. scriabin, Aleksandr Nikolayevich (1872–1915): Le poème de l’extase [Sym-
phony no. 4, op. 54]
 340. sechter, Simon (1788–1867): [Praktische] Generalbass-Schule [op. 49]. 
[According to Ilona von Dohnányi, Dohnányi’s sister sent this volume from 
Hungary to the United States.]
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 341. senn, Irén: Etuden
 342. sibelius, Jean (1865–1957): Symph[ony], no. 2 [op. 43]
 343. ––––––: Symph[ony], no. 5 [op. 82]
 344. siklós, Albert (1878–1942): Zongora Quintett [Piano quintet, op. 40]
 345. sinDing, Christian (1856–1941): Violin-Klavier Sonate [op. 12]
 346. sinigaglia, Leone (1868–1944): Rondo [ für Violine und Orchester, op. 42]. 
“Full score”
 347. sherwooD, Percy (1866–1939): Viol[in] Kl[avier] Son[ata], [op. 12]
 348. smetana, Bedřich (1824–1884): Die verkaufte Braut (Overture)
 349. strauss, Johann (1825–1899): Walzer in d  Minor, op. 314 [An der schönen, 
blauen Donau]
 350. ––––––: Strauss-Album, Band V
 351. strauss, Richard (1864–1949): Tod und Verklärung [op. 24]
 352. ––––––: Till Eulenspiegel
 353. ––––––: Cellosonate [op. 6]
 354. stravinsky, Igor (1882–1971): Les Noces
 355. szántó, Theodor [Tivadar] (1877–1934): [Troisième] Lamentation. [Ber-
ceuse de la Mort]
 356. ––––––: Contrastes
 357. ––––––: In Japan
 358. ––––––: [“Magyarország”] Konzert-Sonate für Violine und Klavier
 359. ––––––: [Neue Versionen zur Paganini-Liszt’schen] “Campanella”
 360. tansman, Alexandre (1897–1986): Triptyque [for string quartet]
 361. ––––––: Toccata et fuga
 362. ––––––: 4 [Quatre] Danses polonaises
 363. ––––––: Concertino
 364. ––––––: 2 pièces
 365. ––––––: 2 Moments Symphoniques
 366. tausig, Carl (1841–1871): Tägliche Studien (2 vols.)
 367. tchaikovsky, Pyotr Ilyich (1840–1893): [E. Onegin] Anyegin. “[Klavier] 
Auszug”
 368. ––––––: Symphony [no.] 4 [op. 36]
 369. ––––––: Symphony [no.] 5 [op. 64]
 370. ––––––: Symphony [no. 6] pathétique [op. 74]
 371. ––––––: Overt[ure] Romeo u[nd] Julia
 372. ––––––: Francesca da Rimini [op. 32]
 373. ––––––: Capriccio Italien [op. 45]
 374. thomán, István (1862–1940): Tägliche Übungen I–II [Original title: Grund-
lage Der Klaviertechnik. Tägliche Studien]
 375. ––––––: Etude
 376. tibolDi, József (1883–1957): Dalok [Songs]
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 377. Tomasi, Henri (1901–1971): Columba [tableau symphonique]
 378. tommasini, Vincenzo (1878–1950): Paesaggi toscani
 379. ––––––: Il beato regno
 380. ––––––: Il carnevale di [a] Venezia
 381. torri, Mario: Il profeta spreg[iato]
 382. trapp, Max (1887–1971): [Symphony no. 4 in B-flat  Minor] op. 24
 383. ––––––: [Divertimento for chamber orchestra] op. 27
 384. ––––––: [Concerto for Orchestra no. 1] op. 32
 385. ––––––: Konzert [für] 2 Klaviere
 386. unger, Ernő (1900–1968): Oda Hungarica. “Klav[ier] Auszug”
 387. valen, Fartein (1887–1952): Zongoratrió [Piano Trio, op. 5]
 388. végh, János (1845–1918): Viol[in] Kl[avier] Son[aten]
 389. ––––––: Valse [Suite en forme de Valse pour Piano à 4 mains]. “For 4 hands”
 390. veracini, Francesco Maria (1690–1768): Konzert-Sonate für Violine und 
Klavier
 391. verDi, Giuseppe (1813–1901): Falstaff. “Orch. part.”
 392. veretti, Antonio (1900–1978): Partite per orchestra d’archi
 393. vittaDini, Franco (1884–1948): Armonie della notte
 394. vivalDi, Antonio (1678–1741): [L’estro armonico] op. 3, No. 10 Conc[erto] 
f[ür] 4 Violinen [RV 549]
 395. ––––––: [L’estro armonico] op. 3, No. 6 Violin Conc[erto] in A  Minor [RV 
356]
 396. ––––––: [L’estro armonico] op. 3, No. 11 Conc[erto] grosso in D Minor [RV 
356]
 397. ––––––: [6 Concerti] Op. 6, No. 1 Viol[ine] conc[erto] in G  Minor [RV 324]
 398. volkmann, Robert (1815–1883): Concertstück [ für das Pianoforte, op. 42]
 399. wagner, Richard (1813–1883): Richard Wagners Werke (vols. 2, 5–7, 9–10). 
“Full Score”
 400. ––––––: Parsifal. “Klavierauszug”
 401. ––––––: [Die] Meistersinger [von Nürnberg]. “Klavierauszug”
 402. ––––––: Tristan. “Klavierauszug”
 403. ––––––: Orchesterpartituren: Parsifal (Akt I–III), Götter[dämmerung] 
(Akt I), [Die] Meisters[inger] von Nürnberg (Akt III), [Das] Rheingold (III., 
IV. Scene), [Der fliegende] Holländer (II., III., “Klavierauszug”), Rienzi (I–
V, “Klavierauszug”). [According to the remark of Dohnányi’s sister, these 
volumes were in Elemér Kárpáthy’s possession. (Kárpáthy was an army of-
ficer and a close friend of the Dohnányi family, as well as Mátyás Dohnányi’s 
teacher and wedding witness)]
 404. ––––––: Overturen: Tannhäuser, Faust, Siegfried Idyll [According to 
the comment of Dohnányi’s sister, the rest volumes were in possession of 
Dohnányi’s cousin, Ernő Szlabey]
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 405. ––––––: Lohengrin-fantasia
 406. walton, Sir William (1902–1983): Concerto for Viola and Orchestra
 407. weber, Carl Maria von (1786–1826): Der Freischütz
 408. ––––––: Oberon
 409. ––––––: Euryanthe (Overture)
 410. ––––––: Kl[avier] Comp[ostitions]
 411. weiner Leó (1885–1960): Violine-Klavier Sonate (D major and F-sharp 
minor), [op. 9 and 11]
 412. willner, Arthur (1881–1959): Concert[o für Streichorchester [op. 37]. 
“Orchester part.”
 413. záDor Jenő (Eugen) (1894–1977): Rhapsodie. “Orchester part.”
 414. zanDonai, Riccardo (1883–1944): Guilietta e Romeo
 415. zsolt Nándor (1887–1936): Zongorakvintett [Piano Quintet]
Content of the pages of bad quality
Boxes in the chest:
 1) Skandinavian [composers]: gate, winDing, grieg, anDersson, rummel, 
maykapar, groonDahl 
 2) Chester Library: polDowsky, poulenc, De Falla, soFonoFF, castelnuovo, 
stravinsky, young, goessens, whyte, bornemann, bliss
 3) Engl[isch]. – Amerikanisch: tovey, howells (rhaps.), irelanD, eastwooD 
 4) Slawisch: balakirev, karpow, klinDwort, liapounow, suk, rachmaninov, 
iserlis, brzezinski, novak 
 5) Kubisten: cowell, ives, kaDosa, Justus, schönberg 
 6) beethoven: Sonaten 
 7) Holl[ändisch]., ital[ienisch]. franz[ösisch]: sgambati, singaglia, Dukas, 
Debussy, kalomiris, schäFer, piJper, tansman
 8) The works of liszt
 9) bartók, koDály, weiner 
 10) Deutsch: wagner, trapp, raphael, richter
 11) chopin, weber, r. strauss, tausig
 12) leopolD mozart 
In the drawers:
 1) The works of bartók
 2) Several Hungarian composers: székely, peJacsevich, siklós, antalFFy, 
thomán, zsolt, szántó, Fichtner, Jemnitz, szenDy, raDnai, weiner
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 3) “Modern composers”: rottero, ruDorFF, börner, rössler, boeck, zaDora, 
grünFelD, graeber, marx, Juon, niemann, graener, kattnigg, manassee, 
schlegel, ebel 
 4) holst (The Planets), lambert (Rio Grande)
 5) haDley (Symph. fantasia, Salome), bliss, hanson, roger-Ducasse, sibelius
 6) Etuden, Übungen: senn, tausig, kullak, czerny, wiehmayer, liszt, Frey, 
p. braun, thomas, clementi
 7) Miscellaneous songs and folksongs 
 8) brahms
 9) goDowsky (Chopin Etuden)
 10) Ital[ian] Comp[osers], Partituren: casella, malipiero, busoni, respighi, 
martucci, magiagalli
 11) Alte Meister: bach, couperin, scarlatti, Durante, rameau
 12) schubert, schumann
 13) Str[ing] IVtet Partit.: schubert, spalDing, klingler, Juon, lenDvai (trio), 
capra, kaminsky, rubinstein, howells
    – Klavier auszüge aus: De Falla, oFFenbach, wormser
 14) Bearbeitung f[ür]Klavier: hänDel – straDal, bach – hummel, chopin – 
backhaus 
 15) Eng[lisch] Comp. Partituren: [Vaughan] williams, hänDel – hartig, holst, 
gossens, rootham, howells, irelanD, Delius, bax (5 vol s.)
  [The dividing line and the repetitive numbering below follows the manuscript 
“Miscellaneous Documents 1897–1950, 16.”]
 13) koessler: 46 Psalm, Suite, Triosuite, Männenchore [etc.], herzFelD [com-
positions], koDály: Te Deum, Dances of Marosszék (piano) [etc.], weiner: 
Concertino, hubay [compositions], kósa: Jutka, Bagatelles
 14) Works of liszt 
 15) spagnoli (Orch. suite) bossi, buttkay (Sonata), chován (Magy[ar]. alföldi 
kép [Tableau of the Hungarian lowland])
3. The Városmajor Utca Music Collection (Budapest)
This list contains the items of Dohnányi’s music collection, which was located in 
her sister’s home in Városmajor utca. The compiler, Béla Csuka, devided the items 
into different categories. At the beginning of the typewritten list the following 
grouping and comments are to be read:
 I. Full Scores (No. 1–127)
 II. a) Piano Pieces 
  b) Organ Pieces 
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 III. Piano Reductions
 IV. Chamber Music 
 V. Pieces for Violin and Viola 
 VI. Pieces for Cello 
 VII. Pieces for Voice and Piano
 VIII. Works by Béla Bartók 
 IX. Works by Zoltán Kodály
 X. Works by Hans Koessler 
  XI. Liszt Complete Edition 
 XII. Works by Dohnányi 
  a) Manuscripts
  b) Printed scores
Csuka’s comments to the above mentioned categories are the following: 
 a) The following piano pieces were included in the first group (Full Scores) by 
mistake: Mendelssohn: Klavierwerke, vols. 1–3
 b) Beethoven’s Choralfantasie (group 2, no. 58) actually belongs to the first 
group. (Full Scores)
 c) Kosma, Jos[eph]’s Tous les Jours composition also belongs to the first group 
(Full Scores)
 d) Volkmann’s Concertstück f[ür] Pianoforte op. 42 /For 2 Pianos/ (group 3, 
no. 18) belongs to the second group (Piano Pieces)
 e) In general the miniature scores (chamber music too) can be found on the 
first group (Full Scores): I. 13–16; 22–23; 60–62; 67; 82–88; 109; 114–115; 
124–127 but there are also full scores in the fourth group (Chamber Music): 
1–3; 6; 9; 10; 21; 22; 26
 f) The red circled numbers indicate the items prepared for sending to Dohnányi 
(to the United States). 
 g) It turned out that the tenth number in the third group (Mihalovich: Love of 
Toldi, piano reduction) belongs to the Library of the [Liszt] Academy of 
Music (we already gave it back).
 h) No. 5 of group II was transcategorized to Dohnányi’s compositions. Nos. 
6–8, 16, 284, and 290 of group II were given to Márta Dohnányi (Dohnányi’s 
granddaughter) as a gift. 
The author of the present article followed Csuka’s categories. The list contains the 
data of the edition and in the case of piano pieces the editor’s name as well. The 
years of birth and death of the composers are given in brackets. The works with 
red circled indication – prepared for sending to the Dohnányis – are given in bold. 
The compiler’s comments are given in quotation marks. 
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I. Full scores
 1. BaCh, Johann Sebastian (1685–1750): Adagio (from the Toccata in C). (Tran-
scr. by Alex[andr Il’yich Ziloti] Siloti), (New York: Fischer, n. d.).
 2. ––––––: Konzert für 3 Klaviere (in C) (Tripelkonzert Nr. 4). (Breitkopf, 
n. d.).
 3. ––––––: Die Kunst der Fuge (Ed. by Tovey, Donald Fr.), (London: Oxford 
University Press, n. d.).
 4. badings, Henk (1907–1987): Symphonie No 3 (Privatdruck, 1934).
 5. bax, Sir Arnold (1883–1953): The Garden of Fand (For orchestra). (London: 
Murdoch, n. d.).
 6. ––––––: The Happy Forest (Nature poem for orchestra), ([London]: Mur-
doch, 1925).
 7. ––––––: Mater ora Filium (for unaccompanied double choir), (London: Mur-
doch, 1921).
 8. ––––––: November Woods (for ochestra), (London: Murdoch, 1921).
 9. ––––––: Of a Rose I Sing a Song (15th century) ([London]: Murdoch, 1921).
 10. beethoven, Ludwig van (1770–1827): Messe, op. 86 (Breitkopf). 
 11. ––––––: Missa solemnis, op. 123 (Peters).
 12. berlioz, Hector (1803–1869): Die Vehmrichter. Overture, op. 3 (Miniature 
score), (Leipzig: Eulenburg, n. d.).
 13. ––––––: Harold in Italien, op. 16 (Miniature score), ([Leipzig]: Eulenburg, n. d.). 
 14. ––––––: Romeo und Julia. Symphonie op. 17 (Miniature score), ([Leipzig]: 
Eulenburg, n. d.).
 15. ––––––: Die Korsar. Ouverture op. 21 [Without data of the printed score]
 16. berners, Lord (1883–1950): Fantaisie espagnole (London: Chester, 1920).
 17. bliss, Sir Arthur (1891–1975): Rout (London: Goodwin & Tabb, 1921).
 18. bossi, Renzo (1883–1965): Pinocchio, op. 29 (Adventure burlesche per Or-
chestra), (Bologna: Bongiorami, 1928). Dedicated item. 
 19. bradley, Rootham Cyril (1875–1938): Rhapsody (for double orchestra of 
strings), (London: Murdoch, 1924).
 20. brandts buys, Jan (1868–1933): Das Veilchenfest (Oper in 4 Acten. Eigen-
tum der Herausgeber). [Without data of the printed score]
 21. bruCKner, Anton (1824–1896): Symphonie No. 3 (Miniature score), (Leip-
zig: Eulenburg, n. d.).
 22. ––––––: Symphonie No. 5 (Miniature score), (Leipzig: Eulenburg, n. d.).
 23. brun, Fritz (1878–1959): 4. Sinfonie (für gr. Orch.), (Zürich: Hug, n. d.).
 24. busCh, Adolf (1891–1952): Variationen über ein Thema von Mozart für Or­
chester, op. 41 (Breitkopf, 1929).
 25. busoni, Ferruccio (1866–1924): Harlekins Reigen für Orchester, op. 46 
[Rondò arlecchinesco (Elegie no. 3)], (Breitkopf, 1917).
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 26. ––––––: Tanzwalzer, op. 53 (Breitkopf, n. d.).
 27. ––––––: Berceuse élégiaque (Elegie no. 1, Des Mannes Wiegenlied am Sarge 
seiner Mutter) [op. 42], (Breitkopf, n. d.). 
 28. butting, Max (1888–1976): Heitere Musik für kleines Orchester, op. 38 
(Wien: Universal Edition, 1929).
 29. Chaix, Charles (1885–1973): 2me Symphonie, op. 8 (“A la Cité”), (Genéve: 
S. A., 1930).
 30. Casella, Alfredo (1883–1947): Italia. Rhapsodie, op. 11 (1912). (Wien: Uni-
versal Edition, n. d.).
 31. ––––––: Suite in C Major, op. 13 (1911). (Wien: Universal Edition, n. d.).
 32. ––––––: Le couvent sur l’eau [op. 18] (Comédie choréographique), (Milano: 
Ricordi, 1919).
 33. dall’abaCo, Evaristo Felice (1675–1742): Concerto da chiesa Nr. 9 
(Rhene-Baton, Eschig: Schott, 1936).
 34. delius, Frederick (1862–1934): Paris. Ein Nachtstück (The song of a great 
City), (Leipzig: Leuckart, 1899).
 35. ––––––: Brigg Fair: An English Rhapsody ([Leipzig:] Leuckart, 1907).
 36. ––––––: A Dance Rhapsody [no. 1] ([Leipzig:] Leuckart, 1908). 
 37. ––––––: Denkmäler deutscher Tonkunst 2. Folge. Denkmäler der 
Tonkunst in Bayern. 3. Jahrg[ang] B[and] I. Sinfonien der Pfalzbayer-
ischen Schule (Mannheimer Symphoniker; Breitkopf, 1902). 
 38. Frid, Géza (1904–1989): Divertimento pour Orch[estra] a cordes, op. 11 
[Without data of the printed score]. 
 39. gárdonyi, Zoltán (1906–1986): Magyar szvit: Négy tételben házi, vagy if­
júsági vonósegyüttesre, népdaltémák felhasználásával [Hungarian Suite for 
String Orchestra], ([Budapest:] Magyar Kórus, 1935).
 40. gneCChi, Vittorio (1876–1954): Cassandra (Prologo), (Privatdruck, 1911).
 41. goossens, Eugène (1867–1958): By the Tarn. A Sketch for String Orchestra, 
op. 15 (London: Chester, d. n.).
 42. ––––––: Tam O’Shanter, op. 17a (Scherzo for Orchestra), (London: Chester, n. d.).
 43. grandi, Luigi (1902–1973): Aeroduello. Dinamosintesi per grande orchestra. 
(Bologna: Edizioni dominate, 1935).
 44. ––––––: Cavalli + Acciaio. Meccano cavalcats per gr. Orch. (Bologna: Dom-
inante, n. d.).
 45. hadley, Henry (1871–1937): Symphonic Fantasia for Orchestra, op. 46 
(New York: Schirmer, 1907).
 46. ––––––: Salome (Berlin: Ries & Erler, 1906).
 47. händel, Georg Friedrich (1685–1759): Suite from the Music for the Royal 
Fireworks (London: Murdoch, 1924). Comment of the compiler of the list: 
“Transcribed for Orchestra by Hamilton Hardy”.
 48. harsányi, Tibor (1898–1954): Concertstück (Paris: Senart, 1931).
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 49. Haydn, Joseph (1732–1809): Werke Gesamtausgabe. Serie 1. Symphonien 
(I–III. vols.) (Leipzig: Breitkopf, n. d.).
 50. ––––––: Die Schöpfung (Wien, [without publisher] 1800). “German and 
English text”
 51. hermann, Paul (Pál) (1902–1944): Kammersonate (Berlin: Ries & Erler, n. d.).
 52. holst, Gustav (1874–1934): 6 Canons for equal voices (London: Curven, 1933).
 53. ––––––: The Planets [op. 32] (London: Goodwin & Tabb, 1921).
 54. ––––––: St Paul’s Suite [op. 29/2] (London: Goodwin & Tabb, 1922).
 55. ––––––: Beni Mora, oriental suite for orchestra, op. 29/1 (London: Goodwin 
& Tabb, 1921).
 56. howells, Herbert (1892–1983): Puck’s Minuet, op. 20/1 (London: Goodwin 
& Tabb, 1919).
 57. ibert, Jacques (1890–1963): Suite symphonique (Leipzig: Rieler-Bieder-
mann, 1932).
 58. ireland, John (1879–1962): The forgotten Rite (London: Angener, 1918).
 59. juon, Paul (1872–1940): Quartett, op. 29 (Miniature score), (Berlin: 
Schlesinger, 1904).
 60. Kaun, Hugo (1863–1932): 3. Quartett, op. 74 (Miniature score), (Leipzig: 
Leuckart, n. d.).
 61. Klinger, Karl (1879–1971): Quartett (Miniature score). “Im Selbsverlag”
 62. Kornauth, Egon (1891–1959): Ballade für Orch[ester] mit Solo Violoncello, 
op. 17 (Leipzig: Zimmermann, n. d.).
 63. Kuula, Toivo (1883–1918): Pirun polska, op. 9/4 (Teufelstanz) (Kjøbenhavn: 
Wihelm Hansen, 1924).
 64. lambert, Constant (1905–1951): The Rio Grande (Oxford University Press, 
1930).
 65. lang, Walter (1896–1966): Bulgarische Volksweisen für Kammerorchester, 
op. 18 (Köln: Fischer & Jegenberg, n. d.).
 66. lendvai, Ervin (1882–1949): Trio für Violine, Bratsche und Violoncello, 
op. 11 (Miniature score), (Berlin: Simrock, 1911).
 67. liszt, Franz (1811–1886): Ungarische Fantasie (Peters, n. d.).
 68. ––––––: 1. Concert [Piano concerto], (Score), (Wien: Haslinger, n. d.).
 69. ––––––: 1. Concert [Piano concerto], (Wien: Haslinger, n. d.).
 70. malipiero, Gian Francesco (1882–1973): Per una favola cavalleresca. Illus­
trazioni sinfoniche per Orchestra (1914), (Milano: Ricordi, 1921).
 71. ––––––: Danze e canzoni. Concerto per orchestra (Leipzig: Rachter, n. d.).
 72. ––––––: Impressioni dal vero II (London: Chester, 1914–1915).
 73. ––––––: Oriente immaginario. Tre studi per picc[ola]. orch[estra]. (London: 
Chester, 1920).
 74. martuCCi, Giuseppe (1856–1909): Notturno per Orchestra [op. 70/1] (Mi-
lano: Ricordi, n. d.).
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 75. ––––––: Novelletta per Orchestra [op. 82/2] (Milano: Ricordi, n. d.).
 76. mendelssohn, Felix (1809–1847): Athalie, Ouverture, op. 74 (Miniature 
score), (Leipzig: Eulenburg, n. d.).
 77. ––––––: Ruy Blas, Ouverture, op. 95 (Miniature score), (Leipzig: Eulenburg, 
n. d.).
 78. migot, Georges (1891–1976): Deux Préludes pour Orch[estre] (Paris: 
 Lemoine, 1926).
 79. mosolov, Aleksandr Vasilyevich (1900–1973): Die Eisengiesserei. 
Maschienenmusik für Orchester (Moskow: Staatsmusikverlag, 1931).
 80. mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756–1791): Divertimento (KV 205), (Minia-
ture score), (Leipzig: Eulenburg, n. d.).
 81. ––––––: Quintett (Eine kleine Nachtmusik, KV 525), (Miniature sc), (Leip-
zig: Eulenburg, n. d.).
 82. ––––––: Sextett (Divertimento, KV 334), (Miniature sc), (Leipzig: Eulen-
burg, n. d.). “2 copies”
 83. ––––––: Sextett (Divertimento, KV 287), (Miniature sc), (Leipzig: Eulen-
burg, n. d.).
 84. ––––––: Sextett (Divertimento, KV 247), (Miniature sc), (Leipzig: Eulen-
burg, n. d.).
 85. ––––––: Dorfmusikanten – Sextett (KV 522), (Miniature sc), (Leipzig: Eu-
lenburg, n. d.).
 86. mraCzeK, Joseph Gustav (1878–1944): Variété. Szenen für Orchester. (Breit-
kopf, n. d.).
 87. piCK-mangiagalli, Riccardo (1882–1949): Notturno e rondò fantastico per 
Orchestra, op. 28 (Milano: Ricordi, 1921).
 88. pringsheim, Klaus (1883–1972): Konzert für Orchester, op. 32 (Kaiserliche 
Musikakademie zu Tokyo, 1935).
 89. purCell, Henry (1659–1695): Chaccone (G  Minor) (Oxford University 
Press, 1930). “Transcription by whittaKer [William G.].”
 90. rabaud, Henri (1873–1949): La procession nocturne, poème symphonique, 
op. 6 (Paris: Durand, n. d.).
 91. raphael, Günter (1903–1960): Variationen über eine schottische  Volksweise, 
op. 23 (Breitkopf, 1930).
 92. ––––––: Thema, Variationen und Rondo, op. 19 (Breitkopf, 1927).
 93. respighi, Ottorino (1879–1936): Antiche danze ed arie per Linto [suite no. 1, 
op. 109], (Milano: Ricordi, 1920).
 94. riChter, Paul (1875–1950): 3. Symphonie (Berlin: Simrock, n. d.).
 95. roger-duCasse, Jean (1873–1954): Sarabande. Poeme symphonique pour 
orchestre et voix (Paris: Durand, 1911).
 96. rózsa, Miklós (1907–1995): Serenade für kleiner Orchester, op. 10 (Breit-
kopf, 1933).
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 97. ––––––: Thema, Variationen und Finale für grosses Orchester, op. 13 (Leip ­
zig: Eulenburg, 1935).
 98. Schlenfog, Martin: Fünf Legenden für Streichorchester (Privatdruck).
 99. Schmidt, Franz (1874–1939): Vierte Symphonie (1933). (Wien: Universal 
Edition, n. d.).
 100. Schreker, Franz (1878–1934): Kleine Suite für Kammerorchester (Wien: 
Universal Edition, 1929).
 101. SibeliuS, Jean (1865–1957): Symphonie, No. 5, op. 82 (Kjøbenhavn: Hansen, 
n. d.).
 102. ––––––: Symphonie, No. 7, op. 105 (Kjøbenhavn: Hansen, 1925).
 103. Sinigaglia, Leone (1868–1944): Rondo für Violine und Orchester, op. 42 
(Breitkopf, n. d.).
 104. Spagnoli, Guido (1896–1963): Suite per orchestra (Bologna: Pizzi, 1926). 
“Pocket score” 
 105. Stamitz, Johann (1717–1757): Orchester Trio, op. 11 [Without data of the 
printed score]
 106. thomaS, Kurt (1904–1973): Serenade, op. 10 [Without data of the printed 
score]
 107. toch, Ernst (1887–1964): Vorspiel zu einem Märchen/Die Prinzessin auf der 
Erbse (Mainz: Schott, 1927).
 108. trapp, Max (1887–1971): 2te Sympohie, op. 15 (Berlin: Bote & Bock, 1923).
 109. tchaikovSky, Pyotr Ilyich (1840–1893): Francesca da Rimini, symphonic 
fantasia, op. 32 (Leipzig: Eulenburg, n. d.).
 110. ––––––: Romeo und Julia. Fantasie­Ouverture. (Leipzig: Eulenburg, n. d.).
 111. vaughan WilliamS, Ralph (1872–1958): Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas 
Tallis for double Stringed Orchestra (London: Boodwin & Tabb, 1921).
 112. ––––––: The Wasps. Aristophanic suite (London: Schott, n. d.).
 113. Walton, Sir William (1902–1983): Concerto for Viola and Orchestra (Ox­
ford University Press, 1930).
 114. Weiner, Leó (1885–1960): Farsang [Carnival] (Humoreske für kleines Or­
chester), op. 5 (Lauterbach & Kuhn, 1908).
 115. Wetzler, Hermann (1870–1943): Symphonische Phantasie für grosses Or­
chester, op. 10 (Berlin: Simrock, n. d.). 
 116. Willner, Arthur (1881–1959): Concerto für Streichorchester, op. 37 (Wien: 
Universal Edition, 1927).
 117. zádor, Jenő (Eugen) (1894–1977): Rhapsodie (Wien: Universal Edition, 
1931).
 118. zilcher, Hermann (1881–1948): Tanzfantasie, op. 71 (Leipzig: Eulenburg, 
1933).
 119. verdi, Giuseppe (1813–1901): Falstaff (Milano: Ricordi, n. d.).
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 120. wagner, Richard (1813–1883): Rienzi (Berlin: Fürstner, n. d.). “Two com-
plete volumes.”
 121. ––––––: Tannhäuser (Berlin: Fürstner, n. d.). “Two volumes. One of them 
missing.”
 122. ––––––: [Die] Meistersinger [von Nürnberg]. [Without data of the printed 
score]. “Three complete volumes.”
II/a Piano Pieces
 1. andersson, Richard (1851–1918): Schwedische Tänze (2 Hefte), (Berlin: Sim-
rock, 1881).
 2. antalFFy-zsiross, Dezső (1885–1945): Karneval­Scenen: Am Meer (Leip-
zig: Steingräber, n. d.).
 3. artsybushev, Nikolai (1858–1937): Trois Préludes pour Piano, op. 18 (Be-
laieff, 1911).
 4. BaCh, Johann Sebastian (1685–1750): Kleine Präludien, Fughetten (ed. by 
Czerny etc.) (Peters, n. d.).
 5. ––––––: Kleine Präludien (rev. von E. von Dohnányi, Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 6. ––––––: 15 válogatott kisprelúdium [15 Selected Little Preludes] ([Buda-
pest:] Szendy, Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 7. ––––––: Zweistimmige Inventionen (Busoni [ed.], Breitkopf, n. d.).
 8. ––––––: Dreistimmige Inventionen (Busoni [ed.], Breitkopf, n. d.).
 9. ––––––: Two­part Inventions (Czerny and others [ed.]), (New York:  Schirmer, 
n. d.).
 10. ––––––: Das Wohltemperierte Klavier (Magdeburg: Wiehmayer Hein-
richshofen’s Verlag, n. d.). “Only one volume.”
 11. ––––––: 2- und 3- stimmige Inventionen (Magdeburg: Wiehmayer Hein-
richshofen’s Verlag, n. d.).
 12. ––––––: 48 Preludes and Fugues (Wohltemp. Klavier) Tovey [ed.]. Book I. 
& II. (London: The R.A.M. & The R.C.M., n. d.).
 13. ––––––: The Well-Tempered Clavichord, vol. 1 (New York: Schirmer, 
1893). “The second volume is missing.”
 14. ––––––: Chromatische Fantasie und Fuge (Bülow [ed.]) (Berlin: Bote & 
Bock, n. d.).
 15. ––––––: Fantasia (C  Minor), (Bülow [ed.]), (New York: Schirmer, n. d.).
 16. ––––––: Drei Klavierstücke in Suitenform (aus dem Klavierbüchlein für 
Friedmann Bach; Bruno Hinze-Reinhold [ed.]), (Leipzig: Eulenburg, n. d.).
 17. ––––––: Konzert für Klavier, Flöte und Violine (Breitkopf, n. d.). “Kla-
vierstimme”.
 18. ––––––: Konzert für 3 Klaviere (Breitkopf, n. d.). “Three-part score”.
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 19. ––––––: Brandenburgisches Konzert No. 3 (Bearb. für Pianoforte A. 
Stradal.), (Leipzig: Schuberth, n. d.).
 20. ––––––: Sonatas for Violin Solo (G  Minor), (Freely transcribed for the pian-
oforte by L. Goldowsky), (New York: Fischer, n. d.).
 21. ––––––: Sonatas for Violin Solo (B  Minor), (Freely transcribed for the pian-
oforte by L. Goldowsky), (New York: Fischer, n. d.).
 22. ––––––: Sonatas for Violin Solo (A  Minor), (Freely transcribed for the pian-
oforte by L. Goldowsky), (New York: Fischer, n. d.).
 23. ––––––: Leopold Serenata (Adapted by Walter Rummel), (London: 
Chester, n. d.).
 24. ––––––: Esurientes implevit bonis. Magnificat (Adapted by Walter 
 Rummel), (London: Chester, n. d.).
 25. ––––––: O Gott, du frommer Gott (Adapted by Walter Rummel), (Lon-
don: Chester, n. d.).
 26. ––––––: Dich hab’ ich je und je geliebt (Adapted by Walter Rummel), 
(London: Chester, n. d.).
 27. ––––––: Stürze zu Boden (Adapted by Walter Rummel), (London: Ches-
ter, n. d.).
 28. ––––––: Die Welt ist nur ein Rauch und Schatten (Adapted by Walter 
Rummel), (London: Chester, n. d.).
 29. ––––––: Das Brausen von den rauhen Winde (Adapted by Walter 
 Rummel), (London: Chester, n. d.).
 30. ––––––: Die Menschen, die Ihr täglich sündigt (Adapted by Walter 
 Rummel), (London: Chester, n. d.).
 31. ––––––: Sinfonia “Weinen Klagen…” (Adapted by Walter Rummel), 
(London: Chester, n. d.).
 32. ––––––: Cembalo obbligato (Adapted by Walter Rummel), (London: 
Chester, n. d.).
 33. ––––––: Orchester overture (Adapted by Walter Rummel), (London: 
Chester, n. d.).
 34. ––––––: Orgelfantasie und Fuge in g­moll (bearb. von Fr. Liszt), (Berlin: 
Bahn, n. d.).
 35. ––––––: Toccata für die Orgel (E Major), Concertata. (Bearb. für Piano-
forte A. Stradal.), (Leipzig: Schuberth, n. d.).
 36. ––––––: Praeludium und Fuge (E flat Major), (Bearb. für Pianoforte 
A. Stradal.), (Leipzig: Schuberth, n. d.).
 37. ––––––: Praeludium und Fuge für die Orgel (E  Minor), (Bearb. für Pi-
anoforte A. Stradal.), (Leipzig: Schuberth, n. d.).
 38. ––––––: Orgel-Passacaglia (C  Minor), (Klavier-übertragung von Joseph 
Weiss), (Leipzig: Steingräber, n. d.).
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 39. ––––––: Präludium und Fuge No. 5 (G  Minor) für die Orgel (Cla-
vier-übertragung von J. Kwast), (Berlin: Ries & Erler, n. d.).
 40. ––––––: Prélude de la 5. Sonate pour Violon (Transcrit pour Piano par 
Martinus Sieveking), (Berlin: Stahl, n. d.).
 41. ––––––: Ouverture pour une Cantate (transcrit pour Piano par Berte 
Marx-Goldschmidt), (Berlin: Simrock, n. d.).
 42. BaCh, Wilhelm Friedemann (1710–1784): Phantasie und Fuge für die Orgel 
(Bearb. für Pianoforte A. Stradal.), (Breitkopf, n. d.).
 43. BacH, Carl Philipp Emanuel (1714–1788): Konzert für 2 Klaviere und Or-
chester (E flat Major), (H. Schwarts [ed.]), (Leipzig: Steingräber, n. d.). 
“Transcription for two pianos, two piano part score.”
 44. Backer-GrøndaHl, Fridtjof (1885–1959): 2 Klaverstykker, op. 6 (Kristi-
ana: Norsk Musikforlag, n. d.).
 45. ––––––: Fantasistykker, op. 7 (2 Hefte), (Kristiana: Norsk Musikforlag, n. d.).
 46. ––––––: 3 Karakterstykker, op. 9 (Kjøbenhavn: Hansen, n. d.).
 47. ––––––: Spanske Stemninger, op. 10 (Kjøbenhavn: Hansen, n. d.). “3 vol-
umes”
 48. baCKhaus, Wilhelm (1884–1969): Romanze aus dem e­moll Konzert von 
Chopin (Magdeburg: Heinrichshofen, 1925).
 49. balaKirev, Mily Alekseyevich (1836–1910): Sonate pour le Piano (Leipzig: 
Zimmermann, n. d.).
 50. ––––––: Phantasiestück für das Klavier (Leipzig: Zimmermann, n. d.).
 51. ––––––: Mazurka, no. 7 (Leipzig: Zimmermann, 1906).
 52. ––––––: L’Alouette (Lied von Glinka), (Leipzig: Eulenburg, n. d.).
 53. bax, Sir Arnold (1883–1953): Sonata, no. 1 (London: Murdoch, 1922).
 54. ––––––: Sonata, no. 2. (London: Murdoch, 1921).
 55. beethoven, Ludwig van (1770–1827): Klavier­Konzert, no. 4, op. 58 (d’Al-
bert [ed.]), (Breitkopf, n. d.). “Klavierstimme”
 56. ––––––: 6 Variationen, op. 76 (Bülow [ed.]), (Stuttgart: Cotta, n. d.).
 57. ––––––: Phantasie für Pianoforte Chor und Orchestra, op. 80 (Leipzig: 
Peters, n. d.).
 58. ––––––: Konzerte und Phantasie, op. 80 ([Leipzig:] Peters, n. d.). “Piano 
part”.
 59. ––––––: Polonaise, op. 89 (Stuttgart: Cotta, n. d.).
 60. ––––––: 32 Variationen [op. 120], (Stuttgart: Cotta, n. d.).
 61. ––––––: 32 Veränderungen über einen Walzer, op. 120 (Stuttgart: Cotta, 
n. d.).
 62. ––––––: Andante [Andante favori, WoO 57] (Stuttgart: Cotta, n. d.).
 63. ––––––: Für Elise [Bagatelle, WoO 59], (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 64. ––––––: Sonate, op. 2/3 (C Major), (Faisst-Lebert-Bülow, Cotta, n. d.).
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 65. ––––––: Sonate, op. 7 [no. 4] (E flat Major), (Faisst-Lebert-Bülow, Cotta, 
n. d.).
 66. ––––––: Sonate, op. 10/2 (F Major), (Faisst-Lebert-Bülow [ed.]), ([Stuttgart:] 
Cotta, n. d.).
 67. ––––––: Sonate, op. 13 (C Minor), [Pathétique], (Faisst–Lebert–Bülow [ed.]), 
([Stuttgart:] Cotta, n. d.).
 68. ––––––: Sonate, op. 31/1 (G Major), (Faisst–Lebert–Bülow [ed.]), ([Stutt-
gart:] Cotta, n. d.).
 69. ––––––: Sonate, op. 31/2 (D Minor), (Faisst–Lebert–Bülow [ed.]), ([Stutt-
gart:] Cotta, n. d.).
 70. ––––––: Sonate, op. 31/3 (E-flat Major), (Faisst–Lebert–Bülow [ed.]), ([Stutt-
gart:] Cotta, n. d.).
 71. ––––––: Sonate, op. 57 (F Minor), [Appassionata], (Faisst–Lebert–Bülow 
[ed.]), ([Stuttgart:] Cotta, n. d.).
 72. ––––––: Sonate, op. 78 (F-sharp Major), (Faisst–Lebert–Bülow [ed.]), ([Stutt-
gart:] Cotta, n. d.).
 73. ––––––: Sonate, op. 78 (F-sharp Major), (Faisst–Lebert–Bülow [ed.]), ([Stutt-
gart:] Cotta, n. d.).
 74. ––––––: Sonate, op. 101 (A Major), (Faisst–Lebert–Bülow [ed.]), ([Stuttgart:] 
Cotta, n. d.).
 75. ––––––: Sonate, op. 106 (B-flat Major), [Hammerklavier], (Faisst–Lebert–
Bülow [ed.]), ([Stuttgart:] Cotta, n. d.).
 76. ––––––: Sonate, op. 109 (E Major), (Faisst–Lebert–Bülow [ed.]), ([Stuttgart:] 
Cotta, n. d.).
 77. ––––––: Sonate, op. 110 (A-flat Major), (Faisst–Lebert–Bülow [ed.]), ([Stutt-
gart:] Cotta, n. d.).
 78. ––––––: Sonate, op. 111 (C  Minor), (Faisst–Lebert–Bülow [ed.]), ([Stutt-
gart:] Cotta, n. d.).
 79. ––––––: Sonaten für das Pianoforte, 3 Bde. (Variationen, Bagatellen, Ron-
dos), (Faisst–Lebert–Bülow [ed.]), ([Stuttgart:] Cotta, n. d.).
 80. ––––––: Sonata, op. 14/2 (Bülow-Lebert [ed.]), (New York: Schirmer, n. d.).
 81. ––––––: Sonata, op. 49/1 (Bülow-Lebert [ed.]), (New York: Schirmer, n. d.).
 82. ––––––: Szonáta [Sonata], op. 90 (Bartók Béla [ed.]), (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, 
n. d.).
  83. ––––––: Cadenzas for Beethoven’s four Piano Concertos by I. Friedman, 
op. 100 [Without data of the printed score]
 84. Bizet, Georges (1838–1875): Ouverture zu Arlésienne (Berlin: Edition Eu-
ropa, n. d.).
 85. Bliss, Sir Arthur (1891–1975): Two Interludes (London: Chester, 1925).
 86. Blumenfeld, Felix (1863–1931): 2 Etudes pour Piano, op. 29 (Leipzig: 
Beaieff, 1913).
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 87. Boeck, August de (1865–1937): Capriccio pour Piano (Bruxelles: Schott, 
1921).
 88. Bohnke, Emil (1888–1928): Sonate, op. 10 (Berlin: Simrock, 1920).
 89. Bornemann: Ballade, op. 2/10 (London: Chester, 1927).
 90. Börner, Kurt: Variationen über ein polnisches Lied, op. 6 ([Berlin:] Sim-
rock, 1905).
 91. Bortkiewicz, Sergei (1877–1952): 10 Études pour Piano, op. 15 (Leipzig: 
Rather, n. d.).
 92. ––––––: Ein Roman für Klavier, op. 35 (2 Bde.), (Leipzig: Kistner-Siegel, 
1928).
 93. Böttger, Jeanne: 12 kleine Klavierstücke, op. 52 (Amsterdam: Alsbach, n. d.).
 94. Brahms, Johannes (1833–1897): Sonata, op. 2 (Berlin: Simrock, n. d.).
 95. ––––––: Scherzo, op. 4 (Breitkopf, n. d.). “With handwritten dedication 
by Brahms.” 
 96. ––––––: Variationen über ein Thema von Robert Schumann, op. 9 (Ber-
lin: Simrock, n. d.).
 97. ––––––: Balladen, op. 10 (Wien: Universal Edition, n. d.).
 98. ––––––: Concert für das Pianoforte, op. 15 [Piano Concerto no. 1], (Leip-
zig: Rieter-Biedermann, n. d.). “Transcription for two pianos.”
 99. ––––––: Variationen über ein Thema von Paganini, op. 35 (2 Hefte), 
(Leipzig: Rieter-Biedermann, n. d.).
 100. ––––––: [16] Walzer, op. 39 (zu 4 Händen), (Peters, n. d.).
 101. ––––––: [8] Klavierstücke, op. 76 (2 Hefte), (Berlin: Simrock, n. d.).
 102. ––––––: [8] Klavierstücke, op. 76 (Steuermann [ed.]), (Wien: Universal 
Edition, n. d.).
 103. ––––––: [7] Fantasien für Pianoforte, op. 116 (2 Hefte), (Berlin: Simrock, 
n. d.).
 104. ––––––: 51 Übungen für das Pianoforte (2 Hefte), (Berlin: Simrock, n. d.).
 105. ––––––: Six Piano Pieces, op. 118 (Deis [ed.]), (New York: Schirmer, n. d.).
 106. ––––––: Three Intermezzi, op. 117 (Deis [ed.]), (New York: Schirmer, n. d.).
 107. ––––––: Ungarische Tänze (1–21), (Simrock – Peters, n. d.).
 108. ––––––: 4 Symphonien [op. 68, 73, 90, 98], Variationen über ein Thema von 
Haydn [op. 56a], [Klavier] Quintett [op. 34], (2 vols.), (Simrock, Parti tur-
Ausgabe, n. d.). “Transcription for two pianos.”
 109. Braun Paula (1881–1962): Legelső tanulmányok zongorára [The Very First 
Studies for Piano], ([Budapest:] Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 110. Brugnoli, Attilio (1880–1937): Scene Napolitane, op. 3 (Firenze: Forlivesi, 
1930).
 111. Brzeziński, Franciszek (1867–1944): Polnische suite, op. 4 (Leipzig: Lauter-
bach & Kuhn, 1908).
 112. Bunge, H[ans]: Sonata (London: Chester, 1935).
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 113. Buttykay, Ákos (1871–1935): Sonata appassionata, op. 13 (Strassburg: 
Süd deutscher Musikverlag, n. d.).
 114. ives, Charles (1874–1954): Sonata no. 2, “Concord Mass 1840–1860” (New 
York: Knickerbocker Press, 1920).
 115. chopin, Fryderyk Franciszek (1810–1849): Studi completi per Pianoforte, 
op. 10 & 25 (Brugnoli [ed.]), (Milano: Ricordi, n. d.).
 116. ––––––: “Chopin through the looking glass,” 3 Studies for Pianoforte (Lon-
don: Oxford University Press, 1929). [A transcription probably made by 
Hedwig Mc Ewen]
 117. ––––––: Brillante Variationen, op. 12 (Mikuli [ed.]), (Leipzig: Kistner, n. d.).
 118. ––––––: Nocturne, op. 15/1 (F Major), (Kullak [ed.]), (Berlin: Schlesinger, n. d.).
 119. ––––––: Nocturne, op. 15/2 (F-sharp Major), (Klindworth [ed.]), (New 
York: Schuberth, n. d.).
 120. ––––––: Mazurka, op. 17/4 (A Minor), (R. Joseffy [ed.]), (New York: 
Schirmer, n. d.).
 121. ––––––: Mazurka, op. 33/2 (D Major), (Mikuli [ed.]), (Leipzig: Kistner, n. d.).
 122. ––––––: Scherzi (Brugnoli [ed.]), (Milano: Ricordi, 1932).
 123. ––––––: Rondo, op. 73 (Nachgelassenes Werk, Peters, n. d.). “For two pianos.”
 124. ––––––: 50 Chopin-Studien (Nos. 1, 3, 4, 8–11, 14–19, 21, 23–29, 31, 32, 34, 
38, 40, 42, 46–48), (31 vols.), (Goldowski [ed.]), (Berlin: Schlesinger, n. d.). 
“Two copies of no. 19.” 
 125. chován, Kálmán (1852–1928): Magyar alföldi kép [Tableau of the Hungarian 
lowland], op. 49 (For 4 hands), (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 126. ––––––: 2 oktáv-tanulmány [Two octave-studies], Két magyar rögtönzet 
[Two Hungarian improvisations], op. 50 (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 127. clementi, Muzio (1752–1832): Vorstufen für Pianoforte (Damm-Seifert 
[ed.]), (Leipzig: Steingräber, n. d.).
 128. ––––––: Gradus ad Parnassum [op. 44], (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.).
 129. ––––––: Gradus ad Parnassum [op. 44], (Auswahl und Bearbeitung von 
Tausig, E. Schmid), (Leipzig: Steingräber, n. d.).
 130. COUPERIN, Gervais-François (1759–1826): Pièces de Clavecin, Livre I. 
(Brahms–Chrysander [ed.]), (London: Augener, 1888).
 131. ––––––: Eight Preludes and an Allemande [L’art de toucher le clavecin], 
(Fuller-Maitland [ed.]), (London: Chester, n. d.).
 132. ––––––: [Troisième livre de pièces de clavecin, XVIII/6] Le Tic-Toc-Choc ou 
Les Maillotins (Teichmüller [ed.]), (Leipzig: Eulenburg, n. d.).
 133. cowell, Henry (1897–1965): Antinomy (4th encore to “Dynamic motion”), 
(New York: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1918).
 134. cramer, Johann Baptist (1771–1858) – szendy, Árpád (1863–1922): 60 
válogatott tanulmány [60 Selected Studies by Cramer, revised, settled and 
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  added fingerings, instructions and comments by  Szendy] (second edition, 
vol. 1), (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 135. ––––––: Etudes pour Piano (Nos 1–84 en 4 Cahiers) [op. 50], (Roitzsch 
[ed.]), (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.).
 136. ––––––: 8 Etudes de Piano (2 vols), (Busoni [ed.]), (Berlin: Schlesinger, 
n. d.).
 137. cramer–clementi: 60 Etuden für Pianoforte (Schwalm [ed.]), (Leipzig: 
Steingäber, n. d.).
 138. cramer, Henri (1818–1877): Der Tannhäuser von Wagner (Mainz: Schott, 
n. d.).
 139. czerny, Carl (1791–1857): Schule des Virtuosen, op. 365 (Rauch [ed.]), 
(Wien: Universal Edition, n. d.).
 140. ––––––: A virtuózitás iskolája [Die Schule des Virtuosen], op. 365 (Szendy 
[ed.]), (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 141. ––––––: [Die höhere Stufe der] Virtuosität[: neue Folge der Schule der 
Geläufigkeit, für das Pianoforte], op. 83 (2 vols.), (Schultze; Litolff, Braun-
schweig, n. d.).
 142. deBussy, Achille–Claude (1862–1918): Masques (Leipzig: Junne, 1904).
 143. ––––––: Cortège et air de danse (Paris: Durand, 1907). “For four hands.”
 144. ––––––: Prélude XI. [vol. 1], La danse de Puck (Paris: Durand, 1910).
 145. dukas, Paul (1865–1935): Sonate pour piano (E-flat  Minor, 1900), (Paris: 
Durand, 1906).
 146. ––––––: Variations, interlude et finale [sur un thème de Rameau], (Paris: 
Durand, 1907).
 147. durante, Francesco (1684–1755): Sonata inedita (Adagio e Giga für den 
Concertvortrag bearbeitet von O. Nietzel), (Berlin: Simon, n. d.).
 148. eBel, Robert (1874–1930): Romantische Erzählungen in 5 Episoden, op. 8 
(Berlin: Jonasson-Eckermann, n. d.).
 149. engel, Carl (1883–1944): Parfumes. 5 Compositions for Piano (5 vols.), 
(New York: Fischer, 1917).
 150. falla, Manuel de (1876–1946): Fantasia baetica (London: Chester, n. d.).
 151. ––––––: Danse du Corregidor (London: Chester, n. d.).
 152. ––––––: [Danse finale] tirée de El sombrero de tres picos (London: Chester, 
1921).
 153. ––––––: Danse des voisins (seguidillas), [tirée de] El sombrero de tres picos 
(London: Chester, n. d.).
 154. ––––––: Homenaje [: pièce de guitare écrite pour Le Tombeau de Claude 
Debussy], (London: Chester, n. d.).
 155. ––––––: Pantomime (El amor brujo), (London: Chester, 1921).
 156. figedy-fichtner, Sándor  (1878–1945): Fichtner Sándor szerzeményei zon-
gorára [Sándor Fichtner’s Pieces for Piano], (4 Pieces), ([Budapest:] Rozs-
nyai, n. d.).
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 157. Field, John (1782–1837): 17 Nocturnes (Koehler-Schmidt [ed.]), (Leipzig: 
Peters, n. d.).
 158. FoCK, Dirk (1858–1941): Ballade, op. 3/2 (Leipzig: Zimmermann, 1913).
 159. FresCobaldi, Girolamo Alessandro (1583–1643) – brugnoli, Attilio (1880–
1937): Toccata e fuga (2 copies), (Milano: Ricordi, n. d.).
 160. Frey, Emil (1889–1946): Bewusst gewordenes Klavierspiel und seine tech­
nischen Grundlagen (Zürich: Gebr. Hug & Company, n. d.).
 161. ––––––: Vierte Suite, op. 58 (Zürich: Gebr. Hug & Company, n. d.).
 162. ––––––: 10 kleine Klavierstücke für den Unterricht, op. 59 (Zürich: Gebr. 
Hug & Company, 1934).
 163. ––––––: Fünfte Suite, op. 62 (Zürich: Gebr. Hug & Company, n. d.).
 164.––––––: Sechste suite, op. 66 (Zürich: Gebr. Hug & Company, n. d.).
 165. Frey, Walter (1872–1946): Transponierte tägliche Übungen [Música impre­
sa: für Klavier: Zur gleichmäβigeren Durchbildung der Hände], (Leipzig: 
Steingräber, 1915).
 166. Friedman, Ignaz (1882–1948) – gärtner, Eduard (1801–1877): 5 Wiener 
Tänze (Wien: Universal Edition, n. d.).
 167. Frugatta, Giuseppe (1860–1933): Il Pianista moderno (Milano: Carisch & 
Jänichen, 1908).
 168. gade, Niels W. (1817–1890): Tre karakterstykker, op. 2 [18], (Kjøbenhavn: 
Hansen, n. d.). “For four hands.”
 169. ––––––: Akvareller, op. 19 (2 vols.), (Kjøbenhavn: Hansen, n. d.).
 170. ––––––: Idyller, op. 34 (3 vols.), (Kjøbenhavn: Hansen, n. d.). “The fourth 
volume is missing.”
 171. ––––––: [Idyller, op. 34:] I blomsterhaven (Kjøbenhavn: Hansen, n. d.).
 172. ––––––: Albumblätter (Kjøbenhavn: Hansen, n. d.).
 173. godowsKy, Leopold (1870–1938): Java Suite in four Parts (4 vols.), (New 
York: Fischer, 1925).
 174. göhler, Georg (1874–1954): XXIV Bagatellen (Als ms. gedruckt, 1935).
 175. golestan, Stan (1875–1956): Theme, variations, et danse pour piano (Paris: 
Durand, 1928).
 176. graeber, Walter A. F.: Strandidyll (Frankfurt am Main: Verlag Nirvana, 
1929).
 177. graener, Paul (1872–1944): Wilhelm Raabe Musik, op. 58 (Berlin: Bote & 
Bock, 1922).
 178. grandi, Luigi (1902–1973): Aeroduello. Dinamosintesi per grande orchestra, 
riduzione per pianoforte (Bologna: Edizioni Dominate, n. d.).
 179. ––––––: Cavalli + Acciaio. Meccano cavalcats per grande Orchestra, riduz-
ione per pianoforte (Bologna: Edizioni Dominante, n. d.).
 180. grünFeld, Alfred (1852–1924): Ungarische Fantasie[: mit Benutzung von 
Nationalmotiven], op. 55 (Berlin: Bote & Bock, 1912).
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 181. ––––––: Soirée de Vienne, Konzertparaphrase über Johann Straußsche 
Walzermotive, op. 56 (Berlin: Bote & Bock, 1927).
 182  ––––––: Frühlingsstimmen, Walzer von Johann Strauss, Konzert­Transkrip­
tion, op. 57 (Berlin: Bote & Bock, 1926).
 183. gualdo, Fabio: Ruscello per Pianoforte (Milano: Carisch, Milano, n. d.)
 184. Händel, Georg Friderich (1685–1759): Konzert, No. 5 (F Major), [HWV 
293], für die Orgel & Orch. (Bearb. für Pianoforte von A. Stradal), 
(Leipzig: Schuberth, n. d.).
 185. ––––––: Konzert, no. 8 (A Major), [HWV 307], für die Orgel & Orch. 
(Bearb. für Pianoforte von A. Stradal), (Leipzig: Schuberth, n. d.).
 186. ––––––: Konzert, no. 9 (B-flat Major), [HWV 308], für die Orgel & Orch. 
(Bearb. für Pianoforte von A. Stradal), (Leipzig: Schuberth, n. d.).
 187.  ––––––: Konzert, no. 10 (D  Minor), [HWV 309], für die Orgel & Orch. 
(Bearb. für Pianoforte von A. Stradal), (Leipzig: Schuberth, n. d.).
 188. ––––––: Konzert, no. 12 (B-flat Major), [HWV 311], für die Orgel & Orch. 
(Bearb. für Pianoforte von A. Stradal), (Leipzig: Schuberth, n. d.).
 189. hanon, Charles-Louis (1819–1900): Der Clavier­Virtuose, 60 Übungen 
(Leipzig: Junne, n. d.).
 190. Haydn, Joseph (1732–1809): Sonaten (1–20), (2 vols.), (Peters, n. d.).
 191. ––––––: Sonate, no. 17 (E-flat Major), (Stuttgart: Cotta, n. d.).
 192. ––––––: Caprice (F Minor), (Litolff, Braunschweig, n. d.).
 193. herzFeld, Viktor (1856–1919): Thema mit Variationen [Without data of the 
printed score. According to the list, this is a manuscript.]
 194. hirte, Rudolf (1893–1962): 3 Klavierstücke, op. 16 (Selbstverlag).
 195. hoFFmann, August Wilhelm: Thema und Verzierungen­Variationen (Leip-
zig: Leuckart, 1909).
 196. howells, Herbert (1892–1983): Rhapsodie, op. 14/1–3 (London: Ascher-
berg-Hopwood-Crew, n. d.).
 197. hummel, Johann Nepomuk (1778–1837): [Ausführliche theoretisch­prac­
tische] Anweisung zum Piano­Forte­Spiel (3 vols.), (Wien: Haslinger, 1828).
 198. inghelbreCht, Désiré Émile (1880–1965): Paysages (London: Chester, 1920).
 199. ireland, John (1879–1962): Decorations (London: Augener, 1915).
 200. ––––––: London Pieces (no. 1. Chelsea Reach, no. 2. Ragamuffins, no. 3. 
Soho Forenoons), (London: Augener, 1918).
 201. ––––––: Sonata (London: Augener, 1920).
 202. ––––––: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra (E flat Major), (London: Chester, 
1930).
 203. isserlis, Julius (1888–1968): Toccata in Quarten [op. 10, no. 1], Prelude ex­
otique [op. 10, Nr. 2], (Wien: Universal Edition, 1931).
 204. jaKsCh, Rich.: Jumping. A novelette fox study for Piano (1933). [Without data 
of the printed score].
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 205. Járay-Janetschek, Ist ván (1868–1945): Oktaven Toccata, op. 71 (Budapest: 
Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 206. Jemnitz Sándor (1890–1963): [5] Sonata[s], op. 8 (München: Wunderhorn, 
1914).
 207. ––––––: 2 Sonatinen, op. 4 (München: Wunderhorn, 1919).
 208. ––––––: 17 Bagatellen, op. 5 (München: Wunderhorn, 1919).
 209. Jonás, Alberto (1868–1943): Master School of Modern Piano Playing & Vir­
tuosity in 7 Books (New York: Carl Fischer, n. d.).
 210. Jones, Sidney (1861–1946): Valse­Mimosa [on Melodies from The Geisha], 
(C. Kiefert [ed.]), (Hopwood & Crew, 1896).
 211. Jongen, Joseph (1873–1953): Suite en forme de sonate, op. 60 (London: Ches ­
ter, n. d.).
 212. Juon, Paul (1872–1940): Five Tone Poems for the Piano, op. 79 (5 vols.), 
(New York: Fischer, 1925).
 213. Justus, György (1898–1945): Jazz suite (Budapest: Kohn Béla, n. d.).
 214. kadosa, Pál (1903–1983): 2. zongoraszonáta [Second Piano Sonata], op. 9. 
[With out data of the printed score].
 215. ––––––: Négy zongoradarab gyermekeknek [Four Pieces for Children], 
([Budapest:] Magyar Kórus, 1935).
 216. kálmán, György (1883–1944): Pedál­gyakorlatok [Pedal­Studies], (Buda­
pest: Rózsavölgyi, 1933).
 217. kalomiris, Manolis (1883–1962): Deux Rapsodies pour Piano, op. 21 (Paris: 
Au Menestrel, n. d.
 218. ––––––: Troisième valse, op. 6 (Leipzig: Zimmermann, 1910).
 219. kattnigg, Rudolf (1895–1955): Vier Präludien und Fugen im alten Stil, 
op. 7 (Wiener Philharmonischer Verlag, 1926).
220. khvoshchinsky, Pyotr Abramovich (1882–1920): Deux préludes pour piano, 
op. 13 (Belaieff, Leipzig, 1912).
 221. köhler, Louis (1820–1886): Technische Virtuosenstudien für Klavierspiel­
er [nebst theoretischen Anleitungen zur täglichen Übung f. die ganze Bil­
dungszeit], op. 120 (Leipzig: Breitkopf, n. d.).
 222. kósa, György (1897–1984): 6 bagatell zongorára [6 Bagatelles for Piano], 
(1919). [Without data of the printed score. According to the list, this is a 
manuscript.]
 223. ––––––: [Klein] Jutka. 12 zongoradarab. [Klein Jutka. 12 Piano Pieces], 
(Wien: Universal Edition, 1929).
 224. kosma, Joseph (1905–1969): Tous les jours [reportage musicale, suite voor 
klein orkest], op. 11 (Score), (Paris: Pro Musica, 1934). Comment of the com­
piler of the list: “Transpose to the orchestral works.” 
 225. kovács, Sándor (1886–1918) [editor]: Collection Sándor Kovács pour Piano 
(Paris: Demets, 1910).
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 226. ––––––: Collection Sándor Kovács pour Piano: Farnaby, Giles: Quodling’s 
Delight (Paris: Demets, 1910).
 227. ––––––: Collection Sándor Kovács pour Piano: sCarlatti, Domentico: 
Cap riccio (A, E and B flat Major), (Paris: Demets, 1910).
 228. ––––––: Collection Sándor Kovács pour Piano: sCarlatti, Domentico: 
Etude (Paris: Demets, 1910).
 229. ––––––: Bourrée bourrue pour piano (Paris: Demets, 1910).
 230. ––––––: Toccata, pour piano (Paris: Demets, 1910).
 231. KullaK, Theodor (1818–1882): [Die] Schule des Octavenspiels, [op. 48], 
(M. Frey [ed.]), (Leipzig: Steingräber, n. d.).
 232. ––––––: Die Kunst des Anschlags, op. 17 (Leipzig: Hofmeister, n. d.).
 233. Kuti, Sándor (1908–1945): Suite für Klavier [Without data of the printed score.]
 234. lane, Eastwood (1879–1951): Five American Dances for Piano (New York: 
Fischer, 1919).
 235. ––––––: The Blue­Robed Mandarins (New York: Fischer, 1922).
 236. lang, Walter (1896–1966): 12 Konzert Etüden für Klavier, op. 26 (Zürich: 
Hug, n. d.).
 237. lászló, Alexander: Sonatina, op. 11 (Farblicht & Klavier, Breitkopf, n. d.).
 238. lászló, Árpád (1864–1960): Consolations et 4 autres compositions (Buda-
pest: Rózsavölgyi, 1934).
 239. lyapunov, Sergey Mikhaylovich (1859–1924): [Douze études d’exécution 
transcendante]: 1. Berceuse (F sharp Major), op. 11 (Leipzig: Zimmermann, 
n. d.).
 240. ––––––: Sonata pour le Piano, op. 27 (Leipzig: Zimmermann, 1908).
 241. ––––––: Fêtes de Noël. 4 tableaux pour le Piano, op. 41 (Leipzig: Zimmer-
mann, n. d.).
 242. ––––––: Scherzo, op. 45 (Leipzig: Zimmermann, n. d.).
 243. ––––––: Barcarolle, op. 46 (Leipzig: Zimmermann, n. d.).
 244. ––––––: Variations sur un theme russe, op. 49 (Leipzig: Zimmermann, n. d.).
 245. Liszt, Ferenc (1811–1886): Soirées musicales, no. 1–12 (Klindworth [ed.]), 
(Mainz: Schott, n. d.). Comment of the compiler of the list: “12 vols.”.
 246. ––––––: Fantasie und Fuge über das Thema B–A–C–H (Leipzig: Kist-
ner, n. d.). Comment of the compiler of the list: “2 copies”.
 247. ––––––: Etuden für Pianoforte (Leipzig: Breitkopf, n. d.).
 248. ––––––: [12] Schubert-Lieder (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.).
 249. ––––––: [12 Schubert-Lieder: 4.] Erlkönig (Wien: Diabelli, n. d.).
 250. ––––––: Sei Studi da Concerto per Pianoforte (Brugnoli [ed.]), (Milano: 
Ricordi, 1919).
 251. ––––––: Ballade, no. 2 (B  Minor), (Leipzig: Kistner, n. d.).
 252. ––––––: St François de Paule marchant sur les flots (Budapest: Rózsa-
völgyi, n. d.).
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 253. ––––––: Années de pèlerinage, suite de compositions, primére année, 
deuxième année, troisième année (Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 254. ––––––: [Années de pèlerinage, supplément aux Années de pèlerinage 2de 
Volume:] Venezia e Napoli (3 vols.), (Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 255. ––––––: Consolations (1–6), (Leipzig: Breitkopf, n. d.).
 256.  ––––––: Rákóczi Marsch für grosses Orchester (Pianoforte zu 2 Händen), 
(Leipzig: Schuberth, n. d.).
 257. ––––––: Rhapsodie Hongroise, no. 8 (Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 258. ––––––: Rhapsodie Hongroise, no. 13 (Berlin: Schlesinger, n. d.).
 259. ––––––: Rhapsodie Hongroise, no. 19 (Wien: Táborszky, Weinberger, n. d.).
 260. ––––––: Harmonies poétiques et religieuses (7 vols.), (Leipzig: Kistner, n. d.).
 261. ––––––: Variationen über das Motiv… von Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Za-
gen und des Crucifixus der H-moll Messse (Berlin: Schlesinger, n. d.).
 262. ––––––: Technische Studien (Heft 8.), (Leipzig: Schuberth, n. d.).
 263. ––––––: Rigoletto paraphrase (Peters, n. d.).
 264. ––––––: Réminiscences de Don Juan (Berlin: Schlesinger, n. d.).
 265. manasse, Otto (1862–1942): Metamorphosen [über BACH], (Berlin: Ries & 
Erler, n. d.).
 266. manén, Joan (1883–1971): Concert, op. A13 (For 2 Pianos, 2 vols.), (Wien: 
Universal Edition, n. d.).
 267. marCilly, Paul: Rayons Intérieurs (Paris: Hamelle, n. d.).
 268. marx, Joseph (1882–1964): 6 Klavierstücke (Wien: Universal Edition, 1916).
 269. majKapar, Szamuil Moiszejevics (1867–1938): 2 Oktaven Intermezzi, op. 13 
(Leipzig: Zimmermann, n. d.).
 270. ––––––: Poème, op. 17 (Berlin: Bote & Bock, 1913).
 271. mendelssohn, Felix (1809–1847): Rondo capriccioso, op. 14 (Leipzig: Breit-
kopf, n. d.).
 272. ––––––: Klavierwerke (vols I–III.), ([Leipzig:] Breitkopf & Härtel, n. d.).
 273. merriCK, Frank (1886–1981): The Bonny Blue Bell [variations on a Somerset 
folk song collected by Cecil Sharp] (London: Novello, 1934).
 274. ––––––: Hares on the Mountains [three­part invention on a Somerset folk 
song collected by Cecil Sharp], (London: Novello, 1934).
 275. moeran, E(rnest) J(ohn) S(meed) (1894–1950): Toccata (London: Chester, 
1924).
 276. ––––––: Stalham River (London: Chester, 1924).
 277. morse rummel, Walter (1887–1953): 6 “Vikingner” Natur­Studien (Leipzig: 
Leuckart, 1906).
 278. Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756–1791): Rondo (D Major), [K 485], 
(Voss [ed.]), (Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 279. ––––––: Rondo (D Major), [K 485], (Chován [ed.]), (Budapest: Rozsnyai, 
n. d.).
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 280. ––––––: Sonate, no. 17 (F Major) [Without data of the printed score.]
 281. ––––––: Variationen (Brüll [ed.]), (Wien: Universal Edition, n. d.).
 282. ––––––: Adagio (B  Minor), [K 540], (Stuttgart: Cotta, n. d.).
 283. ––––––: Gigue (G Major), [K 574], (Stuttgart: Cotta, n. d.).
 284. ––––––: Serenade from “Don Juan” (Arranged for Piano by W. Back-
haus), (Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 285. ––––––: Konzert für 2 Pianoforte zu 4 Händen (Ruthardt [ed.]), (Leipzig: 
Peters, n. d.).
 286. ––––––: Les petits riens [K A10], (Leipzig: Bosworth, 1906).
 287. ––––––: Klaviersonate (C  Minor), [K 457] (Leipzig: Fritsch, n. d.). Comment 
of the compiler of the list: “Mit frei hinzucomonierten Begl. eines zweiten 
Claviers von Ed[vard] Grieg.”
 288. ––––––: Anleitung zum Componieren von Walzern vermittels zweier Wür-
fel. [Musikalisches Würfelspiel, K 516f], [Without data of the printed 
score.]
 289. ––––––: müller, Karl Ludwig (1749–1818): 3 Klavierstücke, op. 4 (3 vols.), 
(Köln: Tischer & Jagenberg, n. d.).
 290. ––––––: niemann, Walter (1876–1953): Thema und Variationen, op. 20 
(Leipzig: Leuckart, 1911).
 291. ––––––: Thema und Variationen, op. 25 (Leipzig: Leuckart, 1912).
 292. nordio, Cesare (1891–1977): Umoresca [Kessyana], (Milano: Ricordi, 1935).
 293. nordraaK, Rikard (1842–1866): Scherzo capriccioso (S. Karg-Elert [ed.]), 
(Berlin: Simon, 1906).
 294. nováK, Vítězslav (1870–1949): Slovakische Suite [Slovacka suita], op. 32 
(Praha: Urbánek, n. d.).
 295. ––––––: Zwei wallachische Tänze [Dva valasske tance], op. 34 (Praha: Ur-
bánek, n. d.).
 296. ollivier, Hector: Fantasien über Motive der Richard Wagnerschen Opern 
für Pianoforte ([Leipzig:] Peters, n. d.).
 297. otterström, Thorvald (1868–1942): 24 Präludien für Klavier (4 Hefte), (Ko-
penhagen: Peder Friis, 1904).
298. paderewsKi, Ignacy Jan [editor], (1860–1941): The Century Library of Music 
(vols. 2 and 8), (New York: The Century Co., n. d.).
 299. papandopulo, Boris (1906–1991): Contradanza (Zagreb: Vlastita Naklada, 
1931).
 300. ––––––: Partita za Klavir (Zagreb: Vlastita Naklada, 1931).
 301. pejačević, Dora (1885–1923): Impromtu, op. 32/3 [Without data of the print-
ed score. According to the list, this is a manuscript.]
 302. ––––––: Capriccio, op. 47 [Without data of the printed score. According to 
the list, this is a manuscript.]
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 303. Pfitzner, Hans (1868–1949): Konzert für Klavier (E flat Major), (Klavier­
auszug), (Berlin: Fürtstner, 1923).
 304. PhiliPP, Isidore (1863–1958): Concertino sans Orchestre Pour trois Pianos 
(Paris: Salabert, 1931). Comment of the compiler of the list: “3 Piano Part 
Score”.
 305. ––––––: Douze Préludes en doubles Notes, op. 85 (Paris: Salabert, 1931).
 306. PijPer, Willem (1894–1947): Concerto for Pianoforte and Orchestra (Lon­
don: Oxford University Press, 1931).
 307. Pischna, Josef (1826–1896): 60 Tägliche Studien (Leipzig: Eulenburg, 1895).
 308. Poldowski [Lady Irène Dean Paul; née Wieniawska] (1879–1932): Caledoni­
an Market (London: Chester, 1923).
 309. ––––––: Study (London: Chester, 1928).
 310. ––––––: Sonatine [Without data of the printed score.]
 311. ––––––: The Hall of Machinery: Wembley (London: Chester, 1928).
 312. Poulenc, Francis (1899–1963): Deux novelettes (2 vols.), (London: Chester, 
1930).
 313. rachmaninoff, Serge (1873–1943): Suite no. 2 pour deux Pianos, op. 17 
(Mos cow: Gutheil, n. d.).
 314. ––––––: 13 Préludes pour Piano, op. 32 (Moscow: Gutheil, n. d.).
 315. ––––––: Etudes­tableaux, op. 39 (Berlin: Russicher Musikverlag, 1920). 
Comment of the compiler of the list: “Only the first and the last piece of this 
serie to figure in the collection.”
 316. radnai, Miklós (1892–1935): Báli jelenetek [Carneval scenes], op. 16 (Buda­
pest: Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 317. ––––––: Háborús idők [Wartimes], (5th and 6th movements), (Budapest: 
Rózsavölgyi, 1916).
 318. ––––––: Nyári képek [Summer pictures], (2nd and 6th movements), (Budapest: 
Rózsavölgyi, 1916).
 319. ––––––: 2 Valses caprices (First movement), (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, 1916).
 320. ––––––: Falun [In the country], (5th and 6th movements), (Budapest: 
Rózsavölgyi, 1916).
 321. ––––––: 3 Morceaux (First and second movements), (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, 
1916).
 322. raff, Joachim (1822–1882): La polka de la Reine [op. 95], (zu 4 Händen), 
(Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 323. raitio, Väinö (1891–1945): Pastorale (London: Chester, n. d.).
 324. ––––––: Summer Idylls (London: Chester, n. d.).
 325. roger-ducasse, Jean (1873–1954): Exercises de virtuosité pour piano 
(Paris: Durand, 1910).
 326. röntgen, Julius (1855–1932): Variationen und Fuge, op. 38 (Leipzig: Rieter­ 
Biedermann, n. d.).
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 327. rosenthal, Archy (1874–1947): Serenade basque (London: Chester, 1935).
 328. rössler, Richard (1880–1962): Walzer, op. 24/1–2 (Berlin: Ries & Erler, 
n. d.). Comment of the compiler of the list: “2 vols.”. 
 329. roters, Ernst (1892–1961): Choral Variationen und Fugue für Piano, Op. 12 
(Berlin: Simrock, 1926).
 330. ––––––: Klaviersuite, op. 17 (Berlin: Simrock, 1928).
 331. rózsa, Miklós (1907–1995): Variations, op. 9 (Paris: Senart, 1931).
 332. ––––––: Bagatellen, op. 12 (Breitkopf, 1933).
 333. rudorff, Ernst (1840–1916): Capriccio appassionato, op. 49 (Berlin: Stahl, 
n. d.).
 334. ––––––: Cadenzen zum Zweiundzwanzigsten Klavierkonzert von Mozart 
(Berlin: Simrock, 1902).
 335. safonov, Vasily (1852–1918): Nouvelle formule: quelques pensées pour le 
professeur de piano et l’élève (London: Chester, 1916).
 336. ságody otmár, Schmidt (1881–1945): Zongora szonáta, op. 1 (Budapest: 
Magyar Lyra, n. d.).
 337. sas, André Orchassal (1900–1967): Suite Peruana (Paris: A la Flute de Pan, 
1935).
 338. ––––––: Aires y Danzas Indios del Peru (Paris: Lemoine, 1934).
 339. ––––––: Scarlatti, Domenico (1685–1757): 50 Harpsichord Lessons 
(E. Pauer [ed.]), (London: Augener, n. d.).
 340. ––––––: Opera complete per clavicembalo (vols. 2–5, 7–8), (Milano: Ricordi, 
n. d.). Comment of the compiler of the list: “Missing volumes: 1., 6., 9–11.”
 341. schäfer, Dirk (1873–1931): Paraphrase über Walzer ‚Wiener Blut’ von 
J. Strauss (Amsterdam: Alsbach, 1929).
 342. schlegel, Leander (1844–1913): 6 Phantasien, op. 15 (2 Hefte), (Strassburg: 
Süddeutcher Musikverlag, 1902).
 343. schönberg, Arnold (1874–1951): Drei Klavierstücke, op. 11 (Wien: Univer­
sal Edition, 1910).
 344. Schubert, Franz (1797–1828): Franz Schubert Werke. Gesamtausgabe 
Serie XI. Phantasies, Impromptus und andere Stücke für Pianoforte 
(Berlin: Breitkopf, n. d.).
 345. ––––––: Berühmte Klavier­Compositionen (Impromptus, Fantasien, Mo­
ment musicaux), (Köhler­Schmidt [ed.]), (Leipzig: Peters, n. d.).
 346. ––––––: Fantasia [Wandererfantasie], (C Major), op. 15 [D 760], (Bearb. 
F. Liszt), (Stuttgart: Cotta, n. d.).
 347. ––––––: First great Sonata, op. 42 (C Major), (Stuttgart: Cotta, n. d.).
 348. ––––––: Sonate (E Major), (Leipzig: Breitkopf, 1815). [Probably D 157]
 349. ––––––: Fantasie (F Minor), op. 103 (For 4 hands), (Litolff, Braunschweig, n. d.).
 350 ––––––: Allegretto (Breitkopf, 1907).
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 351. ––––––: Die schöne Müllerin (für Pianoforte solo arrangiert von Aug. Horn), 
(Peters, n. d.).
 352. Schumann, Robert (1810–1856): Kinderscenen (Bremen: Schweers & Haake, 
n. d.).
 353. ––––––: Kinderscenen, op. 15 (Berlin: Loeschhorn; Bote & Bock, n. d.).
 354. ––––––: Sechs Fugen über den Namen Bach für Pianoforte oder Orgel, 
op. 60 ([Leipzig:] Peters, n. d.).
 355. ––––––: Introduction und Allegro appassionato Concertstück für Piano­
forte, op. 92 (Breitkopf, n. d.).
 356. ––––––: Balladen, Declamation mit Pianoforte-Begleitung (Braunschweig: 
Litolff, n. d.).
 357. ––––––: Klavier-Werke. Instructive Ausgabe auf Grund der Gesamtausgabe 
(7 vols.), (Breitkopf, n. d.).
 358. Schulz-EvlEr, Adolf (1852–1905): Arabesken über ‚An der schönen blauen 
Donau’ von Johann Strauss (Leipzig: Cranz, n. d.).
 359. SEldEn-Goth, Gisel l a (1884–1975): Capriccio, Intermezzo, Scherzo (Buda­
pest: Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 360. SGambati, Giovanni (1841–1914): Gavotte, op. 14 (Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 361. ––––––: Piéces lyriques, op. 23 (Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 362. ––––––: Prélude et Fugue (Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 363. SiklóS, Albert (1878–1942): Rokokó-szvit [Rococo suite], op. 53 (Budapest: 
Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 364. ––––––: 4 Schezi (2 vols.), (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 365. ––––––: 3 Impressions (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 366. SiniGaGlia, Leone (1868–1944): 2 Klavierstücke, op. 24 (2 vols.), (Mainz: 
Schott, n. d.).
 367. StravinSky, Igor (1882–1971): Gavotta con variazioni (from Pulcinella), 
(London: Chester, 1920).
 368. ––––––: Scherzino (from Pulcinella), (London: Chester, 1920).
 369. Suk, Václav (1861–1933): Esquisse (Leipzig: Zimmermann, n. d.).
 370. ––––––: Nocturne (Leipzig: Zimmermann, 1911).
 371. Szántó, Theodor [Tivadar] (1877–1934): Troisieme Lamentation. Berceuse 
de la Mort (Paris: Demets, 1921). Comment of the compiler of the list: “2 is­
sues”.
 372. ––––––: Quatre nouvelles Piéces. Au Ménestrel. (Paris, 1931). Comment of 
the compiler of the list: “2 issues”.
 373. ––––––: Contrastes (Paris: Durand, 1911).
 374. ––––––: In Japan (London: Elkin, 1922).
 375. ––––––: Neue Versionen zur Paganini-Liszt’schen “Campanella” (Hertzka 
[ed.]), (Budapest: Harmonia, 1933).
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 376. SzékEly, Imre (1823–1887): Székely Imre Idyllái zongorára [Hungarian 
idylls for piano one hand], (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 377. SzEluto, Apolinary (1884–1966): 5 préludes, op. 1 (Warszawa: Vereinsver­
lag junger Polnischen Komponisten, n. d.).
 378. SzEndy, Árpád (1863–1922): Rhapsodie hongroise (Wien: Karolus & Kopri va, 
n. d.).
 379. ––––––: 1. Rhapsodie hongroise (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 380. ––––––: 2. Rhapsodie hongroise (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 381. ––––––: Allegro (C Major), (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 382. ––––––: 2 Caprices (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 383. ––––––: Aforizmák [Aforisms], (3 vols.), (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 384. ––––––: 6 magyar zeneköltemény [6 Hungarian Poems], (6 vols.), (Budapest: 
Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 385. ––––––: Pièces antiques, op. 16 (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 386. ––––––: Szonáta [Sonata], (B  Minor), ([Budapest:] Pesti könyvnyomda, n. d.).
 387. tauSiG, Carl (1841–1871): Tägliche Studien (Ehrlich [ed.]), (Heft 1–3), 
(Magdeburg: Heinrichshofens Verlag, 1873).
 388. ––––––: Tägliche Studien für Pianoforte (Ehrlich­Wiehmayer [ed.], (Bd. 
1–2), (Magdeburg: Heinrichshofens Verlag, 1909).
 389. ––––––: Walzer-Capricen nach J. Strauss (3 vols.), ([Leipzig:] Peters, n. d.).
 390. ––––––: Ungarische Zigeunerweisen (Leipzig: Senff, n. d.).
 391. thomán, István (1862–1940): Grundlage Der Klaviertechnik. Tägliche Stu-
dien (Heft I–VI.), (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 392. ––––––: Intermezzo et Caprice, 2 études en octaves (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 393. thomaS, O. H.: Klavier Kombiantions-Übungen und Meisterstudien (Zürich: 
Thomasverlag, 1915).
 394. tidEman-WijErS, Ber t ha (1887–1976): Twee klavierstukken, op. 5 (Noske: 
Gravenhage, n. d.).
 395. ––––––: Toba-fantasie: voor piano, op. 4 (Noske: Gravenhage, n. d.).
 396. tóth, Zoltán: Petőfi induló [Petőfi March], (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 397. tovEy, Sir Donald Francis (1875–1940): Oxford-Tänze für Klavier zu 4 
Händen, op. 17 (Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 398. trapp, Max (1887–1971): Klavier-Konzert, op. 26. Ausgabe für 2 Klaviere zu 
4 Händen (2 vols.), (Leipzig: Eulenburg, n. d.).
 399. tchErEpnin, Aleksandr (1899–1977): Technische Studien an der fünfstufigen 
Tonleiter für Klavier zu 2 Händen, op. 53 ([Leipzig:] Peters, n. d.).
 400. véGh, János (1845–1918): Suite en Forme de Valse pour Piano a 4 mains 
(Budapest: Harmonia, n. d.).
 401. vEttEr, Hermann (1859–1928): Das Studium der Tonleitern, Arpeggien und 
Doppelgriffstonleitern, op. 10 (Leipzig: Hofmeister, n. d.).
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 402. weber, Carl Maria von (1786–1826): Momento capriccioso, op. 12 (Liszt 
[ed.], (Cotta, n. d.).
 403. ––––––: Conzertstück, op. 76 (Stolze [ed.]), Wolfenbüttel: Halle, n. d.).
 404. ––––––: Gesamtausgabe, 1. Bd.: Compositionen für das Pianoforte solo in 
29 Nummern (Stolze [ed.]), (Wolfenbüttel: Halle, n. d.).
 405. ––––––: Perpetuum mobile. Rondo aus dem Sonate, op. 24 (Bearbeitung von 
Goldowski), (Berlin: Schlesinger, n. d.).
 406. weiner, Leó (1885–1960): Präludium, Nocturne und Scherzo, op. 7 (Leip-
zig: Rather, 1911).
 407. ––––––: Concertino, op. 15 (Für 2 Klaviere zu 4 Händen), (Wien: Universal 
Edition, 1925).
 408. weisz, Ferenc (1893–1944): Konzertetüden, op. 1., no. 1–2 (Budapest: 
Rózsavölgyi, 1929).
 409. ––––––: Suite für Klavier, op. 2 (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, 1929).
 410. ––––––: Nocturne, Konzertetüde, op. 3., no. 1–2 (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, 
1929).
 411. weisz, József: Lebenswogen, Konzert­Etude (Leipzig: Kahnt, n. d.).
 412. ––––––: Intermezzo, op. 26/1 (Leipzig: Kahnt, n. d.).
 413. ––––––: Variazionen und Fuge, op. 29 (Leipzig: Kahnt, n. d.).
 414. ––––––: Ballade, op. 31/6 (Leipzig: Cranz, n. d.).
 415. ––––––: Canzonetta americana, op. 39/3 (Berlin: Simon, n. d.).
 416. ––––––: Valse­Impromtu, op. 39/4 (Berlin: Simon, n. d.).
 417. ––––––: 3 Valzer, op. 43 (Leipzig: Steingäber, 1907).
 418. ––––––: 8 Klavierstücke, op. 44 (2 Hefte), (Berlin: Simrock, n. d.).
 419. ––––––: Albumblatt, op. 59/1 (Leipzig: Kahnt, 1908).
 420. ––––––: Intermezzo (Ungarisch), op. 59/2 (Leipzig: Kahnt, n. d.).
 421. ––––––: Serenade triste, op. 59/3 (Leipzig: Kahnt, 1908).
 422. ––––––: Intermezzo (Russisch), op. 59/5 (Leipzig: Kahnt, 1908).
 423. ––––––: Nordische Romance, op. 59/7 (Leipzig: Kahnt, 1908). Comment of 
the compiler of the list: “The latter 5 from the 8 Klavierstücke.”
 424. ––––––: Zwölf Etüden, op. 48 (2 Hefte), (Leipzig: Steingräber, 1909).
 425. ––––––: Schule des Virtuosen, op. 47 (Leipzig: Steingräber, 1909).
 426. whyte, Ian (1901–1960): Six Preludes for the Pianoforte (London: Chester, 
1926).
 427. wiehmayer, Theodor (1870–1947): Universal­Etüden [die Grundformen der 
Klaviertechnik durch alle Tonarten, nach zwei Etüden von Clementi], (Leip-
zig: Schuberth, 1908).
 428. winding, August (1835–1899): 24 Præludier i alle Tonearter, op. 26 (12 
vols.), (Kjøbenhavn: Hansen, n. d.).
 429. young, Dalhousie (1866–1921): Chinatown (Humoresque de concert), (Lon-
don: Chester, 1925).
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 430. ––––––: Rigaudon (Sailor’s Hornpipe), (London: Chester, 1925).
 431. Zadora, Michael (1882–1946): Zwei exotische Skizzen für Klavier (Berlin: 
Bote & Bock, 1913).
 432. Kálmán, [György]–molnár [Antal]–Senn [Irén]: Zongoraiskola kezdők szá­
mára [Piano School for Beginners], (vols 1–3), (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, n. d.). 
 433. BartóK, Béla–reSchofSKy, Sándor: Zongoraiskola [Piano School], (Buda­
pest: Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 434. ZSolt, Nándor (1887–1936): Toccata for the Piano (London: Augener, 1915). 
II/b Organ Pieces 
 1. Bach, Johann Sebastian (1685–1750): I più bei corali di J. S. Bach (Piglia: 
Edizione Marcello Capra, N. 434).
III. Piano Reductions
 1. deBuSSy, Achille–Claude (1862–1918): Prélude à l’après­midi d’un faune 
(Paris: Fromont, n. d.).
 2. falla, Manuel de (1876–1946): El sombrero de tres picos (London: Chester, 
1921).
 3. ––––––: El amor brujo (London: Chester, 1921).
 4. hanSon, Howard (1896–1981): The Lament for Beowulf, op. 25 (London: 
Birchard & Comp., 1925).
 5. hindemith, Paul (1895–1963): Das Marienleben Gedichte von Rainer Maria 
Rilke für Sopran und Klavier, op. 27 [Without data of the printed score].
 6. holSt, Gustav (1874–1934): A choral fantasia, op. 51 (London: Curwen & 
Sons, 1931).
 7. huBay, Jenő (1858–1937): Dante­Sinfonie. Vita nouva, op. 118 (Leipzig: 
Breitkopf & Härtel, 1926).
 8. hummel, Johann Nepomuk (1778–1837): Marche a la Ramaine (Ed. Marcel­
lo Campra, No. 443, 1929).
 9. humperdincK, Engelbert (1854–1921): Königskinder (1897). [Without data of 
the printed score]. Comment of the compiler of the list: “Faulty issue”. 
 10. KaminSKi, Heinrich (1886–1946): Magnificat (Wien: Universal Edition, 
1926).
 11. offenBach, Jacques (1819–1880): Prima­Ballerina (Bearb. von Einar Nil­
son), (Wien: Universal Edition, 1919).
 12. refice, Licinio (1883–1954): Martyrium Agnetis Virginis (New York: Fi­
scher & Brother, 1927).
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 13. reutter, Hermann (1900–1985): Der grosse Kalender, op. 43 (Mainz: 
Schott, 1933).
 14. tanSman, Alexandre (1897–1986): Ouverture symphonique (Paris: Eschig, 
1929).
 15. unger, Ernő (1900–1968): Oda Hungarica [Without data of the printed score].
 16. VolKmann, Róbert (1815–1883): Concertstück für das Pianoforte, op. 42 
[Without data of the printed score]. 
 17. Wagner, Richard (1813–1883): Das Rheingold (R. Kleinmichel [ed.]), 
(Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 18. ––––––: Siegfried (R. Kleinmichel [ed.]), (Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 19. ––––––: Götterdämmerung (R. Kleinmichel [ed.]), (Mainz: Schott, n. d.).
 20. WormSer, André (1851–1926): L’idéal. Pantomime (Paris: Biardot, 1926).
IV. Chamber Music 
 1. alfVén, Hugo (1872–1960): Andante religioso ur kyrkokantat [op. 31], 
(Stockholm: Hirsch, n. d.). Comment of the compiler of the list: “Score and 
part scores”.
 2. Bach, Wilhelm Friedemann (1710–1784): Sinfonia per 2 (Traversi: Ludwig 
Schnittler), (München: Wunderhorn Verlag, 1910). Comment of the compiler 
of the list: “Score”.
 3. Bax, Sir Arnold (1883–1953): Now is the time of Christmas (15th century). 
Carol for men’s voices, flute and piano (London: Murdoch, 1921).
 4. BeethoVen, Ludwig van (1770–1827): Trio (E flat Major), op. 70/2 (Litolff, n. d.).
 5. ––––––: Quintett, op. 16 (Leipzig: Breitkopf, n. d.).
 6. ––––––: Grande Fugue, op. 133 (Wien: Artaria, n. d.). Comment of the com­
piler of the list: “Score”.
 7. ––––––: Schottische Lieder (Peters, n. d.).
 8. BerWald, Franz (1796–1868): Trio (Leipzig: Schuberth, n. d.).
 9. BliSS, Sir Arthur (1891–1975): Conversations for flute, oboe, violin, viola, 
and cello (London: Goodwin & Tabb, 1922). Comment of the compiler of 
the list: “Score”.
 10. hoWellS, Herbert (1892–1983): Quartet in A Minor (London: Stainer & Bell, 
1918). Comment of the compiler of the list: “Only part scores, piano score 
not found.”
 11. ireland, John (1879–1962): Phantasie in A Minor (London: Augener, n. d.).
 12. ––––––: Trio, no. 2 (London: Augener, 1918).
 13. Juon, Paul (1872–1940): Octett für Violine, Bratsche, Violoncello, Oboe, 
Clarinette, Horn, Fagott und Klavier (B flat Major), op. 27 (Berlin: Schlesing­
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er, 1905). Comment of the compiler of the list: “Only piano score, the part 
scores are missing.”
 14. ––––––: Quintett für Violine, 2 Bratschen, Violoncello und Klavier, op. 33 
(Berlin: Schlesinger, 1906). Comment of the compiler of the list: “Only piano 
score, the part scores are missing.”
 15. ––––––: Rhapsodie für Violine, Bratsche, Violoncell und Klavier, op. 37 
(Berlin: Schlesinger, 1906).
 16. Kalomiris, Manolis (1883–1962): Trio [pour piano, violon et violoncelle, op. 
22], (Paris: Senart, 1926).
 17. mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756–1791): Klavier­Quartet (G Minor), 
[K 478], (Breitkopf, n. d.).
 18. ––––––: Quatour, no. 3 (E flat Major), [K 493], (Braunschweig: Litolff, n. d.).
 19. pászthory, Casimir von (1886–1966): Trio (C Major), (Litolff, 1932).
 20. pergolesi, Giovanni Battista (1710–1736): 3 Triosonaten für 2 Violinen, 
 Violoncello und Klavier (Bearb.: Hugo Riemann), (Köln: Tischer & Jager-
berg, n. d.). Comment of the compiler of the list: “Score”.
 21. rubinstein, Anton (1829–1894): Quatuor, op. 17/2 (C  Minor), (Breitkopf, 
n. d.). Comment of the compiler of the list: “Score”.
 22. sChubert, Franz (1797–1828): Adagio & Rondo (Metzdorff [ed.]), Braun-
schweig: Litolff, n. d.).
 23. ––––––: Quatuor, op. 161 (Wien: Spina, n. d.).
 24. sConzo, Fortunato: Piccola fiaba, op. 12 (Ed. della Officina d’Arte, Roma, n. d.).
 25. siKlós, Albert (1878–1942): Quintette (C Major), op. 40 (Budapest: Rozs-
nyai, n. d.). “Only piano score, the part scores are missing.”
 26. spalding, Albert (1888–1953): String­Quartet, op. 10 (E  Minor), (New York: 
Schrimer, 1925).
 27. valen, Fartein (1887–1952): Trio, op. 5 (Oslo: Norsk musikforlag, 1930).
 28. zsolt, Nándor (1887–1936): Quintett (London: Augener, 1914). “Only piano 
score, the part scores are missing.”
V. Pieces for Violin and Viola
 1. baCh, Johann Sebastian (1685–1750): Sonata. Violine solo (G Minor), [BWV 
1001], (Flesch, Peters, 1930).
 2. ––––––: Sonaten (Klavier und Violine), (David; Peters, n. d.).
 3. bax, Sir Arnold (1883–1953): First Sonata in E Major for Violin and Piano 
(London: Murdoch, 1922).
 4. ––––––: Second Sonata in D Major for Violin and Piano (London: Murdoch, 
1923).
 5. ––––––: Phantasy for Viola Solo and Piano (London: Murdoch, 1922).
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 6. Berwald, Franz (1796–1868): Duo för violin och piano (Stockholm, 1898).
 7. Boreggi, Arnaldo (1904–2001): Adagio per Violino e Pianoforte (Editioni 
della Officina d’Arte, n. d.).
 8. Buttkay, Ákos (1871–1935): Sonate für Pianoforte und Violine (A Minor), 
op. 10 (Leipzig: Zimmermann, 1908).
 9. Figedy-Fichtner, Sándor  (1878–1945): Sonate (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, 
1932).
 10. Flesch, Carl (1873–1944): Das Klangproblem im Geigenspiel (Berlin: Ries 
& Erler, 1931).
 11. ––––––: Die Kunst des Violinspiels (II. Band), (Berlin: Ries & Erler, 1928).
 12. Franck, César (1822–1890): Sonata für Violine und Klavier (A Major), 
([Leipzig:] Peters, n. d.).
 13. grieg, Edvard (1843–1907): Norwegischer Tanz, op. 35/2 (Meisterweisen), 
(Flesch [ed.]), ([Leipzig:] Peters, n. d.).
 14. huBay, Jenő (1858–1937): Sonate Romantique pour Piano et Violon, op. 32 
(Paris: Hamelle, n. d.).
 15. ireland, John (1879–1962): Sonate, no. 1 (D  Minor), (London: Augener, 
1909).
 16. Jemnitz, Sándor (1890–1963): Zwei Sonaten für Violine und Klavier, op. 10 
(München: Wunderhorn Verlag, 1920).
 17. Juon, Paul (1872–1940): Sonate (A Major), op. 7 (Berlin: Schlesinger, 1898).
 18. ––––––: Sonate für Bratsche und Klavier, op. 15 (Berlin: Schlesinger, n. d.).
 19. [No author]: Kammermusik-Album für Schule und Haus I. (Gustav Adolf 
Glossner [ed.]), (Wien: Universal Edition, n. d.).
 20. klinger, Karl (1879–1971): Zweite Sonate für Violine und Klavier (C Major) 
(Privardruck, n. d.).
 21. ––––––: Sonate für Bratsche und Klavier (Simrock, 1909).
 22. mayerhoFF, Franz (1864–1938): Sonate für Violine und Klavier, op. 47 
(Leipzig: Klemm, 1924).
 23. mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756–1791): Sonate, no. 42 [K 526], (Leipzig: 
Breitkopf, n. d.).
 24. országh, Tivadar (1901–1963): Hegedűiskola [Violin School], (1 vol.), (Bu­
dapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 25. PeJačević, Dora (1885–1923): Sonate slave pour Violon et Piano, op. 43 
(Praha: Edition Slave, n. d.).
 26. Plotényi, Nándor (1844–1933): Concert Hongrois (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, 
1928).
 27. rachlew, Andrew (1882–1917): Sonata for Violin og Klaver, op. 1 (Kjøben­
havn: Nordisk Musikforlag, 1908).
 28. sas, André Orchassal (1900–1967): Cantos del Peru (Madrid: A la Flute de 
Pan, 1936).
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 29. sherwood, Percy (1866–1939): Sonate für Violine und Klavier, op. 12 (F Ma­
jor), (Berlin: Ries & Erler, n. d.).
 30. sinding, Christian (1856–1941): Sonate, op. 12 (C Major), (Kjøbenhavn: 
Hansen, n. d.).
 31. sinigaglia, Leone (1868–1944): Rondo für Violine und Orchester, op. 42 
(Leipzig: Breitkopf, 1934).
 32. szántó, Theodor [Tivadar] (1877–1934): “Magyarország” [“Hungary”]. 
Konzert-Sonate für Violine und Klavier im ungarischen Stil (Berlin: Harmo­
nie, n. d.). Comment of the compiler of the list: “The violin part is missing.”
 33. végh, János (1845–1918): Sonate pour Piano et Violon (Budapest: Rózsa­
völgyi, n. d.).
 34. veracini, Francesco Maria (1690–1768): Konzert-Sonate für Violine und 
Klavier (Jacobsen; Leipzig: Peters, 1931).
 35. weiner, Leó (1885–1960): Sonate für Violine und Klavier (D Major), op. 9 
(Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, 1919).
 36. ––––––: Sonate für Violine und Klavier, no. 2 (F sharp Minor), op. 11 (Bu­
dapest: Bárd, 1918).
VI. Pieces for cello 
 1. Beethoven, Ludwig van (1770–1827): Sonaten (Leipzig: Breitkopf, n. d.). 
Comment of the compiler of the list: “Piano score.”
 2. cocq, Rosine de (1891–1977): Légende (Propriété de l’auteuer, 1921).
 3. kováts, Ferenc (1873–1956): Chant de la fin d’été (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, 
1923). [Ferenc Kováts was Dohnányi’s brother­in­law.]
 4. [count] mailáth, József (1858–1940): Románc [Romance] (Published by the 
author, 1934).
 5. mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756–1791): Sonate (B­flat Major), (Grütz­
macher; Leipzig: Peters, n. d.).
 6. saint-saëns, Camille (1835–1921): Sonata, op. 32 (Paris: Durand, n. d.).
 7. strauss, Richard (1864–1949): Sonate (F Major), [op. 6], (München; Univer­
sal Edition, n. d.).
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VII. Pieces for Voice and Piano
 1. Bauer, Joseph Anton (1725–1808): Amore. Madrigale spirituale per Coro a 
4 Voci (Edizione Marcello Capra, No. 442, 1929). Comment of the compiler 
of the list: “Score”.
 2. Bertalotti, Angelo Michele (1666–1747): I celebri “Solfeggi a canto e alto” 
(De Bonis; Edizione Marcello Capra, No. 1424, 1930). Comment of the com­
piler of the list: “Score”.
 3. Bertola, Arnaldo: “Sicut novellae” Mottetto per sposalizio per coro a 2 
voci bianche (Edizione Marcello Capra, No. 193, 1930).
 4. castelnuovo-tedesco, Mario (1895–1968): Shakespeare Songs (Book XII) 
(London: Chester, 1926).
 5. cocq, Rosine de (1891–1977): Wolkenwelt [Without data of the printed 
score].
 6. kemény, Egon (1905–1969): 3 dal [3 Songs], (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, 1937).
 7. köteles, Árpád: Mulatnak Erdélyben [Enjoying themselves in Transylvania], 
(Published by the author, n. d.).
 8. [count] mailáth, József (1858–1940): Szentmisén [At Holy Mass], (1935), 
[Without data of the printed score].
 9. ––––––: Két dal [Two Songs], (1935), [Without data of the printed score].
 10. ––––––: Anya ölében [Sit in Mother’s Lap], (1935), [Without data of the 
printed score].
 11. markhót, Aladár: Hiszek egy [Credo], (1921), [Without data of the printed 
score].
 12. müller, Karl Ludwig (1749–1818): 5 Gesänge aus “Liebe und Tod”, op. 5 
(Wiemann [ed.]), (Köln: Tischer & Jagenberg, n. d.).
 13. surBone, Angelo (1892–1969): Missa pro Defunctis ad chorum duarum 
vocum aequalium (Edizione Marcello Capra, No. 435, 1929). Comment of 
the compiler of the list: “Score”.
 14. tiBoldi, József (1883–1957): Dalok [Songs], (1 vol.), (Budapest: Jaczó and 
Gál, n. d.).
 15. torri, Mario: Il profeta spregiato. Canto e pianoforte [Without data of the 
printed score].
 16. tosi, Matteo (1884–1959): Ecce sacerdos responsorium ad chorum 4 vocum 
virilium, organo vel harmonio comitante (Edizione Marcello Capra, No. 
192, 1929). Comment of the compiler of the list: “Score”.
 17. turry, Peregrin (1877–1950): Fiúk, fel a fejjel. Magyar cserkész-induló 
[Boys, cheer up! Hungarian scount march], (Poem by Sándor Sík), (Buda­
pest: Cserkészszövetség, 1933).
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VIII. Works by Béla Bartók
 1. Bartók, Béla (1881–1945): Rhapsodie pour le Piano (1904), op. 1 (Budapest: 
Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 2. ––––––: Rhapsodie pour le Piano et l’Orchestre (pour 2 Pianos), (Budapest: 
Rózsavölgyi, 1910).
 3. ––––––: Gyászinduló. A “Kossuth” szimfóniai költemény zárórésze zon-
gorára átírva [Marche funèbre, for piano from the final part of the “Kos­
suth” symponic poem], (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 4. ––––––: 10 könnyű zongoradarab [Ten Easy Piano Pieces], (Budapest: 
Rozsnyai, n. d.). Comment of the compiler of the list: “Two issues.”
 5. ––––––: Deux Portraits pour Orchestre, op. 5 (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.). 
Comment of the compiler of the list: “Score”.
 6. ––––––: 14 zongoradarab [Fourteen Bagatelles for Piano], (1908), op. 6 (Bu­
dapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 7. ––––––: 2 román tánc [Two Romanian Dances for Piano], (op. 8), (Buda pest: 
Rózsavölgyi, 1910).
 8. ––––––: 2 Elégies pour le Piano, op. 8/b (Budapest: Rozsnyai, 1909).
 9. ––––––: 3 Burleszk zongorára [Three Burlesques for Piano], op. 8/c (Buda­
pest: Rózsavölgyi, 1910).
 10. ––––––: I. szvit nagyzenekarra [Suite, no. 1., op. 3, for orchestra], (Budapest: 
Rózsavölgyi, d. n.). Comment of the compiler of the list: “Score”.
 11. ––––––: II. szvit kiszenekarra [Suite, no. 2., op. 4, for (small)orchestra], 
[Without data of the printed score]. Comment of the compiler of the list: 
“Score”.
 12. ––––––: Vázlatok [zongorára, op. 9b], [Seven Sketches, op. 9b, for piano], 
(1908). [Without data of the printed score].
 13. ––––––: Gyermekeknek [For Children], (I–XXI.), (Budapest: Rozsnyai, n. d.).
 14. ––––––: Gyermekeknek [For Children], (XXII–XXXII.), (Budapest: Rozs­
nyai, n. d.).
 15. ––––––: Ábránd [I.] (a Négy zongoradarab 2. száma), [Fantasy I., the second 
piece of the Four Piano Pieces], (Budapest: Bárd, n. d.).
 16. ––––––: Scherzo (a Négy zongoradarab 4. száma), [The fourth piece of the 
Four Piano Pieces], (Budapest: Bárd, n. d.). [Bartók dedicated this piece to 
Dohnányi.] Comment of the compiler of the list: “Two issues.”
 17. ––––––: Négy siratóének zongorára [op. 9a], [Four Dirges, op. 9a, for piano], 
(Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, n. d.).
 18. ––––––: Sonatine pour le Piano (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, 1919).
 19. ––––––: Etudes pour le Piano, op. 18 (Wien: Universal Edition, n. d.).
 20. ––––––: Konzert für Klavier und Orchester (2 Klavier zu 4 Händen), (Wien: 
Universal Edition, n. d.).
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IX. Works by Zoltán Kodály
 1. kodály, Zoltán (1882–1967): Zongoramuzsika [Music for Piano], op. 3 (Bu­
dapest: Rózsavölgyi, 1910).
 2. ––––––: Sonata, op. 4 (Wien: Universal Edition, 1922).
 3. ––––––: Megkésett melódiák [Belated Melodies], op. 6 (Wien: Universal 
Edi tion, 1923).
 4. ––––––: J. S. Bach 3 korál-előjátéka gordonka-zongorára (átírta Kodály Z.), 
[Three Chorale Preludes BWV 743, 762, 747 arranged by Zoltán Kodály for 
cello and piano], (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi, 1924).
 5. ––––––: Marosszéki táncok [Dances of Marosszék], (Wien: Universal Edi­
tion, 1930).
 6. ––––––: Te Deum (1936), (Wien: Universal Edition, n. d.). Comment of the 
compiler of the list: “Score”.
X. Works by Hans Koessler 
 1. koessler, Hans (1853–1926): Fünf Klavierstücke (5 vols.), (Berlin: Simrock, 
1913).
 2. ––––––: Die verlorene Wette – Scherzando für Clavier. [Without data of the 
printed score. According to the list, this is a manuscript.]
 3. ––––––: Trio-Suite für Violine, Bratsche und Klavier (Simrock, 1922). 
[Koessler dedicated this piece to Dohnányi.]
 4. ––––––: Der 46. Psalm [Gott ist uns’re Zuversicht und Stärke] für Doppel – 
Soloquartett und Doppelchor (Strassburg: Süddeutscher Musikverlag, n. d.). 
Comment of the compiler of the list: “Score”.
 5. ––––––: Drei ernste Männerchöre (3 vols.), (Strassburg: Süddeutscher 
Musikverlag, n. d.).
 6. ––––––: Kammergesänge für eine Singstimme (Tenor, Sopran), Oboe, Horn 
und Streichquartett (Heft I.), (Berlin: Simrock, n. d.). Comment of the com­
piler of the list: “Miniature score”.
 7. ––––––: Kinderlieder mit Klavier I. (Friedrich Güll), (Berlin: Simrock, n. d.).
 8. ––––––: Der kleine Rosengarten für Singstimme und Klavier (Heft III.), 
(Berlin: Simrock, n. d.).
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XI. Liszt Complete Edition [Franz Liszt’s Musical Works. 
Published by the Franz Liszt-Stiftung]
 1. 5. Templomi és vallásos énekművek: 3. kötet: Misék és Requiem. [Serie V – 
Kirchliche und Geistliche Gesangwerke. Band 3 – Messen und Requiem mit 
Orgel]. [Without data of the printed score.]
 2. 5. Templomi és vallásos énekművek: 5. kötet: himnuszok és egyéb karénekek 
zenekarral. [Serie V – Kirchliche und Geistliche Gesangwerke. Band 5 – 
Hymnen, sowie sonstige Chorgesänge mit Orchester]. [Without data of the 
printed score.]
 3. 5. Templomi és vallásos énekművek: 6. kötet: kisebb kar-és magánénekek or-
gonával. [Serie V – Kirchliche und Geistliche Gesangwerke. Band 6 – Klei-
nere Chor- und Einzelgesänge mit Orgel]. [Without data of the printed score.]
 4. 5. Templomi és vallásos énekművek: 7. kötet: Utolsó ciklikus karénekek or-
gonával [Serie V – Kirchliche und Geistliche Gesangwerke. Band 7 – Letzte 
zyklische Chorgesänge mit Orgel. Nebst Bearbeitungen]. [Without data of 
the printed score.]
 5. 7. Egyszólamu dalok és énekek: 1–3. kötet [Serie VII – Einstimmige Lieder 
und Gesänge – Band 1–3.]. [Without data of the printed score.]
 6. [1. széria. Zenekari művek:] 10–12. köt. Kisebb zenekari művek [Abteilung 3: 
Kleinere Orchesterwerke, Band 10–12]. [Without data of the printed score.]
 7. [4. széria. Szabadon átírt művek:] 2–3. köt. Beethoven, szimfóniák; zon­
gorakivonat két kézre. [Band 2–3. – L. van Beethoven, Symphonien Nr. 1–9 
/ Klavierauszug zu 2 Händen]. [Without data of the printed score.]
4. Dohnányi’s Library 
This list contains Dohnányi’s Hungarian and American collection of books com­
ing from several sources. The American books came from Dohnányi’s Tallahasse 
house, and now, this collection can found in the RCH HAS Institute for Musicolo­
gy, Budapest. These volumes also had call numbers already after coming into the 
Institute for Musicology [e. g. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.002]. The Hungarian books 
came from Dohnányi’s Széher út house [Széher út List]. The list also contains the 
items of the American collection which remained in Tallahassee [List of 2014], 
and Ilona Zachár’s List of the items of Dohnányi’s library in his Tallahassee 
home, completed by Ilona after her husband’s death [Ilona Zachár’ s List]. This 
list includes the dedications by the author or the donator of the volumes in quota­
tion marks and Ilona Zachár’s valuable comments in italics (after her monogram: 
Z. I.:). The list indicates in square brackets if there are entries by Dohnányi in the 
book. The author’s comments and completions are also given in square brackets.
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The books are grouped into the following categories: 
I. Music Books
II. Belles-lettres
III. Books about History
IV. Books about Philosophy
V. Miscellaneous Books
I. Music Books
 1. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.002: allen, Warren Dwight: Philosophies of Music 
History [A Study of General Histories of Music, 1600–1960], (New York: 
American Book Company, 1939). With dedication by the author: “To Ernst 
v. Dohnányi – Maestro – in sincere admiration. Warren Allen. F.S.U. June, 
1952.”
 2. Ilona Zachár’s List: altamira, Ramón de: La música y las artes plásticas 
(2 vols.). [Without publication data]
 3. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.003: allen, Warren Dwight: The Letters of Mozart 
& His Family (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1938). With dedication by 
Ilona Zachár: “Édes egyetlen Cencikémnek emlékül Karácsonyra. 1955. dec. 
24­én szeretettel Kiricsi”
 4. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.010: Baldwin, Lillian: A Listener’s Anthology of 
Music [2 vols.], (Ohio: The Kulas Foundation, 1948)
 5. Széher út List: Bartha Dénes: Franz Liszt [1811–1886: sein] Leben in Bil-
dern [Without publication data]
 6. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.011: Batka, Richard: Richard Wagner (Berlin: Schle­
sische Verlagsanstalt, 1919). Z. I.: The book we bought in Austria, it must 
have been damaged, for he carefully mended it, as he always did with his 
or my books, repairing them with caution, patience and love. He could not 
stand seeing a book badly treated, it almost caused him physical pain. Yet 
he hated them in their paper-cover, which was kind of advertising, for he 
liked the simple cover, so he “undressed” them immediately, for which we 
had a little misunderstanding, for I liked to keep my books in their cover 
partly to protect them, partly to see immediately what book it was.
 7. Ilona Zachár’s List: Bartha, Dénes–szaBolcsi, Bence [ed.]: Bartók Béla 
1914–1926 / Liszt Ferencz Hagyatéka [Béla Bartók 1914–1926 / The bequest 
of Franz Liszt]. [Without publication data]
 8. Ilona Zachár’s List: Berlioz, Héctor: Las memorias de Berlioz [Without 
pub lication data].
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 9. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.016: Bie, Oskar: Die Oper (Berlin: S. Fischer, 1913). 
[Entries by Dohnányi]. Z. I.: This was also from his library in Budapest, but 
sent to us at an earlier time.
 10. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.020: Böhm László: Zenei műszótár [Music Diction­
ary], (Budapest: Zeneműkiadó, 1955).
 11. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.021: Boni, Margaret Bradford: Fireside Book of Folk 
Songs (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1947). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 12. Széher út List: Boissier, Auguste (Translated by Bülow, Daniela Thode von): 
[Franz] Liszt als Lehrer [Without publication data].
 13. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.034: cate, Curtis: My Road to Opera. The Recollec-
tions of Boris Goldovsky (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1979).
 14. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.036: cheruBini, Luigi: A Treatise on Counterpoint & 
Fugue. Translated by Mary Cowden Clarke (London: Novello, Ewer and Co., 
1884). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 15. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.037: christensen, Inga Hoegsbro: “Inga-Play!”. 
The Memoirs of Inga Hoegsbro Christensen (New York: Exposition Press, 
1952). Dedication by the author: “To the great pianist, composer Ernst von 
Dohnany with my sincere admiration for your art as my friend Fridtjof 
Backer  Grondahl told me. Inga Hoegsbro Christensen. Spencer Arms Hotel 
New York 23. New York August 1958.”
 16. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.046: csuka Béla: Kilenc évtized a magyar zene-
művészet szolgálatában. A Filharmóniai Társaság Emlékkönyve 90 éves 
jubileuma alkalmából [Nine decades in the service of Hungarian music cul-
ture] (Budapest: Filharmóniai Társaság, 1943). 
 17. Széher út List: decsey, Ernst: Hugo Wolf. [Without publication data].
 18. Széher út List: dahms, Walter: Schumann. [Without publication data].
 19. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.047: densmore, Frances: A Search for Songs Among 
the Chitimacha Indians in Louisiana (Washington: United States Govern­
ment Printing Office, 1943).
 20. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.048: densmore, Frances: Choctaw Music (Washing­
ton: United States Government Printing Office, 1943).
 21. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.049: densmore, Frances: Music of the Indians of 
British Columbia (Washington: United States Government Printing Office, 
1943).
 22. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.050: densmore, Frances: Technique in the Music of the 
American Indian (Washington: United States Government Printing Office, 
1953).
 23. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.051: densmore, Frances: The Belief of the Indian in a 
Connection between Song and the Supernatural (Washington: United States 
Government Printing Office, 1953).
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 24. Széher út List: deutsch, Otto Erich: Schubert: die Dokumente seines Leb-
ens. Comment of the compiler of the list [Dohnányi’s sister]: “Only the sec­
ond and third volumes.”
 25. List of 2014: devi, Ratan: Thirty Songs from the Panjab and Kashmír (Old 
Bourne Press, 1913).
 26. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.056: dolmetsch, Arnold: The Interpretation of the 
Music of the XVII and XVIII Centuries (London: Novello & Co., 1946).
 27. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.061: eckstein, Friedrich: Erinnerungen an Anton 
Bruckner (Wien: Universal Edition, 1923). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 28. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.062: emery, Stephen A.: Elements of Harmony (Bos­
ton: Arthur P. Schmidt, 1890). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 29. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.063: engel, Gabriel: The Symphonies of Anton Bruck-
ner (Iowa: Athens Press, 1955). Dedication by Julius Kilényi: “To Dr. Ernst 
von Dohnányi from old friend Julius Kilényi. New York. May, 1955.”
 30. Széher út List: Falk, Géza: Liszt breviárium [; a zeneszerető nagyközönség 
Liszt-könyve]. [Liszt Breviary]. [Without publication data].
 31. Széher út List: Ferand, Ernst: Die Improvisation in der Musik. [Without 
publication data]
 32. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.070: Fodor, Gyula [collected]: Zenélő óra. Történetek 
zenéről és zenészekről [Musical Clock. Stories about Music and Musicians], 
(Budapest: Singer és Wolfner Irodalmi Intézet, n. d.). “With dedication: 
Mamimónak hálás szeretettel: Csirmi és Dudu.”
 33. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.071: Foresman, Robert: Our Music in Story and Song 
(New York: American Book Company, 1935). [Entries by Dohnányi]. With 
dedication: “From Rachel Owen to the Seymours.”
 34. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.072: Franze, Johannes: Obras Maestras de la Musica 
Alemana (Buenos Aires: Editorial Dürer, 1949). Dedication by the author: 
“Herrn E. v Dohnany (sic!) in großer aufrichtiger Freundschaft[,] Johannes 
Franze Buenos Aires 26 Juli 1948.”
 35. Széher út List: geiringer, Karl: Brahms. [Without publication data].
 36. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.078: golther, Wolfgang (author of the foreword): 
Richard Wagner an Mathilde Wesendonk. Tagebuchblätter und Briefe 
1853–1871 (Berlin: Alexander Duncker, 1904).
 37. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.079: gray, Cecil: The Forty-Eight Preludes and 
Fugues of J. S. Bach (London: Oxford University Press, 1948). [Entries by 
Dohnányi].
 38. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.080: grove, George [ed.]: A Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians [4 vols.], (London: Macmillan, 1898, 1899).
 39. Széher út List: hensel, Sebastian: Die Familie Mendelssohn (2 vols.). [With­
out publication data].
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 40. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.090/1: hindemith, Paul: The Craft of Musical Compo­
sition [First volume], translated by Arthur Mendel. (New York: Associated 
Music Publishers, 1945).
 41. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.090/2: hindemith, Paul: The Craft of Musical Compo­
sition [Second volume], translated by Otto Ortmann. (New York: Associated 
Music Publishers, 1945).
 42. Széher út List: huCh, Felix: Der junge Beethoven. [Without publication data].
 43. Ilona Zachár’s List: hummel, Johann Nepomuk: Ausführliche theore­
tisch­practische Anweisung zum Piano­Forte­Spiel, vom ersten Elemen­
tar­Unterrichte an bis zur vollkommensten Ausbildung. Without publication 
data] Z. I.: Published in 1828. Sent to him also by his sister in 1959. It is of 
great value, in three volumes.
 44. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.098: huneKer, James: Franz Liszt. Ein Leben in Bil­
dern (München: Rösl & Cie., 1922).
 45. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.103: jeppesen, Knud: Counterpoint. The Polyphon­
ic Vocal Style of the Sixteenth Century (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 
1939).
 46. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.107: KauFmann, Helen L.: The Little Dictionary of 
Musical Terms (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1947).
 47. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.110: KempFF, Wilhelm: Unter dem Zimbelstern. Das 
Werden eines Musikers (Stuttgart: Engelhornverlag Adolf Spemann, 1951). 
Dedication by the author: “Meinem verehrten Ernst von Dohnányi herzch-
list[:] Wilhelm Kempff 1. X. [19]51.”
 48. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.111: Kennan, Kent Wheeler: The Technique of Orches­
tration (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1952).
 49. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.114: Kitson, C. H.: Invertible Counterpoint and Canon 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1950). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 50. Széher út List: Kobald, Karl: Beethoven [Without publication data]
 51. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.117: lang, Philip J.: Scoring for the Band (New York: 
Mills Music, 1950).
 52. Széher út List: leiChtentritt, Hugo: Händel [Without publication data]
 53. Széher út List: leitzmann, Albert: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart [: Berichte 
der Zeitgenossen und Briefe], [Without publication data].
 54. Széher út List: liszt Ferenc: A cigányokról [Without publication data]
 55. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.119: litzmann, Berthold: Clara Schumann. Ein Kün­
stlerleben nach Tagebüchern und Briefen [2 vols.], (Leipzig: Breitkopf und 
Härtel, 1905). With dedication: “Dem grossen Ernő von der kleinen Lincs[i], 
Bonn im Mai 1906.”
 56. Széher út List: litzmann, Berthold: Clara Schumann, Johannes Brahms: 
Briefe [aus den Jahren 1853–1896], [Without publication data]
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 57. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.120: loCKspeiser, Edward: Debussy (London: J. M. 
Dent and Sons, 1951).
 58. Széher út List: maCKenzie: Beethoven [Without publication data].
 59. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.124: maCKinnon, Lilias: Music by Heart (London: Ox-
ford University Press, 1949).
 60. Ilona Zachár’s List: maison, William: Memories of a Musical Life [Without 
publication data]. Z. I.: This contains a beautiful description of Dohnányi’s 
First Symphony, as Maison tells about it as his personal experience.
 61. Ilona Zachár’s List: martinez, Orlando: [Tchaikovsky:] el sublime atormen­
tado [Without publication data].
 62. Széher út List: marx, Adolf Bernhardt: Ludwig van Beethoven [: Leben und 
Schaffen], [Without publication data].
 63. Széher út List: mátéKa, Béla–Füssmann, Werner: Franz Liszt [: ein Küns­
tlerleben in Wort und Bild: Mit über 300 Abbildungen]. [Without publication 
data].
 64. List of 2014: menuhin, Yehudi: Unfinished Journey (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1976).
 65. Ilona Zachár’s List: meynell, Esther: Die kleine Chronik der Anna Mag­
dalena Bach [Without publication data]. Z. I.: This book has a story. The 
original – for this is a copy we recently ordered of Germany – has been given 
to me as one of the first gifts I had ever received of him in Hungary. He gave 
it to inspire me to write, for it was one of his favorite books. I loved it and it 
was for the first time I had a great longing to become once his wife and be 
able to write about him as Anna Magdalena could have written about her 
great husband. For he, too, greatly respected Bach as perhaps the greatest.
 66. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.131: miChaels, Glen: ‘Oh! You’re a musician’ (Boston: 
Loomis & Co., 1951). [Without publication data].
 67. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.134: moldenhauer, Hans: Duo­Pianism (Chicago: 
Chicago Musical College Press, 1950). Dedication by the author: “To Ernst 
von Dohnányi in admiration and esteem. Hans Moldenhauer. June 1955.”
 68. Széher út List: moser, Andreas: Johannes Brahms im Briefwechsel mit Jo­
seph Joachim [Without publication data].
 69. Ilona Zachár’s List: möriKe, Edward: Mozart auf der Reise nach Prag [With-
out publication data]. Z. I.: “(…) a small book, one of his favorits he always 
praised to me.”
 70. Széher út List: neumann, Angelo: Erinnerungen an Richard Wagner [With-
out publication data].
 71. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.135: neupert, Hanns: Die Behandlung moderner Cem­
bali und Spienette (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1951).
 72. Széher út List: nottebohm, Gustav: Beethoveniana (2 vols.), [Without publi-
cation data].
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 73. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.137: OldrOyd, George: The Technique and Spirit of 
Fugue. A Historical Study (London: Oxford University Press, 1949). [Entries 
by Dohnányi].
 74. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.139: Ormay Imre: Megbukott zenekritikák [Failed Mu-
sic Critiques], (Budapest: Zeneműkiadó, 1958).
 75. Ilona Zachár’s List: Ortner, Eugen: George Friedrich Händel [Without pub-
lication data]
 76. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.143/1: Paderewski, Ignace Jan [ed.]: The Centu­
ry Library of Music [vol. 2], (New York: The Century CO, 1900). [With 
Dohnányi’s signature.]
 77. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.143/2: Paderewski, Ignace Jan [ed.]: The Centu­
ry Library of Music [vol. 8], (New York: The Century CO, 1900). [With 
Dohnányi’s signature.]
 78. Széher út List: PaPP Viktor: Beethoven és a magyarok [Beethoven and the 
Hungarians], [Without publication data].
 79. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.148: PistOn, Walter: Counterpoint (New York: W. W. 
Norton & Co., 1947).
 80. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.149: PistOn, Walter: Harmony (New York: W. W. Nor-
ton & Co., 1948). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 81. Ilona Zachár’s List: Pleasants, Henry: The Agony of Modern Music [With-
out publication data]. Z. I.: A gift of mine to Fathers Day in 1955. It greatly 
amused him, and he quoted phases of it frequently. He shared almost all the 
opinions of the writer about modern music, except a few, concerning the 
jazz. There he disagreed.
 82. Ilona Zachár’s List: POurtalès, Guy de: A zongora poétája: Chopin életre­
génye [The Poet of Piano. The Story of Chopin’s Life], [Without publication 
data].
 83. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.153: PrOut, Ebenezer: Fugue (London: Augener, n. d.).
 84. Ilona Zachár’s List: rOlland, Romain: Haendel [Without publication data].
 85. Széher út List: rOlland, Romain: Musikalische Reise ins Land der Vergan­
genheit [Without publication data]
 86. Széher út List: rOlland, Romain: Beethovens Meisterjahre [: von der Eroica 
bis zur Appassionata], [Without publication data]
 87. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.166: sandburg, Carl: The American Songbag (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, 1927). With dedication: “more music for 
the music-maker.”
 88. Ilona Zachár’s List: [schering, Arnold:] Von grossen Meistern der Musik 
[Without publication data].
 89. Széher út List: schOlcz, Bernhardt: Verklungene Weisen [Without publica-
tion data].
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 90. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.168: schmitz, E. Robert: The Piano Works of Claude 
Debussy (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1950). With dedication: “We 
hope you enjoy this – with every good wish – Mr. & Mrs. Lindley.”
 91. Ilona Zachár’s List: schumann, Eugenie: [Robert Schumann], ein Lebensbild 
meines Vaters [Without publication data].
 92. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.170: schweitzer, Albert: J. S. Bach (Leipzig: Breitkopf 
& Härtel, 1948). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 93. Széher út List: scOtt, Marion M.: Beethoven [London: Rent, 1934].
 94. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.173: sebestyén Ede: Liszt Ferenc hangversenyei Bu­
dapesten [Franz Liszt’s Concerts in Budapest], (Budapest: Liszt Ferenc Tár-
saság, 1944). With dedication by the Liszt Ferenc Society: “dr. Dohnányi 
Ernő ur Őméltóságának hálája és tisztelete jeléül az Országos Liszt Ferenc 
Társaság.”
 95. Ilona Zachár’s List: sechter, Simon: Praktische Generalbassschule [With-
out publication data]. Z. I.: Sent to him from Hungary from his library by his 
sister Mitzi, Mrs. Ferencz Kováts in 1959. He had to buy this and a few other 
books paying 65 Dollars to Joseph Brownfield in New York, which money 
was forwarded to Budapest to the Government in the consequence of which 
his sister succeeded in sending out the required books he mostly wanted. He 
often related to his friends how disgusted he was over Hungary’s behavior, 
making him practically purchase his own books which belonged to his own 
library there. Whenever I complained what we have lost, he always told me 
not to complain about it. Never look back, only forward. Yet he himself often 
spoke with melancholy of the loss of his library in Budapest, where he pos­
sessed whole editions of the rarest books, including a first edition of Bach’s 
works. We tried to build up again a library, but this could not recompense 
him for his loss, since his taste for books was just as distinguished and del­
icate as his taste for general things. He loved serious books on philosophy, 
music, history, or interesting inventions, even humorous things. But he loved 
them bound in elaborate covers, beautifully printed, such were either not 
available here or we not possess the funds to buy them. He never wasted any 
money for buying books for himself, except a few books of modern interest 
or on politics. I had to persuade him even to buy music he badly needed, for 
he lost also all his music, including his own composition, in Hungary. He 
only bought books for me. And I tried to buy some and my children gave him 
a few as gifts of those we thought may interest him.
 96. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.174: seigfred, Shirley: Concerto For Two Voices. 
A Prose­Poem In Three Movements (New York: Exposition Press, 1957). 
Dedication by the author: “To the Ernst von Dohnanyis, two people I shall 
wish to remember always with much love, Shirley Seigfred May 6, 1957.”
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 97. Széher út List: sOnneck, O. G.: Beethoven: Impressions of Contemporaries 
[Without publication data].
 98. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.221: sPaeth, Sigmund: The Art of Enjoying Music 
(New York: Permabooks, 1949). “With dedication: MERRY CHRISTMAS 
to you and to those dear to you. I am happy in the thought that you have dis-
covered for yourself things beautiful…. Spaeth’s closing thought suggests a 
delightful quest, rich in assurance of adding to the enduring s¸atisfaction of 
life«. Glenn O. Simpson. Chritmas 1950.”
 99. Széher út List: sPecht, Richard: Brahms [Without publication data].
 100. Ilona Zachár’s List: sterba, Editha–sterba, Richard: Beethoven and his 
nephew a psychoanalytic study of their relationship [Without publication 
data].
 101. Széher út List: stravinsky, Igor: [Leben und Werk, von ihm selbst:] Erin­
nerungen [Musikalische Poetik, Antworten auf 35 Fragen], [Without publi-
cation data].
 102. Széher út List: stOrck, Karl: Beethovens Briefe [Without publication data].
 103. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.225: szabOlcsi, Bence and bartha, Dénes (eds.): Zene 
tudományi tanulmányok II. Erkel Ferenc és Bartók Béla emlékére (Bu-
dapest: Akadémiai kiadó, 1954).
 104. Széher út List: taPPert, Wilhelm: Richard Wagner im Spiegel der Kritik 
[: Wörterbuch der Unhöflichkeit, enthaltend grobe, höhnende, gehässige 
und verleumderische Ausdrücke, die gegen den Meister Richard Wagner, 
seine Werke und seine Anhänger von den Feinden und Spöttern gebraucht 
wurden], [Without publication data].
 105. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.228: thayer, Alexander Wheelock: The Life of Ludwig 
van Beethoven (New York: The Beethoven Association, 1921).
 106. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.229: The Harvard Glee Club (ed.): The Harvard Song 
Book (Cambridge: The Harvard Glee Club, 1922).
 107. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.232: tOvey, Donald Francis: A Musician Talks. 2. 
Musical Textures (London: Oxford University Press, 1946). [Entries by 
Dohnányi].
 108. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.233: tOvey, Donald Francis: Essays and Lectures on 
Music (London: Oxford University Press, 1949). [This book contains a chap-
ter on Dohnányi.]
 109. M ZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.234: tOvey, Donald Francis: The Main Stream of 
Music and Other Essays (New York: Oxford University Press, 1949). “With 
ded ication: To Ernst v Dohnanyi with the sincere regard and admiration 
Walles R. Cowles June 1950.”
 110. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.238: uhler, John Earle: Morley’s Canzonets for Three 
Voices (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1957).
 111. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.239: uhler, John Earle: Morley’s Canzonets for Two 
Voices (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1954).
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 112. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.240: upton p., George: The Standard Operas. Their 
Plots, their Music, and their Composers (Chicago: A. C. McClurg and Com-
pany, 1896).
 113. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.241: upton P., George: The Standard Operas. Their 
Plots, their Music, and their Composers (Chicago: A. C. McClurg and Com-
pany, 1891).
 114. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.242: upton P., George: The Standard Symphonies. 
Their History, their Music, and their Composers (Chicago: A. C. McClurg 
and Company, 1896).
 115. Ilona Zachár’s List: vallas, Léon: Achille­Claude Debussy [Without publi-
cation data].
 116. Ilona Zachár’s List: vega, Carlos: Panorama de la Musica Argentina [With-
out publication data].
 117. Széher út List: völKer [voelKer], H.: Die Stadt Goethe’s [Frankfurt im 18. 
Jahrhundert], [Without publication data].
 118. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.243: volpe, Marie: Arnold Volpe. Bridge Between Two 
Musical Worlds (Coral Gables: University of Miami Press, 1950). Dedication 
by the author: “To Ernst Dohnányi in much admiration Marie Volpe Febru-
ary 8th 1959.”
 119. Széher út List: wagner, Richard: Mein Leben (2 vols.), [Without publication 
data].
 120. Széher út List: werFel, Franz: [Verdis] Briefe [Without publication data].
 121. Ilona Zachár’s List: werie, Heinrich: Franz Schubert [Without publication 
data].
 122. Széher út List: widmann, Joseph Viktor: [Erinnerungen an] Johannes 
Brahms [Without publication data].
 123. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.248: wilKinson, Charles W.: Well­Known Piano Solos. 
How to Play Them (Philadelphia: Theo. Presser Co., 1915).
 124. Ilona Zachár’s List: [Without author:] A Filharmóniai Társaság évkönyve 
[Without publication data].
 125. Széher út List: [Without author:] Die Musik (Zeitschrift, 18 Bde). [Without 
publication data].
II. Belles-lettres
 1. Széher út List: andersen, Hans Christian: Märchen (2 vols), [Without publi-
cation data].
 2. Ilona Zachár’s List: anderson, Erica: The World of Albert Schweitzer [With-
out publication data].
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 3. Ilona Zachár’s List: ArAny, János: Összes művei [The Complete Works of 
János Arany], [Without publication data].
 4. Széher út List: ArAny, János: 12 kötet [12 vols.], [Without publication data. 
It is not known which works the 12 volumes contained.]
   5. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.004: ArAny, János: Arany János kisebb költeményei 
[Brief poems by János Arany] (Budapest: Franklin, 1900).
 6. Széher út List: Aeschylus: Die Perser [Without publication data].
 7. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.005: AristophAnes: Sämtliche Komödien. Erster 
Band. (Zurich: Artemis-Verlag, 1952).
 8. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.007: Austen, Jane: Emma (London: The Zodiac Press, 
1950).
 9. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.008: Austen, Jane: Persuasion (London: J. M. Dent & 
Sons, 1922).
 10. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.009: Austen, Jane: Northanger Abbey and Persuasion 
(London: Collins Clear-Type Press, n. d.).
 11. Széher út List: BAretti, Giuseppe: Le più belle pagine [2 vols.], [Without 
publication data].
 12. List of 2014: Belloc, Hilaire: Napoleon (The Albatross Modern Continental 
Library Volume 69. Hamburg–Paris–Bologna: Albatross Verlag, 1933).
  13. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.013: Bellonci, Maria: Lucrezia Borgia. Hungarian 
translation by Salaczné Zachár Ilona (Budapest: Grill Károly, n. d.).
 14. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.014: Benét, Stephen Vincent: John Brown’s Body 
(New York: Rinehart and Company, 1954).
 15. List of 2014: Benét, Stephen Vincent: The Reader’s Encyclopedia. An En­
cyclopedia of World Literature and the Arts (New York: Thomas Y Crowell 
Company, 1951).
 16. List of 2014: Bennett, Arnold: Riceyman Steps (Pocket Library. London et 
al.: Cassell & Co. Ltd., 1950).
 17. Széher út List: Bertels, Francisco: Francisco Goya [Without publication 
data].
 18. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.014: BlAckmore, R. D.: Lorna Doone (London: J. M. 
Dent & Sons, 1948).
 19. Széher út List: Blümmel, Emil Karl–GuGitz, Gustav: Alt­Wiener Thespiskar­
ren [: die Frühzeit der Wiener Forstadtbühne], [Without publication data].
 20. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.019: BoccAccio, Giovanni: The Decameron (New 
York: The Modern Library, n. d.). Z. I.: Gift of mine, for I knew he was inter­
ested in it in the past.
 21. Széher út List: BoccAccio, Giovanni: Fiametta [Without publication data].
 22. Széher út List: BoccAccio, Giovanni: [Das] Leben Dantes [Without publica-
tion data].
 23. List of 2014: Borrow, George: Lavengro (London: J. M. Dent & Sons, 1948).
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 24. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.023: Boswell, James: The Life of Samuel Johnson 
(New York: The Modern Library, 1952).
 25. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.024: Bowen, Elizabeth: English Novelists (London: 
Collins, 1946).
 26. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.025: Brontë, Charlotte: Jane Eyre (New York: The 
Modern Library, n. d.).
 27. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.026: Brontë, Charlotte: Villette (London: The Zodiac 
Press, 1948).
 28. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.027: Brooke, Tucker: Shakespeare of Stratford. [=The 
Yale Shakespeare]. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1947)
 29. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.028: Brückner, Alejandro: Pedro el Grande (Buenos 
Aires: Ediciones Aticus, 1946).
 30. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.029: Busch, Wilhelm: Die fromme Helene (Salzburg: 
Salzburger Jugend Verlag, 1924).
 31. MZ A-DE -Ta-Script 3.030: Busch, Wilhelm: Fipps der Affe (Salzburg: 
Salzburger Jugend Verlag, 1924).
 32. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.031: Busch, Wilhelm: Max und Moritz. Eine Buben­
geschichte in sieben Streichen (München: Braun und Schneider, n. d.). [Entry 
from 1939 with the data of Ilona Zachár’s Hungarian home place: “Budapest 
VII [dist.] Wesselenyi [Street] 59 II. [Floor], b”]
 33. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.032: Busch, Wilhelm: Plisch und Plum (München: Fr. 
Bassermann’schen Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1924).
 34. Ilona Zachár’s List: Busch, Wilhelm: Tobias Knopf [Without publication 
data]. Z. I.: His favorite humorous reading was Wilhelm Busch. When I felt 
for some reason depressed, he read me aloud of these works to cheer me up. 
We even used to quote often from these books and these quotations made us 
always smile.
 35. Széher út List: Busch, Wilhelm: [Der] Schmetterling [Without publication 
data].
 36. List of 2014: cAldwell, Taylor: There Was a Time (London: Collins, 1948).
 37. Ilona Zachár’s List: cAsAnovA, Giacomo: The memoirs of Casanova [Without 
publication data]. Z. I.: He possessed a book – not this, for it was of another 
phase of Casanova’s adventures in Hungary. When we have fled from the 
Russian attack in 1944, he packed only a small suit­case, into which he 
placed his formal suit, the Manuscript he worked on, which was his II. Sym­
phony and this Casanova book with a dictionary. Yet, through some mys­
terious reason probably by the German soldiers, on whose truck we could 
escape through out the books from his suit­case, replacing it with some food 
material they considered more important. He was very upset over this loss, 
and often repeated that he intended to save only these two books and even 
those got lost. I bought him this book, which he read with interest in the 
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Twin­Lakes, where he said he spent the happiest two weeks in many years, 
reading me aloud some passages (in 1959 August) yet, he confessed even this 
book did not quite compensate him for the loss of that one in Hungary. [This 
volume of the list of the Széher út appears with the title Erinnerungen.
 38. Széher út List: Chamberlain, Houston Stewart: Goethe [Without publication 
data].
 39. Széher út List: Chamisso, Adelbert von: Chamissos Werke (5 Bde), [Without 
publication data].
 40. List of 2014: Cooper, J. F.: Wildtöter (Wolfsberg, Kärnten: Verlag Ploetz & 
Theiß, n. d.).
 41. List of 2014: Costain, Thomas B.: The Black Rose (New York: Bantam 
Books, 1945).
 42. Széher út List: Coster, Charles de: [Thyl] Ulenspiegel [Without publication 
data].
 43. Széher út List: CsoKonai vitéz, Mihály: 5 kötet [5 vols.], [Without publica-
tion data. It is not known which works contained in these 5 volumes.]
 44. Ilona Zachár’s List: dante, Alighieri: Divina comedia [Without publication 
data].
 45. Széher út List: dante, Alighieri: La vita nova [Without publication data].
 46. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.043: hadas, Moses (ed.): The Basic Works of Cicero 
(New York: The Modern Library, 1951). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 47. Ilona Zachár’s List: d’ambra, Lucio: Romanzo d’Abbazia (Hungarian trans-
lation by Ilona Zachár), [Budapest: Grill Károly Könyvkiadóvállalata, 1942].
 48. Ilona Zachár’s List: d’ambra, Lucio: A házasélet trilógiája: 1. Férjnek lenni 
mesterség, 2. A feleség hivatása, 3. A szerető művészete (Hungarian transla-
tion by Ilona Zachár), [Budapest: Grill Károly Könyvkiadóvállalata, 1940].
 49. Ilona Zachár’s List: deFoe, Daniel: Robinson Crusoe [Without publication 
data].
 50. Széher út List: demolder, Eugène: Die Legenden von Yperdamme [Without 
publication data].
 51. Ilona Zachár’s List: diCKens, Charles: Complete Works [21 vols., Without 
publication data]. Z. I.: He always read them with interest, in bed in his 
afternoon­naps or in the evening. He was reading sometimes late into the 
night, carefully writing out each unknown word he found. Sometimes he was 
reading me aloud passages that effected him greatly.
 52. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.052: diCKens, Charles: David Copperfield (New York: 
The Modern Library, 1950).
 53. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.053: diCKens, Charles: The Posthumous Papers of the 
Pickwick Club (London: Chapman and Hall, n. d.). Z. I.: His favorite book of 
all. With dedication by Ilona Zachár: “Drága Ernőkémnek emlékül szeretet-
tel 1947. dec. 24-én Cucikája.”
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 54. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.054: Dickens, Charles: The Posthumous Papers of the 
Pickwick Club (New York: The Modern Library, n. d.). With dedication by 
Ilona Zachár: “Emlékül Cucikámnak szeretettel Cuci Jan. 12. 1951.” [Entries 
by Dohnányi].
 55. Széher út List: Dickens, Charles: 18 kötet [18 vols.] Comment of the compiler 
of the list: “One volume is missing.”
 56. Ilona Zachár’s List: Dosztojevszkij, Fjodor Mihajlovics: The Possessed 
[Without publication data].
 57. Ilona Zachár’s List: Dosztojevszkij, Fjodor Mihajlovics: Crime and Punish­
ment [Without publication data]. Z. I.: Another favorite writer of his. Per­
haps the most favorite of all, after Dickens, whose humour he so much ap­
preciated, calling it a good­willed humour, entirely without malice.
 58. Széher út List: Dosztojevszkij, Fjodor Mihajlovics: 23 kötet (23 vols.), [With-
out data of the published volumes. It is not known which works these 23 
volumes contained.]
 59. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.058: Douglas, George: The House with the Green 
Shutters (London: Collins Clear-Type Press, n. d.)
 60. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.059: Douglas, Norman: South Wind (London: Secker 
& Warburg, 1947).
 61. List of 2014: Dumas, Alexander: Der Graf von Monte Christo (Gekürzte 
volkstümliche Ausgabe in einem Band. Graz: Österreichischer Volksverlag, 
1947).
 62. List of 2014: eliot, George: Adam Bede (London: Collins Clear-Type, n. d.).
 63. Széher út List: engelharDt, Emil Adolf: [Rabindranat] Tagore [als Mensch, 
Dichter und Philosoph], [Without publication data].
 64. Széher út List: ernst, Paul: Altitaliänische Novellen [Without publication 
data].
 65. List of 2014: Fehér, Tibor: Vasjogar (Budapest: Móra, 1974).
 66. Ilona Zachár’s List: Fierro, Martini: El Gaucho [Without publication data].
 67. Ilona Zachár’s List: Franklin, Benjamin–sharp, William: Autobiography of 
Benjamin Franklin [Without publication data].
 68. Széher út List: Fráter Lénárt: Hunyadi [János] származása [The origin of 
[János] Hunyadi], [Without publication data].
 69. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.073: galsworthy, John: The Forsyte Saga (New York: 
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1920).
 70. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.076: goethe, Johann Wolfgang: Trost bei Goethe. Die 
Tieck-Bücher. (Wien: Walther Scheuermann Verlag, 1946).
 71. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.077: goethe, Johann Wolfgang: Goethes Werke 
[6 vols.], (Leipzig: Max Hesse, n. d.).
 72. List of 2014: goethe, Johann Wolfgang: Die Leiden des jungen Werthers. 
Wahlverwandtschaften (Wien: Ullstein, 1946).
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 73. Széher út List: goethe, Johann Wolfgang: 40 kötet [40 vols.], [Without data 
of the published volumes. It is not known which works these 40 volumes 
contained.].
 74. List of 2014: golDsmith, Oliver: The Vicar of Wakefield (London: Collins 
Clear-Type Press, n. d.).
 75. Széher út List: gomoll, Wilhelm Konrad: Klingen im Wind [Without publi-
cation data].
 76. Széher út List: grimm, Herman Friedrich: Michelangelo (2 vols.), [Without 
publication data].
 77. Széher út List: günDolF, Friedrich: Goethe [Without publication data].
 78. Széher út List: gyöngyösi, István: [Márssal társalkodó] Murányi Venus 
[Without publication data].
 79. Széher út List: [habicht, Christian Maximilian–von Der, hagen Friedrich 
Heinrich:] Tausend und Eine Nacht [: Arabische Erzählunge], [Without 
publication data].
 80. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.082: harDy, Thomas: The Woodlanders (London: 
Macmillan and Co., 1951).
 81. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.083: haslip, Joan: Lucrezia Borgia (Indianapolis: The 
Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1953).
 82. Széher út List: hauptmann, Gerhart: 6 kötet (6 vols.), [Without data of the 
published volumes. It is not known which works these 6 volumes contained.].
 83. Széher út List: haushoFer, Max: Der ewige Jude [Without publication data].
 84. Széher út List: heine, Heinrich: 7 kötet [7 vols.], were [Without data of the 
published volumes. It is not known which works these 7 volumes contained.]. 
Comment of the compiler of the list: “The fourth volume is missing.”
 85. Széher út List: heine, Heinrich: Briefe [Without publication data].
 86. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.086: herolD, J. Christopher: Mistress to an Age. A Life 
of Madame de Staël (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1958).
 87. Széher út List: hesse, Hermann: Stunden im Garten [Without publication 
data].
 88. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.087: heyDenau, Friedrich: Gouvero (Berchtesgaden: 
Verlag Zimmer & Herzog, 1953). [Aladár Farkas’s present. Entries by 
Dohnányi].
 89. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.088: heyerDahl, Thor: Aku­aku. The Secret of Easter 
Island (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1958). [Entries by Dohnányi.] 
Z. I.: He was terribly intrested in all books of Heyerdahl.
 90. Ilona Zachár’s List: heyerDahl, Thor: American Indians in the Pacific 
[Without publication data]. Z. I.: This was a gift of mine to his birtday 1959. 
Next to it is a copy­book into which he wrote the unknown words.




 92. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.091: hoFFmann, E. T. A.: Sämtliche Werke [4 vols.], 
(Leipzig: Max Hesse, 1900). Z. I.: Hoffmann is one of his favorite writers. 
We received these volumes from Germany, and in 1951 and 52 we usually 
gathered in the evenings around him, while he sat in an armchair in the 
living­room, or when I happened to be sick, around my bed in the bedroom, 
reading our family that was grouped around him, the stories of Hoffmann. 
We were all fascinated and he enjoyed it just as much. Later he had to stop, 
for the print was very small and I noticed that his eyes began to hurt and his 
sight was effected.
 93. Széher út List: hoFFmann, E. T. A.: Meister Floh [Without publication data].
 94. Széher út List: hoFFmann, E. T. A.: 7 kötet [7 vols.], [Without data of the 
published volumes. It is not known which works these 7 volumes contained.].
 95. Széher út List: homer: 1 kötet [1 vol.], [Without data of the published vol-
umes. It is not known which works this volume contained.].
 96. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.095: [homer] highet, Gilbert (ed.): The Odyssey of 
Homer (New York: The Modern Library, 1950).
 97. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.096: [horace] kraemer, Casper J., Jr. (ed.): The Com­
plete Works of Horace (New York: The Modern Library, 1936).
 98. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.097: hugo, Victor: 1793. Frankreichs Schicksalsjahr 
(Wien: Obelisk/Sexl, 1946).
 99. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.099: hunt, Morton M.: The Natural History of Love 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1959).
 100. Széher út List: ibsen, Henrik: 10 kötet [10 vols.], [Without data of the pub-
lished volumes. It is not known which works these 10 volumes contained.].
 101. Széher út List: jacobsen, Jens Peter: Niels Lyhne [Without publication data].
 102. Ilona Zachár’s List: jensen, Johannes V.: The Long Journey [Without publi-
cation data].
 103. Széher út List: jókai, Mór: 96 kötet [96 vols.], [Without data of the published 
volumes. It is not known which works these 96 volumes contained.].
 104. Széher út List: kassner, Rudolf: Platons Gastmahl [Without publication 
data].
 105. M ZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.108: keller, Gottfried: Romeo und Julia auf dem 
Dorfe (Wien: Verlag I. Leinmüller, 1947). Z. I.: A favorite book of his.
 106. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.109/6: kemény, Zsigmond: [Kemény Zsigmond] Összes 
művei. Özvegy és leánya. [The Complete Works of Zsigmond Kemény, 
vol. 6: Widow and her daughter], (Budapest: Franklin-társulat, 1897).
 107. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.113: kipling, Rudyard: Kim (New York: The Modern 
Library, 1950).
 108. Széher út List: kummer, Friedrich: Deutsche Literaturgeschichte des neun­
zehnten Jahrhunderts [: dargestellt nach Generationen], [Without publica-
tion data].
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 109. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.116: landon, Margaret: Ana y el rey de siam (Buenos 
Aires: Editorial Sudamericana, 1945).
 110. List of 2014: lansing, Alfred: Endurance: Shackleton’s Incredible Voyage 
(New York–Toronto–London: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959).
 111.  Széher út List: lenau, Nikolaus: 2 kötet [2 vols.], [Without data of the pub-
lished volumes. It is not known which works these two volumes contained.].
 112. Széher út List: lessing, Gotthold Ephraim: 5 kötet [5 vols.], [Without data of the 
published volumes. It is not known which works these five volumes contained.].
 113. Ilona Zachár’s List: loewenstein, Diana: A Time to Love, a Time to Die 
[Without publication data].
 114. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.122: ludwig, Emil: Cleopatra. Historia de una Reina 
(Buenos Aires: Ediciones Anaconda, n. d.).
 115. Széher út List: ludwig, Emil: Wilhelm II. [Without publication data].
 116. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.125: madáCh, Imre: The Tragedy of Man (Sidney: Pan-
nonia Publishing Co., 1953). [According to Ilona Zachár’s List, Dohnányi 
had the original Hungarian version too.]
 117. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.126: maeterlinCK, Maurice: Das Leben der Bienen 
(Jena: Eugen Diederichs, 1910). [Entries by Dohnányi]. Z. I.: This was again 
a favorite book of his. He was always touched whenever he spoke about 
it, how charmingly Maeterlinck has written about the life of the bees. He 
confessed that he himself fell in love with the bees through it. He tried to 
persuade me to read it myself. These are books of his library of Budapest.
 118. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.127: maeterlinCK, Maurice: Die Intelligenz der Blu­
men (Jena: Eugen Diederichs, 1911). With dedication by Marion v. Weber: 
“Meinen lieben Ernst von Dohnányi. Herzlich Marion v. Weber. Dresden, 23. 
October 1912.” Z. I.: These are books of his library of Budapest.
 119. Széher út List: maeterlinCK, Maurice: Der blaue Vogel [Without publication 
data]
 120. Széher út List: manzoni, Alessandro: Művei 1 kötetben [Works in one vol-
ume], [Without publication data].
 121. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.128: maugham, Somerset W.: Catalina. A Romance 
(Garden City: Doubleday & Company, 1948).
 122. List of 2014: maugham, Somerset W.: Of Human Bondage (New York: Pock-
et Books, Inc., 1950).
 123. List of 2014: may, Karl: Das Vermächtnis des Inka (Prag: Karl-May-Verlag, 
n. d.).
 124. List of 2014: márKus, Jenő, dr. (ed.): Szemelvények P. Vergilius Maro 
Aeneisé ből (A Szent István-Társulat Gimnáziumi Tankönyvei. Budapest: Sz-
ent István Társulat, 1945).
 125. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.129: meier-graeFe, Julius: Vincent. A Life of Vincent 
van Gogh (Leipzig: The Albatross, 1936).
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 126. List of 2014: meredith, George: The Ordeal of Richard Feverel (London: 
J. M. Dent & Sons, n. d.).
 127. Széher út List: meyrinK, Gustav: Des Deutschen Spießers Wunderhorn 
[Without publication data].
 128. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.132: miKszáth, Kálmán: Galamb a kalitkában. Az 
eladó birtok. Páva a varjuval (Budapest: Révai, n. d.).
 129. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.133: miKszáth, Kálmán: Szent Péter esernyője. A vén 
gazember. (Budapest: Révai, 1941).
 130. Ilona Zachár’s List: morgenstern, Christian: Alle Galgenlieder [Without 
publication data]. Z. I.: Also a favorite book of his.
 131. Ilona Zachár’s List: morley, Christopher: Parnassus on Wheels [Without 
publication data].
 132. Ilona Zachár’s List: morley, Christopher: The Haunted Bookshop [Without 
publication data]. Z. I.: He praised this book, and had read it with great care, 
some time in January 1960. It was a political book which was the last, his 
last book he had read.
 133. List of 2014: munthe, Axel: La historia de San Michele (Buenos Aires: Edi-
ciones Mayo, 1948).
 134. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.136: nyirő, József: Havasok könyve (Budapest: Révai, 
1936).
 135. Ilona Zachár’s List: orwell, George: Animal farm [Without publication 
data].
 136. Széher út List: ostini, Fritz: Böcklin [Without publication data]
 137. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.140: ovid [Publius Ovidius Naso]: The Art of Love, and 
Other Poems (London: William Heinemann, 1929). [Entried by Dohnányi].
 138. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.141: ovid [Publius Ovidius Naso]: The Metamorpho­
ses (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1954). Dedication by Dohnányi 
to his wife, Ilona: “Az én édes «Cucikámnak» Tallahassee 1954 okt. 19., 
Ernő.”
 139. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.142: ovid [Publius Ovidius Naso]: Tristia. Ex ponto 
(London: William Heinemann, 1939).
 140. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.144: padover, Saul K.: The Jefferson Profile. As Re­
vealed In His Letters (New York: The John Day Company, 1956).
 141. Ilona Zachár’s List: papini, Giovanni: La Corona d’Argento [Without publi-
cation data]. Z. I.: This book must have been torn, for they carefully placed 
it in a book­cover, artistically made for him in Hungary by his sister Mitzi, 
Mrs. Ferencz Kováts.
 142. Széher út List: papini, Giovanni: [De] Christus [Without publication data].
 143. Ilona Zachár’s List: pasternaK, Boris: Doktor Zhivago [Without publication 
data].
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 144. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.145/2: Attila. Történeti regény [Attila. Historical novel, 
2 vols.], (Budapest: Singer és Wolfner, 1935).
 145. Ilona Zachár’s List: Petőfi, Sándor: Összes művei [The Complete Works of 
Sándor Petőfi, 2 vols.], [Without publication data]
 146. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.147: Petőfi Sándor költeményei [Poems of Sándor 
Petőfi, vols. 1 and 3], (Budapest: Athenaeum, 1888). [Originally Dohnányi’s 
sister’s own].
 147. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.150: Plato: Platons Staat (Jena: Eugen Diederichs, 
1916). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 148. Széher út List: Plato: Timaios [Without publication data].
 149. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.151: Plutarch: The Lives of the Noble Grecians and 
Romans (New York: The Modern Library, n. d.).
 150. Széher út List: ranke, Friedrich: Das Knaben Wunderhorn [Without publi-
cation data].
 151. Széher út List: rákosi, Jenő: 12 kötet [12 vols.], [Without data of the pub-
lished volumes. It is not known which works were included in these 12 vol-
umes.].
 152. Széher út List: ráth-Végh, István: [Az] ércmadár [Without publication data].
 153. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.156: reade, Charles: The Cloister and the Hearth 
(London: J. M. Dent & Sons, 1948).
 154. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.157: reed, Douglas: From Smoke to Smother (1938–
1948). A Sequel to Insanity Fair (London: Jonathan Cape, 1948). With ded-
ication: “To Prof. von Dohnányi wishing you many happy returns. Smith [?] 
27th July 1948.”
 155. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.158: remarque, Erich Maria: A Time to Love and a 
Time To Die (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1954).
 156. Széher út List: reuter, Fritz: 7 kötet [7 vols.], [Without data of the published 
volumes. It is not known which works contained in these 7 volumes.].
 157. Széher út List: rie, Therese: Vox Humana. [Das Leben einer Sängerin], 
[Without publication data].
 158. Ilona Zachár’s List: roda roda, Alexanderroda roda, Elisabeth: Aus dem 
grossen Roda Roda Buch [Without publication data].
 159. List of 2014: rojas, Ricardo: El Santo de la espada. Vida de San Martin 
(Buenos Aires: Editorial Losada, 1940).
 160. Széher út List: rolland, Romain: Meister Breugnon [Without publication 
data].
 161. List of 2014: roscoe, Wilhelm: Lorenz von Medici (Wien: Franz Härter’sche 
Buchhandlung, 1817).
 162. List of 2014: roscoe, Wilhelm: Leben und Regierung des Papstes Leo des 
Zehnten. 2 vols. [=Bibliothek historischer Klassiker aller Variationen, vols. 
19 and 21], (Wien: Franz Härter’sche Buchhandlung, 1818).
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 163. Ilona Zachár’s List: roth, Eugene: Ein Mensch [: heitere Verse], [Without 
publication data]. Z. I.: Also a favorite book of his.
 164. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.160: russel, Phillips: Jefferson: Champion of the Free 
Mind (New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1956). With dedication: “Dem 
lieben Ernő bácsi zu seinem 80. Geburstag von seiner ihn als Mensch und 
Künstler verehrenden Freundin, «Hildácska¸ 27. VII. 1957.”
 165. List of 2014: rostand, Edmond: Cyrano de Bergerac (Hachette, 1939).
 166. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.161: S. Zachár Ilona: Bellini (Budapest: Rózsvölgyi 
és Társa, n. d.). Dedication by Ilona Zachár: “Drága egyetlen Enyémkémnek 
forró szeretettel. 1942. december Enyémke”.
 167. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.163: S. Zachár Ilona: Rossini, a melódia királya 
[Rossini, the King of Melody], (Budapest: Rózsavölgyi és Társa, 1942).
 168. Ilona Zachár’s List: S. Zachár Ilona: Csaba királyfi visszatér [Prince Csaba 
Comes Back], [Without publication data].
 169. Ilona Zachár’s List: S. Zachár Ilona: Két szív összedobban [Néhány esztendő 
egy nagy muzsikus pár Wiech Klára és Scumann Róbert életéből] [Without 
publication data].
 170. Ilona Zachár’s List: S. Zachár Ilona: És terjesztém a szent tüzet (2 vols.), 
[Without publication data].
 171. Ilona Zachár’s List: S. Zachár Ilona: Donizetti [Without publication data].
 172. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.165: sandburg, Carl (The author of the introduction): 
Lincoln’s Devotional (New York: Channel Press, 1957).
 173. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.167: schiller, Fridrich: Schiller’s Werke [6 vols.], 
(Berlin: G. Grote’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1876). [Entries by Dohnányi in 
the first volume].
 174. Széher út List: schiller, Friedrich: Werke (12 vols.), [Old edition of 1835, 
without other information of the published volumes].
 175. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.171: schweitZer, Albert: Out of My Life and Thought. 
An Autobiography (New York: Mentor Book, 1953). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 176. List of 2014: scott, Walter: Waverley (London: Collins Clear-Type Press, n. d.).
 177. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.172: seaVer, George: Albert Schweitzer: The Man and 
His Mind (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1955). 
 178. Széher út List: seitZ, Robert: Das Börshooper Buch [Without publication data].
 179. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.175: sellers, Charles Coleman: Benedict Arnold. The 
Proud Warrior (New York: Minton, Balch & Company, 1930).
 180. Ilona Zachár’s List: shakesPeare, William: Sämtliche Werke [Without pub-
lication data. It is not known which works these volumes contained.].
 181. List of 2014: shakesPeare, William: Komödien (Wien: Ullstein, 1946).
 182. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.176: shakesPeare, William: A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream [=The following issues, up to call number 3.216 are part of the com-
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plete edition of the works of Shakespeare: The Yale Shakespeare. The Com­
plete Works], (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957).
 183. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.177: shaKespeare, William: All’s Well that Ends Well 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958).
 184. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.178: shaKespeare, William: As You Like It (New Hav-
en: Yale University Press, 1954).
 185. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.179: shaKespeare, William: Love’s Labour’s Lost 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1954).
 186. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.180: shaKespeare, William: Measure for Measure 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1954).
 187. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.181: shaKespeare, William: Much Ado about Nothing 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1956).
 188. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.182: shaKespeare, William: Pericles, Prince of Tyre 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1925).
 189. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.183: shaKespeare, William: Shakespeare’s Sonnets 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1956).
 190. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.184: shaKespeare, William: The Comedy of Errors 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1954).
 191. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.185: shaKespeare, William: The First Part of King 
Henry the Fourth (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1954).
 192. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.186: shaKespeare, William: The Second Part of King 
Henry the Fourth (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1956).
 193. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.187: shaKespeare, William: The First Part of King 
Henry the Sixth (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1949).
 194. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.188: shaKespeare, William: The Second Part of King 
Henry the Sixth (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1923).
 195. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.189: shaKespeare, William: The Third Part of King 
Henry the Sixth (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1923).
 196. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.190: shaKespeare, William: The Life and Death of 
King John (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1927).
 197. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.191: shaKespeare, William: The Life of Henry the 
Fifth (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1955).
 198. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.192: shaKespeare, William: The Life of King Henry 
the Eighth (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1925).
 199. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.193: shaKespeare, William: The Life of Timon of Ath­
ens (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1919).
 200. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.194: shaKespeare, William: The Merchant of Venice 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957).
 201. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.195: shaKespeare, William: The Merry Wives of Wind­
sor (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1922).
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 202. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.196: ShakeSpeare, William: The Taming of the Shrew 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1954).
 203. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.197: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tempest (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1955).
 204. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.198: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of Antony 
and Cleopatra (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1955).
 205. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.199: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of Corio­
lanus (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957).
 206. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.200: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of Cymbe­
line (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1924).
 207. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.201: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of Hamlet 
Prince of Denmark (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1954).
 208. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.202: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of Julius 
Caesar (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957).
 209. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.203: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of King Lear 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1956).
 210. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.204: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of King 
Richard the Second (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957).
 211. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.205: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of Macbeth 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1954).
 212. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.206: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of Othello. 
The Moor of Venice (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1956).
 213. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.207: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of Richard 
the Third (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957).
 214. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.208: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of Romeo 
and Juliet (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1954).
 215. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.209: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of Titus 
Andronicus (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1926).
 216. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.210: ShakeSpeare, William: The Tragedy of Troilus 
and Cressida (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1956).
 217. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.211: ShakeSpeare, William: The Winter’s Tale (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1955).
 218. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.212: ShakeSpeare, William: Twelfth Night or What 
You Will (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1954).
 219. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.213: ShakeSpeare, William: Two Gentlemen of Verona 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1924).
 220. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.214: ShakeSpeare, William: Venus and Adonis. Lu­
crece. And the Minor Poems (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1927).
 221. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.215: ShakeSpeare, William: Sämmtliche dramatische 
Werke (Leipzig: Georg Wigand, n. d.).
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 222. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.216: ShakeSpeare, William: The Complete Works 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1947). With dedication by Edward and 
Ethel Kilényi: “To the best and noblest Friend Ernest v Dohnányi from Ed-
ward, Ethel Kilényi Sr. New York, 1949.”
 223. Széher út List: ShakeSpeare, William: Falstaff [Without publication data].
 224. Széher út List: ShakeSpeare, William: 12 kötet [12 vols], [Without data of 
the published volumes. It is not known which works these 12 volumes con-
tained.].
 225. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.217: Shaw, [George] Bernard: Four Plays: Candida. 
Caesar and Cleopatra. Pygmalion. Heartbreak House (New York: The 
Modern Library, 1953).
 226. Ilona Zachár’s List: Shaw, [George] Bernard: Shaw on Music [Without publi-
cation data].
 227. Ilona Zachár’s List: Smart, Charles Allen: The Green Adventure [Without 
publication data].
 228. List of 2014: Southey, Robert: The Life of Nelson (London: Thomas Nelson 
& Sons, n. d.).
 229. Ilona Zachár’s List: Steinbeck, John: The red pony [Without publication data].
 230. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.223: StevenSon, Robert Louis: Treasure Island (New 
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1911). 
 231. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.224: StyleS, Showell: Path to Glory (London: Faber 
& Faber, 1951).
 232. Ilona Zachár’s List: Swift, Jonathan: Gulliver’s Travels [Without publication 
data].
 233. Széher út List: [tagore, Rabindranáth:] Munkái, 5 kötet [Works in 5 vol-
umes], [Without publication data].
 234. List of 2014: tarn, W. W.: Alexander the Great (Boston: Beacon Press, 1956).
 235. Széher út List: taud, Franz: [Die] Maultiertreiber [Without publication data].
 236. List of 2014: thaller, Franz: Glaubens Streit und Türkennot (Geschichte 
Österreichs in Einzeldarstellungen. Graz–Wien: “Styria” Steirische Verlag-
sanstalt, 1946).
 237. Ilona Zachár’s List: thurber, James: The Years with Ross [Without publica-
tion data].
 238. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.231: tolStoy, Lev: War and Peace (New York: The 
Modern Library, n. d.).
 239. Széher út List: tompa, Mihály: 4 kötet [4 vols., Without publication data. It is 
not known which works contained in these 4 volumes.]
 240. List of 2014: tóth, Kálmán: “Miha”. Adalékok Véli Miha vigjátékíró élet­
rajzához [“Miha”. Improvers to the biography of the comedist Miha Véli], 
(Abony: Abonyi Járási Nyomda, Holló, Járdány és Társa, 1943).
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 241. Ilona Zachár’s List: twain, Mark: Huckleberry Finn [Without publication 
data].
 242. Ilona Zachár’s List: twain, Mark: Tom Sawyer [Without publication data].
 243. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.237: [uhland, Ludwig:] Uhland’s Gedichte und Dra­
men [1 vol.], (Stuttgart: Gotta’schen Buchhandlung, 1876).
 244. Széher út List: vajthó László: Új magyar költők [New Hungarian Poets], 
[Without publication data].
 245. Széher út List: vikár Béla: Nevető rímek [Laughing rhymes], [Without pub-
lication data].
 246. Széher út List: verhaelen, Émile: Hymnen an das Leben [: Deutsche Nach­
dichtung von Stefan Zweig], [Without publication data].
 247. Széher út List: verhaelen, Émile: Gedichte [Without publication data].
 248. Széher út List: verhaelen, Émile: 3 Dramen [Without publication data].
 249. Széher út List: verlaine, Paul: Gedichte [Without publication data].
 250. Széher út List: verkade [Jan] Willibrod: Die Unruhe zu Gott. [Erinnerungen 
eines Malermönchs], [Without publication data].
 251. Ilona Zachár’s List: viScher, Friedrich Theodor von: Auch Einer [Without 
publication data]. Z. I.: He liked this book also, and carefully mended it, for 
it was torn.
 252. Széher út List: viScher, Friedrich Theodor von: Lyrische Gänge [Without 
publication data].
 253. List of 2014: volSki, Estanislao: Pizarro, el conquistador (Biblioteca de 
grandes biografías. Buenos Aires: Editorial Claridad, 1944).
 254. Széher út List: vöröSmarty Mihály: 8 kötet [8 vols., Without data of the pub-
lished volumes. It is not known which works these 8 volumes contained.]
 255. Ilona Zachár’s List: wagner, Geoffrey: The Dispossessed [Without publica-
tion data].
 256. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.244: wallace, Willard M.: Traitorous Hero. The Life 
and Fortunes of Benedict Arnold (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1954). 
[Entries by Dohnányi.] 
 257. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.245: waltari, Mika: The Adventurer (New York: G. 
P. Putnam’s Sons, 1950).
 258. Ilona Zachár’s List: waSS Albert: Az Antikrisztus és a pásztorok [The Anti-
christ and the Shepherds], [Without publication data].
 259. Ilona Zachár’s List: wilde, Oscar: Fairy tales [Without publication data].
 260. List of 2014: yerby, Frank: The Golden Hawk (New York: The Dial Press, 
1948).
 261. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.250: Zachár, Elena: También Dios lo quiere (Buenos 
Aires: Editorial Jackson de Ediciones Selectas, n. d.).
 262. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.251: Zilahy, Lajos: Die Liebe meines Urahnen (Berlin: 
Paul Zsolnay Verlag, 1941).
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 263. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.252: Zweig, Stefan: Balzac (New York: The Viking 
Press, 1946).
 264. Széher út List: Zweig, Stefan: Emile Verhaeren [Without publication data].
III. Books about History
 1. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.001: albright, William Foxwell [et al.]: Grundlagen 
und Entfaltung der ältesten Hochkulturen [Historia mundi. Bd. 2.], (Bern: 
Francke, 1953).
 2. List of 2014: baSadre, Jorge: Historia de la Republica del Peru [2 vols.], 
(Lima: Editorial Cultura Antártica, n. d.).
 3. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.012: beaty, John Owen: The Iron Curtain Over Amer­
ica (Dallas: Wilkinson Publishing Company, 1952).
 4. Széher út List: bertrand, Louis: Spanyolország története [The History of 
Spain], (Translated by Rónai, Mihály András), [Without publication data].
 5. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.017: bingham, Hiram: Lost City of the Incas. The Sto­
ry of Machu Picchu and Its Builders (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 
1948). [Entries by Dohnányi], Dedication by Ilona Zachár: “Egyetlen Er-
nőkémnek sok-sok szeretettel a Cinci család – Tallahassee, 1953. Julius 27.”
 6. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.022: borda, Manuel Lizondo: Historia del Tucuman 
(Tucuman: [without publisher], 1941).
 7. Ilona Zachár’s List: burnham, James: The Web of Subversion [Without pub-
lication data].
 8. Ilona Zachár’s List: cane, André: Beaulieu­Sur­Mer (Recueil Historique) 
[Without publication data].
 9. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.035: ceram, C. W.: Götter Gräber und Gelehrte. Ro­
man der Archäologie (Hamburg: Rowohlt Verlag, 1949).
  10. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.038: churchill, Winston S.: The Age of Revolution 
(New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1957).
 11. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.039: churchill, Winston S.: The Birth of Britain 
(New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1956).
 12. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.040: churchill, Winston S.: The Great Democracies 
(New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1958).
 13. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.041: churchill, Winston S.: The New World (New 
York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1956).
 14. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.042/1: churchill, Winston S.: The Second World War. 
The Gathering Storm (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1948).
 15. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.042/2: churchill, Winston S.: The Second World 
War. Their Finest Hour (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1949).
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 16. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.042/3: churchill, Winston S.: The Second World War. 
The Grand Alliance (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951).
 17. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.042/4: churchill, Winston S.: The Second World War. 
The Hinge of Fate (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1950).
 18. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.042/5: churchill, Winston S.: The Second World War. 
Closing the Ring (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951).
 19. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.042/6: churchill, Winston S.: The Second World 
War. Triumph and Tragedy (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1953).
 20. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.045: [Without author:] Illustrierte Weltgeschichte für 
das Folk [Without publication data].
 21. Ilona Zachár’s List: collinS, Alan Copeland: The story of America in pic­
tures [Without publication data]. Z. I.: This book lay for years next to his bed, 
he enjoyed studying the pictures, especially at the time he got the citizenship 
with mine.
 22. Ilona Zachár’s List: coStillo, Bernal Díaz del: The memoirs of the conquis­
tador Bernal Diaz del Castillo written by himself, containing a true and full 
account of the discovery and conquest of Mexico and New Spain [Without 
publication data].
 23. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.045/1-2: corvin, Otto von: Illustrierte Geschichte des 
Alterthums [2 vols.], (Lepzig: Otto Spamer, 1880).
 24. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.045/3: dieSSenbach, l. f.–vogt, j. g.: Illustrierte 
Geschichte des Mittelalters [1 vol.], (Leipzig: Otto Spamer, 1881).
 25. List of 2014: dZimirSky, Erhard: Das Spätmittelalter 1246–1519. Geschichte 
Österreichs in Einzeldarstellungen (Graz – Wien: “Styria” Steirische Verlag-
sanstalt, 1946).
 26. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.045/4: tammert, E.: Illustrierte Geschichte des Mit­
telalters [2 vols.], (Leipzig: Otto Spamer, 1883).
 27. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.045/5: kaemmel, Otto: Illustrierte Geschichte der 
Neueren Zeit [1 vol.], (Leipzig: Otto Spamer, 1882).  
 28. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.045/6: kaemmel, Otto: Illustrierte Geschichte der 
Neueren Zeit [2 vols.], (Leipzig: Otto Spamer, 1883).
 29. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.045/7: volZ, Berthold: Illustrierte Geschichte der 
Neusten Zeit [1 vol.], (Leipzig: Otto Spamer, 1883).
 30. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.045/8: volZ, Berthold: Illustrierte Geschichte der 
Neusten Zeit [2 vols.], (Leipzig: Otto Spamer, 1884).
 31. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.045/9: [Without author:] Namen und Sachregister zur 
Geschichte des Alterthums [1. and 2. vols., without publication data].
 32. Ilona Zachár’s List: djilaS, Milovan: The New Class [: an analysis of the 
communist system], [Without publication data].
 33. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.057: doren, Carl Van: Secret History of the American 
Revolution (New York: The Viking Press, 1941). [Entries by Dohnányi].
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 34. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.060: duggan, Alfred: The Little Emperors (London: 
Faber & Faber, 1951).
 35. Ilona Zachár’s List: farge, Oliver La: A Pictorial History of the American 
Indian [Without publication data].
 36. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.068: ferrero, Guglielmo: Characters and Events of 
Roman History. From Caesar to Nero (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 
1909). [Entries by Dohnányi]
 37. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.069/1-3: ferrero, Guglielmo: The Greatness and De­
cline of Rome. The Fall of an Aristocracy [3 vols.], (New York: G. P. Put-
nam’s Sons, 1908).
 38. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.074/2: gibbon, Edward: The Decline and Fall of the 
Roman Empire [2. vol.], (New York: The Modern Library, n. d.).
 39. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.074/3: gibbon, Edward: The Decline and Fall of the 
Roman Empire [3 vols.], (New York: The Modern Library, n. d.).
 40. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.075: [gibbon, Edward] – SaunderS, Dero A. (ed.): The 
Portable Gibbon: The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (New York: 
The Viking Press, 1952).
 41. Ilona Zachár’s List: gordon, Rosaline M.: Nine Men Against America; the 
Story of the Supreme Court and your Liberties [Without publication data].
 42. Széher út List: gregoroviuS, Ferdinand: Geschichte der Stadt Rom im Mit­
telalter [Without publication data].
 43. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.081: hall, H. R.: The Ancient History of the Near 
East (London: Methuen & CO. 1916). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 44. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.085: herodotuS: The Persian Wars (New York: The 
Modern Library, 1942).
 45. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.089: hickS, John D.: The American Nation. A History 
of the United States from 1865 to the Present (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1946). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 46. Ilona Zachár’s List: hoover, Edgar J.: Masters of Deceit [: the Story of Com­
munism In America And How to Fight It], [Without publication data].
 47. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.094: hóman, Bálint–SZekfű, Gyula: Magyar történet 
[Hungarian History, 4 vols.], (Budapest: Királyi Magyar Egyetemi Nyomda, 
1935).[Entries by Dohnányi].
 48. Széher út List: hóman, Bálint–SZekfű, Gyula–iványi-grünwald, Béla: 
Egyetemes történet [Universal History], (4 vols.), [Without publication data].
 49. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.115: kravchenko, Victor: I Chose Justice (New York: 
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1950).
 50. Ilona Zachár’s List: leicht, Hermann: Indianische Kunst und Kultur, [ein 
Jahrtausend im Reiche des Mondkults], [Without publication data].
 51. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.118: lerner, Max: America as a Civilization. Life and 
Thought in the United States Today (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1957).
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 52. Ilona Zachár’s List: lilienthal, Alfred M.: There goes the Middle East 
[Without publication data].
 53. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.121: luce, Henry R. (ed.): Life’s Picture History of 
Western Man (New York: Time Incorporated, 1951). With dedication: “To 
Maestro Dohnanyi and his lady – Love, Grace and Lesten Moore. Christmas, 
1951.”
 54. Ilona Zachár’s List: marSchalkó, Lajos–fiala, Ferenc: Vádló bitófák [: a 
magyar nemzet igazi sírásói], [Without publication data].
 55. Ilona Zachár’s List: Malone, Dumas: The Story of the Declaration of Inde­
pendence [Without publication data].
 56. Ilona Zachár’s List: mcmillan, Grace Taylor–bankS, Clinton Stanley: Texas 
Reader [Without publication data].
 57. Ilona Zachár’s List: miller, Williams: A History of the United States [With-
out publication data].
 58. Ilona Zachár’s List: nevinS, Allan–commager, Henry Steele: A Short History 
of the United States [Without publication data]. Z. I.: These books he bought at 
the time we got our citizenship. As in everything, he was precise and perfec­
tionist also in this field. He wanted to know all about this country, for becom­
ing a citizen meant that he became devoted to it sincerely, with all his heart.
 59. Ilona Zachár’s List: padover, Saul Kussiel–landynSki, Jacob W.: The Living 
U.S. Constitution [Without publication data].
 60. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.146: peterSon, Houston: A Treasury of the World’s 
Great Speeches (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1954).
 61. List of 2014: preScott, William H.: History of the Conquest of Mexico and 
History of the Conquest of Peru (New York: The Modern Library, n. d.).
 62. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.152: prieSter, Eva: Kurze Geschichte Österreichs. 
I Entstehung eines Staates (Wien: Globus-Verlag, 1946).
 63. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.164: SaluStio, Cayo [Gaius Sallustius Crispus]: La 
Conjuración de Catilina. La Guerra de Jugurta [Bellum Catilinae. Bellum 
Iugurthinum] (Buenos Aires: Espasa – Calpe Argentina, 1943).
 64. List of 2014: SchelS, J. B.: Geschichte der Länder österreischischen Kaiser­
staates (5., 6., 7. vols.), (Wien: 1822., 1824, 1825).
 65. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.220: SmetZ, Moritz: Geschichte der Oesterre ichisch­
Ungarischen Monarchie (Leipzig: U. Hartleben’s Verlag, 1878).
 66. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.226: taeger, Fritz: Das Altertum. Geschichte und Ge­
stalt der Mittelmeerwelt (Zürich: Europa-Verlag, 1939).
 67. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.227: teleki, József: A Hunyadiak kora Magyar or szá­
gon [The age of the Hunyadis in Hungary, 4 vols.], (Pest: Emich Gusztáv és 
Eisenfels Rudolf könyvnyomdája, 1852, 1853, 1854).
 68. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.235: toynbee, Arnold J.: A Study of History (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1947). Dedication by Ethel and Edward Kilényi: 
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  “For Christmas and for many, many Happy New Years to Ernest our much 
beloved and adored friend Ethel and Eward Kilenyi Sr Hollywood, Califor-
nia 1950.”
 69. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.236: trevelyan, G. M.: History of England [1 vols.]: 
From the Earliest Times to the Reformation (New York: Doubleday & Com-
pany, Inc., 1953). 
 70. List of 2014: vega, Garcilaso de la: Comentarios Reales de los Incas [2 
vols.], (Buenos Aires: Emegé Editores, n. d.).
 71. Ilona Zachár’s List: vigil, Carlos: Los monumentos y lugares históricos de 
la Argentina [Without publication data].
 72. List of 2014: waltari, Mika: The Egyptian (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 
1949).
 73. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.246: ward, Christopher: The War of the Revolution 
[2 vols.], (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1952). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 74. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.247: [Without author:] Westermanns Atlas zur Welt­
geschichte (Berlin: Georg Westermann Verlag Braunschweig, 1956).
 75. Széher út List: Weber, Max Maria: Aus der Welt der Arbeit [: Bilder aus dem 
Werktagsleben der Zeit vor fünfzig Jahren], [Without publication data].
 76. Ilona Zachár’s List: wellS, H. G.: The Outline of History [: being a plain 
history of life and mankind], [Without publication data].
 77. Ilona Zachár’s List: whitehead, Dan: The FBI Story [Without publication 
data].
 78. Ilona Zachár’s List: wiSSler, Clark: Indians of the United States [Without 
publication data].
 79. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.249: workman, William D., Jr.: The Case for the South 
(New York: The Devin-Adair Company, 1960). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 80. Ilona Zachár’s List: [Without author:] Our American Government [Without 
publication data].
 81. List of 2014: [Without author:] [Erdély története] Tündérország 1541–1571 
[=Erdély öröksége. Erdélyi emlékírók Erdélyről I.], [The History of 
Transylva nia. Fairyland 1541–1571], (Budapest: Franklin Társulat, n. d.).
 82. List of 2014: [Without author:] Sárkányfogak 1572–1602 [Dragon’s Teeth 
1572–1602], (Budapest: Franklin Társulat, n. d.).
 83. List of 2014: [Without author:] Tűzpróba. 1603–1613 [Crucible 1603–1613], 
(Budapest: Franklin Társulat, n. d.).
 84. List of 2014: [Without author:] A fejedelem 1613–1629 [The Monarch 1613–
1629], (Budapest: Franklin Társulat, n. d.).
 85. List of 2014: [Without author:] Haldokló Erdély 1662–1703 [Dying Transyl-
vania 1662–1703], (Budapest: Franklin Társulat, n. d.).
 86. List of 2014: [Without author:] Erdély változása 1730–1750 [The Change of 
Transylvania 1730–1750], (Budapest: Franklin Társulat, n. d.). 
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 87. List of 2014: [Without author:] A másik magyar haza 1750–1790 [The other 
Hungarian homeland 1750–1790], (Budapest: Franklin Társulat, n. d.).
 88. List of 2014: [Without author:] Erdélyi arcok 1791–1867 [Transylvanian 
faces 1791–1867], (Budapest: Franklin Társulat, n. d.).
 89. List of 2014: [Without author:] Két ország ölelkezése 1791–1867 [The em-
brace of two countries 1791–1867], (Budapest: Franklin Társulat, n. d.).
IV. Books about Philosophy
 1. Ilona Zachár’s List: emerSon, Ralph Waldo–McQuade, Donald: [Selected] 
writings of Emerson [Without publication data].
 2. Ilona Zachár’s List: erdmann, B[enno]: Kants Kritik [Without publication 
data].
 3. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.104: friedrich, Carl J. (ed.): The Philosophy of Kant. 
Immanuel Kant’s Moral and Political Writings (New York: The Modern Li-
brary, 1949).
 4. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.105: kant, Immanuel: Kritik der reinen Vernunft (Ber-
lin: Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1923). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 5. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.106: kant, Immanuel: Kritik der Urteilskraft (Leipzig: 
Felix Meiner, 1948).
 6. Széher út List: kant, Immanuel: Kants Werke [10 vols.], [Without publica-
tion data].
 7. Széher út List: kaySerling, Hermann Graf: Das Reisetagebuch [eines Phi­
losophen], [Without publication data]. 
 8. Széher út List: laoZi: [Tao te king: das Buch vom] Sinn und Leben, [Without 
publication data].
 9. Széher út List: lieZi [Liä Dsi]: Quellender Urgrund [Without publication 
data].
  10. Széher út List: Omar al-Raschid Bey: Das hohe Ziel der Erkenntnis [Without 
publication data].
 11. Ilona Zachár’s List: nietZSche, Friedrich: Also sprach Zarathustra [Without 
publication data]. Z. I.: His favorite philosopher. He often tried to persuade 
me to read this work.
 12. Széher út List: nietZSche, Friedrich: 8 kötet [8 vols.], [Without data of the 
published volumes. It is not known which works contained in these volumes.].
 12. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.159: Röer, E. (ed.). mitra, Raja Rajendralal: The 
Twelve Principal Upanishads [3 vols.], (Adyar, Madras: Theosophical Pub-
lishing House, 1931, 1932).
 13. Széher út List: Schmitt, Euguen Heinich: Kritik der Philosophie [: vom 
Standpunkt der intuitiven Erkenntnis], [Without publication data].
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 14. Széher út List: Schmitt, Euguen Heinich: Die Gnosis (2 vols), [Without pub-
lication data].
 15. Ilona Zachár’s List: Schopenhauer, Arthur: Werke [Without publication 
data. It is not known which works contained in this/these volume(s).].
 16. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.169: SchweitZer, Albert (Charles R. Joy ed.): An An­
thology (Boston: The Beacon Press, 1956).
 17. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.222: Spengler, Oswald: Der Mensch und die Tech­
nik (München: C. H. Beck’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1931). [Entries by 
Dohnányi].
 18. Ilona Zachár’s List: Spengler, Oswald: Der Untergang des Abendlandes 
[2 vols., Without publication data]. Z. I.: Nietzsche and Spengler were his 
favorite philosophers.
 19. Széher út List: Spengler, Oswald: Reden und Aufsätze [Without publication 
data].
 20. Széher út List: Spengler, Oswald: Jahre der Entscheidung [Without publica-
tion data].
 21. Ilona Zachár’s List: Zimmer, Heinrich Robert: Philosophies of India [With-
out publication data]. 
 22. Széher út List: [Without author:] Die Reden Buddhas [: kommentierte Über­
tragung aus dem Pāli­Kanon], [Without publication data].
V. Miscellaneous Books 
 1. Ilona Zachár’s List: ARATA, G. U.: Genova e le due Reviere [Without 
publica tion data].
 2. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.006: AUGUSTA, Joseph–Burian, Zdeněk: Prehistoric 
Animals (London: Spring Books (n. d.), [1957]).
 3. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.015: [Without author:] Biblia Sacra. Juxta Vulgatam 
Clementinam (Roma: Societatis S. Joannis Evang, 1947).
 4. Ilona Zachár’s List: [Without author:] Szent Biblia [Holy Bible], [Without 
publication data].
 5. Ilona Zachár’s List: [Without author:] Die Bibel [Without publication data].
 6. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.033: [Without author:] Catalogo General para 1948 
(Tucuman: Universidad Nacional de Tucuman, 1948). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 7. Széher út List: BAEDEKER, Karl: Milano [Without publication data].
 8. Ilona Zachár’s List: BARNES, Claire Jr.: Political Zoo [Without publication 
data].
 9. Széher út List: BARTLETT, W. H.: Die Schweitz [in Bilder], [Without publica-
tion data].
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 10. Széher út List: bary, Helen de: [Museum –] Geschichte der Museums­ 
Gesellschaft [Without publication data].
 11. Ilona Zachár’s List: blieS, Roy E.: The Complete Book of Garden Magic 
[Without publication data].
 12. Széher út List: bredt, E. W.: Die Alpen und ihre Maler [Without publication 
data].
 13. Ilona Zachár’s List: burnett, Whit: This is My Best Humor [Without publi-
cation data].
 14. Ilona Zachár’s List: [congdon, Russell Thompson]: Our Beautiful Western 
Birds [Without publication data]. Z. I.: Gift by me to his last nameday Janu­
ary 12, 1960. Upon it lay several coverlets he took off from recently obtained 
books.
 15. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.044: copeland, Lewis–lamm, Lawrence W.: The 
Everyday Reference Library. An Encyclopedia of Useful Information (Chi-
cago: J. G. Ferguson & Associates, 1954).
 16. Ilona Zachár’s List: couSinS, [Norman]: In God we Trust [Without publica-
tion data].
 17. Ilona Zachár’s List: danin, Richard Kurt: Der Wiener Stephansdom und 
seine Geschichte [Without publication data].
 18. List of 2014: deen, Edith: All of The Women of The Bible (New York–Evan-
ston: Harper & Row, 1955).
 19. List of 2014: didon, P.: Jézus élete [The life of Jesus], (Budapest: Szent írás-
egyesület, 1935).
 20. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.055: dohnányi, Mátyás: A rádiótechnika elemei [The 
elements of radio-engineering], (Budapest: Gergely R. Rt. Könyvkereskedés, 
1945).
 21. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.064: erdődy, Gábor (ed.): A Délamerikai Magyar 
Hirlap Évkönyve 1956 [The Yearbook of the South American Hungarian 
Newspaper 1956], (São Paulo, Brazilia: a Délamerikai Magyar Hirlap, 1956). 
With dedication: “Spur Endre megbizásából tiszteletpéldányként. Saõ Paulo 
1956. ápr. 16. Dr. Hets(?) Aurelián.”
 22. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.065: erdődy, Gábor (ed.): A Délamerikai Magyar 
Hirlap Évkönyve 1957 [The Yearbook of the South American Hungari-
an Newspaper 1957], (São Paulo, Brazilia: Délamerikai Magyar Hirlap, 
1957). With dedication by Endre Spur: “Dohnányi Ernőnek, a nagy magyar 
zeneköltőnek mély tisztelettel ajánlja elolvasásra benti cikkét Spur Endre. 
Pittsburgh, 1957. V. 30.” [Entries by Dohnányi].
 23. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.066: erdődy, Gábor (ed.): A Délamerikai Magyar 
Hirlap Évkönyve 1958 [The Yearbook of the South American Hungarian 
Newspaper 1958], (São Paulo, Brazilia: Délamerikai Magyar Hirlap, 1958). 
With dedication by Endre Spur: “Dohnányi Ernőnek, a magyar zenekultura 
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  büszkeségének küldi szeretettel és igen nagy tisztelettel Spur Endre. Pitts-
burgh, 1958. 6. 12.”
 24. Széher út List: Érdy, László: Magasfrekvenciás sugarak a gyógyászatban 
[Without publication data].
 25. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.067: farkaS Aladár: A c. 735­ös számu rab [The 
prison er No. C. 735], (Pesti Hirlap Könyvek, Budapest: Légrády Testvérek, 
1933).
 26. List of 2014: FR. király, Kelemen O.F.M.: Katolikus­Protestáns Egység­
törekvés története Magyarországon [The History of the Catholic-Re formed 
Church Aspirations in Hungary], (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Standard 
Press, 1965).
 27. Ilona Zachár’s List: gamori, George: The Birth and Death of the Sun [With-
out publication data].
 28. Ilona Zachár’s List: gamow, George: One Two Three… Infinity [Without 
pub lication data].
 29. Ilona Zachár’s List: gamow, George: The Creation of the Universe [Without 
publication data].
 30. Széher út List: genSel, Walther: Allgemeine Kunstgeschichte [Without pub-
lication data].
 31. Ilona Zachár’s List: gunther, John: Inside Africa [Without publication data]. 
 32. Ilona Zachár’s List: harrer, Heinrich: Seven years in Tibet [Without 
publication data].
 33. Ilona Zachár’s List: haStingS, Louise: The Southern Garden Book [Without 
publication data].
 34. List of 2014: HERD, Harold (ed.): An Outline Course in Mind Training (Lon-
don: Fleet Publications, 1949).
 35. Ilona Zachár’s List: hermann, Paul: Conquest by Man [Without publication 
data].
 36. Ilona Zachár’s List: hopkinS, Samuel Adams: Grandfather­stories [Without 
publication data].
 37. Ilona Zachár’s List: howard, Haycraft: A Treasury of Great Mysteries [With-
out publication data].
 38. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.092: högfeldt, Robert: Also geht es auf der Welt. 
Sprichwörter. Neununddreissig farbige Zeichnungen (Wien: Paul Neff Ver-
lag, 1950).
 39. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.093: högfeldt, Robert: Das harmonische Familienle­
ben. 40 Zeichnungen mit Versen von Hayno Focken (Wien: Paul Neff Verlag, 
1945). Z. I.: We often laughed together on these pictures, which he greatly 
valued.
 40. Ilona Zachár’s List: högfeldt, Robert: Das Högfeldt­Buch: mit einleitendem 
Text [Without publication data].
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 41. Széher út List: hunfalvy, Johann–rohbock, Ludwig: Pesth und Ofen [nebst 
Umgegend], [Without publication data].
 42. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.100: hunt, Sir John: The Conquest of Everest: With a 
Chapter on the Final Assault by Sir Edmund Hillary (New York: E. P. Dut-
ton & Company, Inc., 1954). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 43. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.101: huxley, Aldous: The Art of Seeing (New York–
London: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1942). [Entries by Dohnányi].
 44. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.102: [Without author]: Indische Miniaturen aus dem 
Besitz der Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin (Berlin: Gebr. Mann, [1937]). With 
dedication by Ilona Zachár: “ «Enyémkémnek¸ Karácsony 1939. Ernő.”
 45. List of 2014: jourlet, Marie de: Windhaven Plantation (New York: Pinnacle 
Books, 1977).
 46. Ilona Zachár’s List: ketcham, Hank–harmon, Bob: Baby Sitter’s Guide by 
Dennis the Menace [Without publication data].
 47. Ilona Zachár’s List: kiær, Eigil–hancke, Verner: Garden flowers in colour 
[Without publication data]. Z. I.: He loved flowers, and even the week before we 
left New York, in 1960 January, he visited with the Zacharas the Tallahassee 
Nursery, choosing with great care and almost a passionate joy three cameleas 
and a red­boo tree, which were a few days later planted in the garden, accord­
ing to his wishes. He attended the planting with great interest, and in New 
York often wondered, whether when we return, his cameleas were blooming. 
They were all in bloom, but he never returned again alive to see them.
 48. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.112: kieran, John: An Introduction to Nature: Birds, 
Wild Flowers, Trees (Garden City, New York: Hanover House, 1955).
 49. List of 2014: kierZek, John M.: The Macmillan Handbook of English (New 
York: The Macmillan Company, 1949).
 50. List of 2014: kiSS, János–gergely, József: Jézus élete [The Life of Jesus], 
(Budapest: Egyházi közlöny, 1903).
 51. Széher út List: krohn, Gyula: A finnugor ősvallás [The Finno-Ugric ancient 
religion], [Without publication data].
 52. Ilona Zachár’s List: kováry, Ferdinand: Lustiges Österreich [zwischen Bom­
bay und New York], [Without publication data].
 53. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.123: lyka, Károly: Budapest szobrai [The statues of 
Budapest], (Budapest: Képzőművészeti Alap, 1955).
 54. Ilona Zachár’s List: madjera, Wolfgang: Die Österreichise Landschaft 
[Without publication data].
 55. Széher út List: malonyay, Dezső: A magyar nép művészete [The Art of the 
Hungarian People], [Without publication data].
 56. Széher út List: malonyay, János: [Anthropokalypsis azaz] jelenések [az em­
beriség jövendőjéből], [Anthropokalypsis, that is, Revelation of the Future 
of the Mankind], [Without publication data].
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 57. Ilona Zachár’s List: marboe, Ernst: Österreich [Without publication data]. 
 58. List of 2014: menCKen, H. L.: American Language: An Inquiry Into the 
Development of English in the United States (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1936).
 59. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.130: [Without author:] Memoria del año 1948 
(Tucuman: Universidad Nacional de Tucuman, 1949).
 60. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.138: [Without author:] One Hundred Masterpieces 
from the National Gallery (London: Harrison & Sons, 1945).
 61. Ilona Zachár’s List: palgrave, Francis Turner: The Golden Treasury [With-
out publication data].
 62. List of 2014: [pFeiFFer, Robert H.]: The Apocrypha according to the Author­
ized Version (Haverhill: Destinity Publishers, 1946).
 63. List of 2014: ploetz, dr. Karl: Syllabaire Français (Berlin: F. A. Herbig Ver-
lagsbuchhandlung, 1918).
 64. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.154: ramseger, Georg (ed.): Duell mit der Geschichte. 
Deutsche Karikaturisten der Gegenwart (Oldenburg–Hamburg: Gerhard 
Stalling Verlag, 1955).
 65. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.155: Rand mCnally–Cosmopolitan: World Atlas (New 
York: Rand McNally and Company, n. d.).
 66. Ilona Zachár’s List: robertson, Robert Blackwood: Of Whales and Men 
[Without publication data].
 67. Ilona Zachár’s List: root, Merrill E.: Collectivism on the Campus the Battle 
for the Mind in American Colleges [Without publication data].
 68. Ilona Zachár’s List: ruppelt, Edward: The Report on Unidentified Objects 
[Without publication data]. Z. I.: A book he found very interesting. It was a 
gift of mine.
 69. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.162: saChs, Paul J.: Modern Prints & Drawings (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1954). 
 70. Ilona Zachár’s List: [sChwarzenbaCh, Hans]: Flowers in Colour [Without 
publication data].
 71. List of 2014: sChaaF, Paul (ed.): So siehts Du aus! Humor der Zeit (Opladen: 
Verlag Friedrich Middelhauve, 1955).
 72. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.218: shipton, Eric: Men Against Everest (Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955).
 73. MZA-DE-Ta-Script 3.219: simon, Howard: 500 Years of Art in Illustration. 
From Albrecht Dürer to Rockwell Kent (New York: Garden City Publishing 
Co., 1949).
 74. Ilona Zachár’s List: sloCum, Joshua: Sailing Alone around the World [With-
out publication data].
 75. Ilona Zachár’s List: spenCer, Jone: Life on Other Worlds [Without publica-
tion data].
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 76. Ilona Zachár’s List: StokeS, Marionne and Adrion: Hungary [Without publi­
cation data].
 77. MZA­DE­Ta­Script 3.230: [Without author:] The New Yorker Twenty-Fifth 
Anniversary Album (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1950). With dedicaton 
by Lee Pryor: “To Maestro Dohnányi on his birthday anniversary from a 
devoted admirer and friend, Lee Pryor, Tallahassee, July 27, 1954.”
 78. Ilona Zachár’s List: Ward, Chas A.: Oracles of Nostradamus [Without pub­
lication data]. Z. I.: This was a favorite book of his. He often related us and 
to his friend’s passages of it. He did believe in Nostradamus, as he believed 
in telepathy, even in miracle.
 79. Ilona Zachár’s List: WuenSchel, Edward A.: Self Portrait of Christ [Without 
publication data].
 80. List of 2014: Zádor Anna: Die Kathedrale von Esztergom (Kecskemét: 
Druckerei Petőfi, 1977).
 81. Ilona Zachár’s List: [Without author:] Die Schönheitgalerie Ludwig I. [With­
out publication data].
 82. Ilona Zachár’s List: [Without author:] Der Volksbrockhaus – A. Z. [Without 
publication data].
 83. Ilona Zachár’s List: [Without author:] Columbia Encyclopeadia [Without 
publication data]. Z. I.: Carefully placed on a stand, so that it might always 
be kept open. Below it, on the stand he cautiously placed heavy cartoon in 
order to give a firm support to the book. He had tremendous patience in 
taking his time by arranging most precisely such things.
 84. Ilona Zachár’s List: [Without author:] Encyclopeadia Britannica [24 vols.], 
[Without publication data].
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